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In order to study the domains of Chemical Vapor Deposition in the 
industrial process of pack cementation, a comprehensive analytical model 
describing simultaneous transport phenomena in porous media is developed. 
Distinction is made between consolidated and unconsolidated media. Particu-
lar attention was paid to the models in the literature which described 
specific aspects of transport phenomena in porous media. In this work a 
novel approach to the equation of continuity is developed by using a 
single representation for effects in the solid and gas phases. Since no 
work previously discussed multicomponent diffusion in porous media, a 
model extending the "dusty gas theory" of Evans et cil. is derived. 
The specific problem in pack cementation chosen for study is the 
hydrogen reduction of HS.C1- to produce a silicon coating on an inert 
substrate. In this study, the substrate is also the; wall of the pack 
cementation container. One of the objectives of this study is to show 
that coatings can be deposited on inert substrates clue to the inherent 
advantages of the transient heat transfer, which exists early in the 
pack process. The generalized porous media transport equations are 
tailored to meet the constraints of the specific pack process chosen. 
These equations are then solved as an initial value problem through stan-
dard numerical techniques on a CDC digital computer. Due to depletion 
and deposition of a solid phase by chemical reaction at the walls and 
throughout the porous media, special boundary conditions and transport 
properties in the vicinity of the wall are developed. 
vm 
Results are presented which show the effects of Knudsen diffusion 
on the amount of coating deposited and composition profiles. The effects 
of multicomponent diffusion are compared with those for equal binary 
diffusivities. Since actual experimental results are not available, 
accuracy of the numerical results is difficult to project. However, 
stability and convergence tests are used. In addition, results of the 
numerical mole flux calculations are compared to those from the Stephan-
Maxwell equation. Early time results are compared to an analytical 
solution derived by Arnold. 
The most important conclusion reached from the results of this 
thesis is that the model chosen for multicomponent diffusion will provide 
a successful solution for initial value problems in multicomponent mass 
transfer. The second important conclusion is that the assumption of 
equal binary diffusivities will provide a reasonable solution, thus 
greatly simplifying calculations. And finally, Knudsen diffusion can 
be a significant contribution to mass transfer in porous medium. 
Several areas of further work and development in this area are 
evident from the results of this thesis. A nested iterative scheme to 
better calculate the molar concentrations in the porous media when 
deposition occurs should be developed. Laboratory experiments should 
be conducted to provide actual data for comparison with the model. And 
finally, experimental work to better relate porous media properties to 
transport properties should be conducted. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
Ci fraction of gas molecules diffusely reflected 
from capillary walls (dimensionless) 
C molar density (Ib-mole/ft ) 
C/ number of molecules per unit volume (molecules/ft ) 
Cc number of molecules of gas species i per unit volume 
(molecules/ft^) 
cp number of molecules of solid species p per unit 
volume (molecules/ft^) 
Co- molar heat capacity of the gas species (BTU/lb-mole °F) 
Cp heat capacity (BTU/lb-°F) 
/̂  
Cpp of solid substrate p 
Cpc of coating c 
cj>i of gas species i 
l])'u binary diffusivity for species pair ij (ft^/hr) 
2 
On effective binary diffusivity for dusty gas theory (ft /hr) 
fT' 2 
4/« binary diffusion coefficient for dusty gas theory (ft /hr) 
i effective multicomponent diffusion coefficient in porous media for gas species i (ft /hr) 
tyim overall diffusivity for the core interface (ft /hr) 
OT deposition index defined by equation 3-5 (dimensionless) 
2 
Zkt Knudsen diffusivity for gas species i (ft /hr) 
Op average particle diameter (y) 
Q acceleration due to body force on fluid (ft/sec'") 




















Hi of the gas species i 
/A? of the solid substrate p 
//c of the coating c 
molar flux with respect to molar average velocity 
(lb-mole/hr-fr) 
effective molar flux with respect to molar average 
velocity (lb-mole/hr-ft ) 
effective mass flux with respect to mass average 
velocity (lb-mole/hr-ft ) 
equilibrium constant (dimensionless) 
porous media shape factor (dimensionless) 
tortuousity factor (dimensionless) 
Boltzmann Constant 
static effective thermal conductivity of the porous 
media (BTU/hr-ft-°F) 
overall thermal conductivity for the core interface 
(BTU/hr-ft-°F) 
apparent thermal conductivity of the porous media due 
to radiation (BTU/hr-ft-°F) 
radiation contribution to k defined by equation 2-21b 




of the gas species i 
of the fluid 
/<% of the shell or core material in a pack concentration 
model 
actual length of a pore channel along a tortuous path (ft) 
integer signifying the node point nearest the core-porous 
medium interface 





Co length of the cylinder containing the pack (ft) 
/V?uj molecular weight of a gas mixture (lb-mole) 
Mc of gas species i 
/l/i* of element i 
molecular mass of species i (lb/molecule) 
reduced molecular mass (dimensionless) 
mass of the solid substrate and coating at time t (lb) 
fr*p0 of the solid substrate at initial time 
mc of coating c 
o 
molar flux of species i in a capillary (lb-mole/hr-ft ) 
o 
effective molar flux of gas species i (lb-mole/hr-ft ) 
2 
effective molar flux of solid species p (lb-mole/hr-ft ) 
p 
effective mass flux of species i (lb/hr-ft ) 
total mass flux in the porous medium for dusty gas 
theory (lb/hr-ft2) 
_ e. 2\ 
n. total effective mass flux (lb/hr-ft ) 
Dc number of molecules of the gas species i per unit 
volume (molecule/cu ft) 
np number of molecules of the solid species i per unit 
volume (molecule/cu ft) 
rt sum of gas species molecules 
iq/ sum of gas and solid molecules 
p pressure (psf) 
p° reference pressure (psf) 
P average pressure in a porous medium (psf) 









total energy flux (BTU/hr-fT) 
xii 
rc generation term of species i (Ib/hr-ft ) 
2c radius of the core material (ft) 
jZp radius of the porous material (ft) 
/2r> average radius of a particle (y) 
i o 
£ average radius of the pore (A) 
iZ universal gas constant (cal/gm-mole-°K) 
\r distance variable (ft) 
So specific surface of the particles of porous media 
(ft2)-"" 
7" temperature (°R) 
7£c- critical temperature of species i(°K) 
t time variable (hr) 
" 3 
Vci critical volume of species i (cm /gm-mole) 
o 
Vp volume of solid substrate (ft ) 
\Jt total unit volume of porous medium (ft ) 
v?e superficial velocity through porous media (ft/hr) 
\/ actual velocity within a pore (ft/hr) 
X total amount of elemental hydrogen (lb) 
ti mole fraction of species i (dimension!ess) 
arp incremental distance between the core and porous 
medium interface (ft) 
*>pr incremental distance between the shell and porous 
medium interface (ft) 
<*>r incremental radius (ft) 
A? incremental time (hr) 
(X thermal diffusivity (ft /hr) 
<f porosity or void volume of the porous medium (dimensionless) 
X 
•p 
volume fraction of solid substrate and coating in 
a porous medium (dimensionless) 
£p of solid substrate only 
€ emissivity (dimensionless) 
QJ term defined by equation 4-5b 
g permeability of porous media (ft ) 
E permeability coefficient of porous media (fi; /lb^-sec) 
^ shape factor representative of a specific porous 
medium (dimensionless) 
/\o mean free path at reference pressure Po (ft) 
/\l mean free path of a gas species i (ft) 
M viscosity of the fluid (lb/ft-hr) 
/Ac of the gas species i (lb/ft-hr) 
p density of the fluid (lb/ft3) 
P of the coating c 
p- of the gas species i 
Pp of the solid substrate p 
Ppb of the solid substrate at initial time 
P of the core or shell material 
<TC' collision diameter for the species i (ft) 
(pij collision diameter for the pair ij (ft) 
0 
£* tortuousity of the porous medium (dimensionless) 
^ term defined by equation 2-9c 
diffusion collision integral for the pair ij 
v (dimensionless) 
collision integral for viscosity of the gas species i 
(dimensionless) 
XIV 
ODL mass fraction of gas species i (dimensionlesis) 
<^ci of coating species i 
t) number of gas phase species (dimensionless) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the early stages of the multi-year program:> "A Study of 
Interfacial Phenomena," sponsored at the Georgia Institute of Technology 
by the United States Air Force as part of the Project Themis, a search 
of the technical literature and a survey of the defense and space-oriented 
industry was conducted in the specific area of high temperature, oxidation 
resistant surface and diffusion coatings. This study was undertaken to 
identify technology gaps and to determine research needs in this special 
coatings field. One of the recommendations resulting from this study 
was to investigate the domains of chemical vapor deposition as a coating 
mechanism. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a basic coating process 
which may include both homogeneous gas phase and heterogeneous chemical 
reactions to produce a coating on a heated substrate material. In response 
to this particular recommendation, an experimental and analytical investi-
gation of the CVD process was undertaken. The chemical system chosen for 
this research was the hydrogen reduction of silicon tetrachloride to ele-
mental silicon and hydrogen chloride. At the time of this study, silicide 
coatings were of considerable interest to the aerospace industry for pro-
tection of refractory metals in severe thermal environments under oxidi-
1 2 zing conditions. * One technique used for the deposition of these 
3 4 
coatings is CVD. ' Coincidentally, considerable effort had also been 
spent during this period by the semi-conductor indus.try in the production 
of single crystals and epitaxial thin-films of pure silicon on suitable 
2 
substrates by CVD for use in electronic components manufacturing. In both 
of these coatings-oriented industries, analysis and improvement of the 
CVD coating process were approached with experiment techniques. Many 
6 7 8 
associated technical papers dealt with metallurgical implications. ' ' 
In most of the thin-film and single crystal work, theoretical considera-
9 10 
tions were limited to thermodynamic predictions. * Only a few papers 
concerned with coating or thin-film characterizations and performance 
analysis considered the aspects of transport phenomena in the production 
11 12 13 
of the coating. * * This omission was also particularly evident in 
the analysis of the production of diffusion coatings by CVD. While the 
solid-solid diffusion of the coating material into the substrate to pro-
duce an alloy is an essential part of the overall deposition process, in 
many cases this phenomena may not be the controlling mechanism. 
Specifically, the research program mentioned above was a parametric 
study of the deposition rate of silicon on a tungsten wire.. The important 
parameters, besides deposition rate, were wire temperature, gas phase flow 
rate, gas phase composition, and wire diameter. This first C\/D study was 
conducted in a simple glassware system composed of a drying tube, two con-
densers, a bubbler flask, and a deposition tube. The substrate was elec-
trically heated. Enough data were obtained from this preliminary 
experimental work to design and build a more substantial CVD apparatus. 
The construction of this system allowed for operation under partial vacuum 
or in positive pressures. This equipment was also constructed so that either 
a gas-liquid, a gas-gas, a gas-solid, or a solid-solid feed system could 
be utilized. The solid-solid feed system required that one of the components 
decompose into gaseous products which would react with the other solids to 
3 
give the desired reaction gases. In this apparatus, CVD coatings could 
be deposited on inert oxide substrates. Several experiments were conducted 
with this experiment. Coatings were obtained on tungsten wires and on 
inert alumina substrates. 
Because of production related problems, the pure CVD process was 
found to be used in limited, often laboratory, situations. In more common 
industrial coating operations, other techniques incorporating CVD con-
cepts were prevalent. One such technique in wide use is termed "pack 
14 
cementation." This name described a process that has changed considerably 
in basic concept since its inception. Originally, "pack cementation" 
implied that coatings were produced by diffusion from metal powders in 
15 
physical contact with the substrate surface at elevated temperatures. 
Examples of this process are the early cementation coatings of aluminum, 
zinc, or chromium on iron in the steel industry. In the chromizing pro-
cess, pieces of iron or steel were packed in a retort surrounded by 
chromium powders. The pack was heated in a furnace at a temperature 
of 1300° C for four hours. To avoid excessive sintering of the coating 
material, inert refractory powders were mixed with the finely divided 
chromium. In 1927, Marshall modified the pack design in the chromizing 
process to include carrier gases which combined with chromium in the 
solid phase to form a gas phase species. This gas then reacted with 
the iron surface to produce a coating. The reaction of a carrier gas 
with the substrate is almost universal in modern pack cementation pro-
cesses, thus chemical vapor deposition has become the basic coating 
mechanism in this operation. Several descriptions of the pack process 
for uses other than chromium coatings on iron may be found in references 
4 
18 through 22. In addition, workers have more recently used pack cemen-
tation successfully to produce complex coatings containing several 
23 24 elements which are deposited simultaneously. ' 
The pack cementation process has been generally limited to diffusion 
coatings produced by solid-solid reactions or substitution reactions be-
tween the coating element and substrate, where the entire bulk of the 
material within the retort is maintained at constant temperature. Although 
very desirable, no results have been found in the literature which indicate 
pack cementation coatings can be produced on inert substrates. In pure 
CVD processes, however, inert substrates may be coated by surface reaction 
if the substrate temperature is sufficiently high. This phenomena may 
occur in a pack process during the transient period when the mass is 
heated from ambient to furnace temperatures. 
In this thesis, the possibility of the production of a coating on 
an inert substrate is analyzed. In the past, only a few researchers have 
24 i 
considered aspects of depletion, heat transfer, or flow within the pack. '' 
Any attempt to analyze this process will require an understanding of 
transport phenomena in porous media. A search of the literature did not 
reveal any considerations of pack cementation or other porous media related 
processes that incorporated flow, heat transfer, and mass transfer 
simultaneously. Several researchers have discussed separate aspects of 
transport phenomena in porous media, particularly the development of dif-
fusivity and thermal conductivity. These discussions have been included 
in a general set of equations describing transport phenomena for porous 
media. These equations are presented in detail in the next chapter. The 
nature of this development is not limited just to the analysis of pack 
5 
cementation. Application can be found for these theories in several 
seemingly diverse fields including grain drying or aeration, shale oil 
recovery, and catalyst performance prediction. 
In Chapter III, the general transport equations, for porous media 
presented in Chapter II are applied to the specific problem in pack 
cementation mentioned above. Results of a digital computer solution to 
this problem based on finite difference equations are discussed in 
Chapter IV. Recommendations and conclusions follow iri Chapter V. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
TRANSPORT PHENOMENA IN POROUS MEDIA 
Analytical analysis of simultaneous heat, mass, and momentum 
transport in porous media is relatively undeveloped. As was mentioned 
in the Introduction, certain aspects of the individucil conservation equa-
tions have been studied by researchers of different disciplines. For 
example, hydrologists have investigated flow through sand beds and have 
proposed empirical relations for the steady state equation of motion. 
Chemical engineers have experimented with diffusion in catalyst pellets 
and have proposed semi-empirical relations for the diffusion coefficient. 
Because most of the reported work is experimental in nature, the resulting 
relationships are practically oriented and not readily suited to theoreti-
cal application. A good example of this deficiency concerns studies of 
heat transfer with flow through a porous medium in which the convective 
effect and the Knudsen effect are treated as conduction and included in 
the apparent thermal conductivity. 
Comparison of the various relations describing transport phenomena 
in porous media is further complicated because substantially different 
models were chosen to characterize the media. In many flow and heat trans-
fer studies, media structures have been classified as either "consolidated" 
or "unconsolidated." Unconsolidated media are formed from randomly orien-
ted particles. Consolidated media are those media which may have closed 
ended or completed closed pores. These media could have originated from 
7 
an unconsolidated structure which could have sintered or undergone some 
other process to close the pores. Much of the literature involved with 
flow and heat transfer studies concerns the porous media characteriza-
tions with different models for the pore size distribution within a 
given structure. In diffusion studies, especially where catalyst pellets 
have been formed from porous particles, the structure has not been 
classified. However, different models are used to describe the pore 
size. 
In the discussions of this chapter, a comprehensive analytical 
model describing simultaneous transport phenomena in porous media will 
be developed. Because results of the present study might be applied to 
either of the two general classifications of porous structure, the follow-
ing discussions will include consolidated and unconsolidated media. 
Effects of the various pore size models will also be discussed where 
appropriate. The development of each transport equation will be sepa-
rately shown. The particular transport properties associated with porous 
media will also be discussed in each appropriate section. Equations for 
calculation of the properties not influenced by porous media effects, 
such as gas density and gas heat capacity, will be presented later. 
Equation of Motion 
The equation of motion for flow through porous media is an expres-
sion of the experimental results of several workers. Notable among them 
is Darcy. His work has been formulated into an equation which bears his 
name and is given below as equation 2-1. This relation and its historical 
?fi ?7 Pfi 
development are well documented. ' ' 
8 





s the superficial velocity of the fluid flowing 
n the porous medium 
s the permeability 
s the fluid viscosity 
s the pressure gradient 
s the fluid density 
s the body force on the fluid. 
Darcy's Law differs considerably from the classical equation of 
29 
motion (as it appears in Bird et al. for example); however, this rela-
tion applies to macroscopic rather than microscopic observations of a 
fluid passing through fine channels in porous media. Although no tran-
sient terms appear in Darcy's Law, this equation is used in the solution 
29 
of time dependent problems. To better describe certain specific prob-
lems such as in flow through a porous mass and an adjoining empty space, 
Brinkmann has proposed a modification to equation 2-1 which reduces to 
30 Darcy's Law for low values of the permeability. This relation was more 
31 rigorously derived by Slattery. 
Since Darcy's Law was determined experimentally for flow through 
unconsolidated porous media with a uniform pore size, a correction must 
be made for application to consolidated porous media. The accounting 
for the different types of porous media is incorporated in the value used 
for the permeability. Carman has discussed methods for the determination 
of this property and other problems encountered in the characterization 
of porous media for flow in detail. Results of his efforts and others 
9 
are presented briefly below for both consolidated and unconsolidated 
media. 
32 Carman based his work on the earlier studies of Blake and 
33 Kozeny. These independent efforts were among the first to apply the 
concept of a hydraulic radius to the viscous flow of fluids through 
unconsolidated porous media with uniform pore size. Carman chose to 
describe flow through the porous medium in terms of the superficial 
velocity ife and the bed depth Le instead of the actual quantities, 
V and L , for the individual capillaries of the medium. In doing so, 
he defined a new variable, T , called the tortuousity, to represent the 
L 34 
ratio 7^ . Then he modified the results of Dupuit , which relate 
actual velocity, \7 , to the apparent velocity, vfe, to include the tortu-
ousity. These modifications have been included in the definition of the 
permeability which is given below: 
< L L _ 
K = KSiO-ef (2-2) 
where g is the porosity or the void fraction 
So is the specific surface of the particles 
~ 2 
fc is the tortuousity ̂ factor which is a function of Z 
and a shape factor i<̂  . 
All of the quantities in equation 2-2 may be determined experimentally 
with relative ease with the exception of the tortuousity factor, K . 
Carman has reported results of many experiments to evaluate this quantity. 
Carman has also stated that for most unconsolidated nedia, the value of 
2 
\C is approximately 5.0 inches . 
Evaluation of the quantities in equation 2-2 for consolidated 
10 
porous media is more difficult. Usual experimental procedures to 
determine the value of S (e.g., nitrogen absorption) are not applicable 
since these procedures include closed ended pores where flow does not 
occur. Wyllie and Rose have proposed a relation to calculate the tor-
35 tuousity factor of consolidated media. The result of their work as 
reported by Carman is given below: 
< « z.sr2 (2-3) 
Experimental values reported in Carman indicate that this relation is 
adequate for the porosities expected for consolidated media. As with 
the definition for the permeability for unconsolidated media, experiments 
are required to arrive at a value forZ. Carman also mentions the prob-
lem of a nonuniform pore size and provides, as a solution., an integral 
technique for the range of particle sizes under consideration. 
Recent results of diffusion studies in catalyst pellets imply that 
the tortuousity can be simply related to porosity for specific types of 
porous media. These results will be discussed in detail in a following 
section of this chapter. 
Equation of Continuity 
In general, the equation of continuity for flow through porous 
media has been written in two parts, one for the gas phase and one for 
•DC 
the solid phase. In the present study, the porosity will be allowed 
to change, so, for convenience, a single continuity equation for both 
phases will be derived. 
A volume element composed of solid particles and gas is shown in 
Figure 1. The solid particles are assumed to be composed of a substrate 
11 
Figure 1. Schematic Representation of a Volume 
Element of Coated Porous Media. 
12 
with constant density p and a film of coating with constant density 
P . After suitable mathematical manipulation (see Appendix I for 
details), the density of the solid particle composed of the original 
substrate plus the coating may be determined as follows: 
fp-fc * ('fiw-rJz? 
(2-4) 
where Sp is the volume fraction of solid per unit; volume of 
solid and gas for any time. 
£p0 is the initial volume fraction of solid per unit 
volume of solid and gas. 
The equation of continuity for a volume composed of both solid particles 
and gases where the mass velocity of the solid is zero is also derived 
in Appendix I. The result of this development is given below: 
(tfl * <?t(
effr) * V'l°*e = O (2-5) 
where t is time. 
Substitution of equation 2-4, the expression for the density of the solid 
particles, into equation 2-5 yields: 
(£f>) * $ (fc (*?-*&))+ V'f>* = o (2.6) 
Noting that the change in the initial porosity with time is zero, 
equation 2-6 may be reduced to the continuity equation used in this work 
which is presented below: 
13 
V • P\/e ~ O f (2-7) 
Equation of Continuity Species i 
The equation of continuity for species i is derived in a manner 
similar to that for the overall continuity equation and is given below: 
Jt (.tP^i. ) + £gl (ep (Mki ) + V-nf= rL (2-8) 
where UJi is the mass fraction of the species i in the gas phase 
is the generation term for species i 
-e Di is the effective mass flux of species i based on a 
unit area of both solid and gas 
<̂ c«; is the mass fraction of the species i in the coating. 
Over the last several years, many papers have been published on 
methods used to determine values for the diffusion coefficient for use 
in the mass or mole flux relationship. Much of this work was generated 
by the increased interest in catalyst pellets formed by pressing together 
small porous particles. At low pressures, the usual pore size distribution 
was such that both normal diffusion and Knudsen diffusion occurred. As 
previously mentioned, all of the publications reviewed involved only 
binary diffusion. However, Evan, Watson and Mason proposed a diffusion 
model for constant pressure and temperature based on a "dusty gas" theory 
37 that offered promise for adaptation to a multi-component system. In 
this model, the Stefan-Maxwell equations were written to include the 
solid as a giant molecule with zero mass velocity. This approach resulted 
in an equation which conformed to the accepted relations describing the 
14 
38 
transition region between normal diffusion and free molecular flow. 
This equation also reduced to the proper form for conditions at either 
limiting case. The results of the work by Evans et al. are given below 
as equation 2-9a. A brief summary of the derivation of these equations 
is presented in Appendix II. 
.-/ e e a>ru n«. r, 
A/;=-D:&Z * rfA/& (2-9a) 
where Oi - pr & Dy 
e / 













is the molecular flux of species i based on a cross-
sectional area of both solid and gas 
is the number of molecules of the gas phase species 
i per unit total volume 
is the total number of gas phase molecules per unit 
total volume 
is the number of molecules of the solid per unit 
total volume 
is the sum of n and n 
is the effective diffusion coefficient for a porous 
medium 
is the effective Knudsen diffusivity for a porous 
medium. 
The effective diffusion coefficients are related to the normal diffusivi 
37 
ties by the generally accepted relationship given in equation 2-10. 
Through the definition ofZ> specific contributions to the diffusion 
by consolidated or unconsolidated media can be made. 
15 
Df = X $,' (2-10) 
where £ is the porosity 
f is the tortuousity 
AU; is the binary diffusivity for the dusty gas theory. 






where m " rn* + foj 
and mi is the molecular mass of species i 
fe is the Boltzmann constant 
T is the absolute temperature 




the collision integral. 
(2-llb) 
The diffusivity, £)<v> » representing the interaction between the solid 
37 and gas species is equivalent to a Knudsen diffusivity. Based on 
assumptions provided by Evans et al., this diffusivity is calculated by 
assuming the reduced mass, no , becomes rnl9 and the collision diameter, 
(J7J' , becomes Rj> , the radius of the solid particles. According to 
Epstein, as reported by Evans et al., the collision integral, -Ti.v>, 
reduces to (/y"T5f")- Tne equation forQi>thus becomes: 
< - ftt^Gi^ftn-^rf (2-i2) 
16 
where Rp> is the radius of the solid particles 
(XL is the fraction of species i diffusely scattered by 
the wall. 
According to Schmitt, again as reported in Evans et al., cu. is usually 
40 equal to unity. Independently, Rothfield derived e. similar expression 
41 for equation 2-9a based on momentum balances. In this model, a special 
definition for the Knudsen diffusivity was used which contained a bulk 
flow term. Scott and Dullien, in their analysis of mixed mode diffusion 
in porous media, first derived a diffusion equation for a single circular 
42 capillary where both normal and Knudsen diffusion applied., To extend 
their model to porous media, they also used a value determined by the 
F 
ratio 7? to express the effects of porous media on the binary diffusivity. 
Integrated forms of the equation of Evans et al., Scott and Dullien, and 
43 Rothfield have all been shown to be equal. These equations are discussed 
further in Appendix III. 
From first appearances, the definition for the effective Knudsen 
diffusivity derived by Evans et al., as shown in equation 2-12, will allow 
for direct calculation from basic porous media property data. With the 
more common definition (see for example Pollard and Present ), diffusion 
studies are required to evaluate a constant in the Knudsen diffusivity 
equation, fC » which accounts for the porous media effects. In comparing 
their equation to these earlier works, Evans et al. state that the collec-
tion of terms g n fy(//(jr) must be evaluated from diffusion experiments 
rather than calculated directly. In effect, Evans et al. have simply 
expanded the definition for the experimental constant «^ . 
Most of the later papers on diffusion in porous media have been 
concerned with modifications of the early work to better account for the 
17 
effect of actual porous structures on the diffusivities. These models 
have utilized either experimental diffusion data or porous media charac-
terization data to predict results for new diffusion conditions. For 
example, several papers published by J. M. Smith and his co-workers were 
based on diffusion in catalyst pellets assumed to have a bi-disperse, 
45 46 47 randomly oriented, non-continuous pore structure. ' ' Johnson and 
Stewart developed a different model to show the effect of pore geometry 
on the effective diffusivity. This modification also assumed randomly 
oriented circular pores but considered the distribution to be continuous 
rather than bi-disperse and non-continuous. The results of Johnson and 
Stewart and Smith and co-workers are consistent. Brown et al. compared 
the two techniques with experimental data and reached a similar conclusion. 
The results of Smith and co-workers are particularly important to the 
present study. According to these workers, if the porous media has a 
single mode pore size distribution with a single radius, -^ would be 
equal to 6Z in the local diffusion equation. Thus the need for experimental 
determination o f f is eliminated. For a bimodal distribution, the defini-
tion of the ratio •£ would be more complex. Considerable data are pre-
sented in Carman which can be used to show that -4 is approximated by 
o 26 
c . In addition, Smith and coworkers show that pore size distribution 
data can be used to calculate the Knudsen diffusivity without results 
45 from prior diffusion studies. 
Smith and co-workers have also extended their work on pure diffusion 
processes in porous media to include the effects of chemical reaction and 
50-54 
of absorption on the diffusion phenomena. Wakao and Smith proposed 




or absorption is occurring. Scott has proposed a similar model to 
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account for the effect of reaction during diffusion in porous media. 
As was previously mentioned, no work has yet been presented for 
multi-component diffusion in porous media. The approach used in this 
work to analyze such a problem is based on an extension of the method 
given by Evans et al. In addition, the benefit of the later work by 
Smith and co-workers and Johnson and Stewart which provides better defi-
nitions for the term ^ and the Knudsen diffusivity will be utilized. 
The results of the derivation of the multi-component mass flux term 
_ e 
m is presented below. 
By rearranging the basic diffusion equation proposed by Evans et al 
in terms of concentrations based on a unit volume of both solid and gas 
molecules, the following equation results: 
-e -,c. 
vc -~l ((c'Dpx^-^)) >(c'$'y$#r-ftf) (2-13) 
where c ' is the molar concentration of the gas and solid 
Cp is the number of solid molecules per unit volume 
X<" is the mole fraction of the gas species i 
/{/t is the molar flux of the gas species i 
A/f is the molar flux of the solid species. 
The derivation of this equation is presented in Appendix IV. The molar 
flux of the solid,/C£, is assumed to be identically equal to zero. Further, 
the quantity cAt> may be rearranged to give: 




Insertion of these results into equation 2-13 gives: 
v> 
VM^Z ((ct&y'fcflf- &&*)) - Cci$,)"tfs <2-i5> if 
e' 
For the gas phase species, the term c'Ojj is equal to C D<j'. If the 
molar flux of species i is defined as follows: 
-ve 
where Ji C= -ciQn viu 
(2-16a) 
(2-16b) 
equation 2-15 and 2-16a may be combined to give: 
n« rJXGtffefrlfi^ltoteyr' (2.17 
The mass flux is obtained from the following relation: 
n* = L- P XL 
e 
f>«« M ' * A/*)& (2-18) 
where /Mu> is the molecular weight of the mixture 
>*/* is the molecular weight of the gas species i. 
Equation of Energy 
The derivation of the equation for energy conservation in porous 
media begins with a generalized form in which potential and kinetic terms 
are neglected. This relation must be modified to include the contributions 
20 
of both the solid and gas phases. Therefore the change in enthalpy 
within a unit volume composed of a solid and flowing gas is assumed to 
reflect both the change of the enthalpy of the gas and solid on an addi-
tive basis. The generalized equation is further modified by assuming 
that the velocity of the solid is zero and that the change in solid 
density with time is zero. The modified energy equation is given below 
as equation 2-19. This derivation is presented in detail in Appendix V. 
* ept(^W) = -fcf> *'• ?r ~ P*e'£& w ) 
where HA is the mass enthalpy of the gas species i 
A 
f-/c is the enthalpy of the coating 
£^ is the effective thermal conductivity. 
In a manner analogous to the previous section, the effect of the porous 
media on heat conduction is expressed in the thermal conductivity. 
Considerable literature has been published describing various 
models for the thermal conductivity in porous media. A number of studies 
have dealt with heat transfer in a porous solid filled with a static 
fluid. " Studies have also been conducted for heat transfer in porous 
co en cc 
media with flowing fluids. ' ' In many of these publications, con-
siderations have also been made for the difference between consolidated 
and unconsolidated materials. One paper included the effects of gas-solid 
21 
fifi 
reactions on the thermal conductivity. Recently, Huang proposed that 
for porous rock, the static thermal conductivity be given by the follow-
67 ing equations: 
ke - £plcp exp(-g ) * <r(jr<k)erp(f) - /f6-'*f>(f)) "' (2"20a) 
where H B ,- e eip('§) - 6f> **?('*?) (2"20b) 
and <f is the porosity 
H is the pore geometric factor 
ho is the solid thermal conductivity 
kf is the fluid thermal conductivity 
kr is the apparent radiation thermal conductivity. 
Huang based his derivation on a probability argument for a model combining 
three mechanisms: heat transfer by conduction through the solid, heat 
transfer through the solid and fluid in series by conduction and radiation, 
and heat transfer through the fluid phase by conduction and radiation. 
This relation is applicable to both consolidated and unconsolidated porous 
media through the value chosen for n . 
Various relations have also been proposed to calculate ̂ ., Up, and 
fin 
ty. . Schotte has proposed the following relation for trr in packed beds: 
kr=(j_ t l ) * ekr" < 2" 2 1 a) 
kp £• 
T \3 
where ĵe = Q-^Z-CO, (/0o ) (2-21b) 
22 
and € is the emissiuity 
Op is the particle diameter. 
Schotte compared his results with the experimental data of Yagi and 
57 
Kunii with good success. 
The term kp is the thermal conductivity of the solid material and 
can be found in specific literature related to that material. The term 
kr > which is the fluid conductivity, must be corrected for pore size if 
the fluid is a gas with a low pressure. Huang has proposed the follow-
ing realtion: 67 
where 
and 









kr is the conductivity of the gas mixture 
s the pressure 
s the reference pressure 
s the gas mean free path at the reference pressure 
Qn is the mean particle radius. 
For a multi-component gas mixture, an averaging technique must be used 
to calculate the mean free path. The multi-component gas conductivity, 
{s~ > will be calculated as described in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF PACK CEMENTATION 
As was mentioned in the Introduction, the specific problem chosen 
for analysis in this thesis is the deposition of solid silicon on an 
inert alumina shell by the pack cementation process. In order to postu-
late a problem whose solution can be obtained with a realistic amount of 
computer time while still preserving all of the essential features, a 
single chemical vapor deposition reaction based on the hydrogen reduction 
of trichlorosilisic acid to form hydrogen chloride and solid silicon is 
specified. In the past, workers concerned with this chemical system chose 
silicon tetrachloride as the predominant gas phase silicon bearing species 
(see for example, reference 68). Recent studies by Harper and Lewis have 
fi 
shown that the particular species chosen for this thesis are predominant. 
In the proposed process, a ceramic cylinder, filled with a porous 
pack material with a solid silicon core at the center, all at constant 
temperature, is placed in a hot furnace. The porous mass is assumed to 
contain a mixture of hydrogen, hydrogen chloride, and trichlorosilisic 
acid. At the start, heat is added to the outside surface of the alumina 
shell. As the temperature of the system rises, hydrogen chloride reacts 
with the silicon at the core surface to form trichlorosilisic acid and 
hydrogen. As the species diffuse outward toward the hot alumina shell 
and attain a higher temperature, the equilibrium shifts so that solid 
silicon is deposited as a coating. 
For this problem, all transport phenomena effects are assumed to 
24 
be symmetrical about the cylindrical axis. The analysis of this process 
is based on a reduced set of the generalized transport equations for con-
solidated porous media as presented in Chapter II. The specific equations 
are given below. In addition, the remaining constraints necessary for 
analysis of the proposed problem are presented below. Unfortunately, 
analytical techniques for the simultaneous solution below of these relations 
are not available. As is typical of many such probleims, numerical solution 
schemes using a digital computer have been combined to provide an algorithm 
which may be used to predict events in pack cementation. In this chapter, 
details of this algorithm are also presented. Boundary and initial con-
ditions are discussed in terms of their numerical representations. 
Porous Media Description 
The hypothetical porous media selected for this study is assumed 
to be consolidated and made from pressed alumina powder with a single pore 
radius. These assumptions allow for the calculation of the tortuosity 
from the porosity without experimental determination and thus simplify 
the porous media effect on both the diffusivity and permeability as pre-
viously discussed. The actual material properties selected are those used 
in many previous diffusion and heat conduction studies as reported in 
45 Smith et al. Pertinent data are summarized as follows: 
Material A1203-H20 
Particle diameter 90y 
Macropore radius To be determined 
Particle density 2.45 gm/cc 
The value for n in equation 2-20 for this material as reported by Huang 
fi7 
is approximately 1.0. 
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Transport Equations 
The general transport equations for porous media presented in the 
previous chapter may be simplified for the analysis of this pack coating 
process. Because the coating is composed of a single component, silicon, 
and because this species does not exist in the gas phe.se, the conservation 
of silicon represented by equation 2-8 becomes: 
/Sjf-'fc w 
Equation 2-8 for the continuity of the gas phase species also reduces as 
follows: 
3t(ef>oji) + v-h* « n 0-2) 
Application of the assumptions mentioned in the previous paragraph 
to equation 2-19 gives the equation for energy conservation, 
<f*»**f*V (*,-^%)M%Ct-&]g'?j£(«&'')* (3'3) 
-fcrfe• vr~f>%-%M'-&*)-?*a"ipm)* vmk?r *e&t * F & 
For this problem, the equation of motion remains as equation 2-1. 
The overall equation of continuity, equation 2-7, also remains the same 
as previously derived. 
The only transport equation needed to describe both the core mate-
rial and the inert shell for the problem chosen for this work concerns 
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conservation of energy. Even though the shell is composed of a ceramic 
material, temperatures anticipated in this problem are not sufficient to 
cause changes in pressure with time or distance. The equation used to 
describe the conservation of energy for either the shell or the core is 
given below: 
fs%& - V'^Vr 0-4) 
Auxiliary Equations and Further Assumptions 
One of the more interesting aspects of the present problem lies in 
the deposition of a condensed phase by chemical reaction. Unfortunately, 
experimental data of sufficient accuracy are not available to obtain a 
reliable empirical relationship to predict condensation rates for the 
chemical system considered in the present study. In addition, theories 
for condensation kinetics are not well developed so theoretical results 
are also not available. Thus, the assumption is made that the gas phase 
is in equilibrium with the condensed phase, should one be present. The 
implication in this assumption is that the condensation kinetics are infi-
nite or at least so rapid that species transport processes are rate 
controlling. The extent to which assumption is valid must rest on experi-
mental data obtained under conditions in which the diffusional and equili-
brium conditions have been precisely determined. In order to determine 
when condensation occurs, the following procedure is followed in the 
present study. For convenience a deposition index, D.I, is defined as: 
p/uf 
DI = -7-7— (3-5) 
11 
The numerical value of DI is compared with the numerical value of the 
equilibrium constant, K , for the specific gas phase-condensed phase 
equilibrium. If DI is less than K , the thermodynamic implication is 
that a condensed phase is formed. The gas phase competition is calculated 
accordingly. Use of the appropriate continuity equation results in a pre-
diction of the amount of the solid phase deposited. 
In addition to this major point, several other relationships must 
be used to analyze the pack cementation process. These equations are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. 
The ideal gas law needed to calculate the systems pressure is pre-
sented below in equation 3-6: 
P- P ar /Vtoo (3-6) 
Another set of constraints which must be satisfied concerns the 
conservation of the elements. Equations are given below for the specific 
chemical system at hand. 
rHSi03 ' ° 
(3-7) 
Met tflc 
rue/ =• O (3-8) 
(3-9) 
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The final equation used in the mathematical description of this 
pack cementation problem satisfies the requirement that the sum of the 
mass fractions in the gas phase must equal unity. This relation is 
mathematically represented below: 
J 
2l cut - / 
/*/ (3-10) 
Finite Difference Equations 
The initial step in the solution to the problem for this thesis con-
cerns the representation of the partial differential equations and the 
accompanying boundary conditions as numerical relations. In the method 
selected, the derivative terms in the partial differential equations are 
replaced by finite difference ratios. Detailed discussions of this tech-
nique to solve differential equations are presented by Mickley et al. 
The following is a brief summary of the approach used here. 
Finite difference ratios are easily derived from a Taylor's series. 
As an example, the time derivative of temperature,^", where temperature 
is both a function of space and time can be considered. A Taylor's series 
expansion of temperature at a fixed point with time as a variable is given 
below: 
T(r,i.+ l)* Ttnt) , *£$. f'gx f ^ • •" (3-11) 
If time increments are sufficiently small, terms in JU of second order of 
higher may be neglected. Thus the derivative of temperature with respect 
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to time may be approximated as: 
T(r, O+t) - 7Tr <)' « < * (3"12) 
This equation is described as "forward marching" in time. For partial 
derivatives of temperature with respect to the position variable r » 
third order terms of AC are neglected and two series approximations com-
bined to give: 
->r T(rt+r,6)- T(r-Art£) 
<£- = L 3_13 
d)r z±r 
For second derivatives with respect to r , suitable manipulation of the 
two series yields: 
02T TCr+Ar, t) - 2T(r,£) * Tfarf j ) 
<9rz " ^r2- (3-14) 
Equations 3-13 and 3-14 are described as "centered" difference relations. 
In some cases, the space variable increments may not be equal. To obtain 
a finite difference relation, two series equations with different incre-
mental distances are utilized to give: 
*Ts xCrCrtts.t)- T<nt))*fK(rto)-Tfa,i)) (3_15) 
^ r At + AS 
Similar manipulations of the Taylor's series expansions will yield a finite 
difference equation for the second derivative of temperature with respect 
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to the space variable where the incremental space variables are not 
identical. 
The choice of a "forward marching" difference equation for the time 
derivative and a "centered" difference equation for the space derivatives 
is typical for the solution of initial value problems. In this case, values 
for all variables are known at the initial time. Values at the next time 
may be calculated by the algebraic solution of the suitable finite tempera-
ture at time^d^, as for example the equation for transient heat conduction 
with constant properties: 
^ £ & T(r<*rt it J - 2T(r, ,'> 7tr-4r,t) 
T(r.t+4t)=T(n£)* pcpC J?5 ) (3~16) 
Other, more accurate difference equations may be derived from alter-
nate forms of the Taylor's series expansion. For example, the time deriva-
tive may be based on £*2dt, or higher terms may be included. However, these 
equations require an iterative scheme for solution. As a result, these 
alternatives will use greater amounts of computer time for solution for the 
same increment size. In any finite difference representation of a differen-
tial equation, the accuracy of the solution will be determined by the size 
of the increments of the numerical solution if both stable and convergent. 
These two basic criteria are discussed further below. 
Stability and Convergence 
If there is an exact solution for a given partial differential equa-
tion, there is an exact solution for any given finite difference equation 
used to represent this partial differential equation. Any difference 
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between these two solutions is known as the truncation error. If the exact 
solution to the finite difference equation approaches the solution to the 
partial differential equation in the limit as the incremental variable 
approaches to zero, the finite difference equation is said to be 
convergent. 
In a practical solution of a given problem utilizing finite difference 
equations, only a finite number of significant figures can be carried in the 
computations. The difference between the exact solution of the finite dif-
ference equations and this practical solution is known as the numerical 
error. Generally, these errors are predominantly errors of round-off. A 
practical solution to a difference equation in which the numerical error 
does not increase as the solution progresses is said to be stable. Unless 
a proposed numerical solution is both stable and convergent, or unless the 
instability is predictable, the accuracy of the results is unknown. Several 
tests have been published which may be used to determine the stability and 
convergence of the special class of numerical schemes which represent linear 
71 
partial differential equations with constant coefficients. For the tran-
sient heat conduction equation with constant properties, stability is in-
*t 
sured if a modulus, defined as at'—rz , is less than 0.5. If stability is 
assured, the solution will also be convergent and the accuracy will only be 
a function of the increment sizes chosen. 
In such cases where variable properties or nonlinear equations are 
involved, the moduluscc^^ cannot be used to predict stability and 
convergence. However, this concept may serve as a guide to test a proposed 
solution. If a solution exhibits oscillation or unreasonable physical re-
sults, the modulus can be changed and the new results studied. Results 
32 
using several grid spacings can also be studied to check for convergence. 
Boundary and Initial Conditions 
For the solution to the problem of pack cementation, conditions at 
three interfaces must be specified. In the following paragraphs, boundary 
conditions for the shell-furnace interface and the certer of the core are 
presented first. These discussions are followed with derivations for the 
relations which apply at the core-porous medium interfaces. Relationships 
for the second porous medium interface will be similar and will not be 
given here. 
At the interface between the surface of the shell and furnace environ-
ment, only heat is transferred across the boundary, so only energy related 
conditions are required. For this boundary, the shell surface temperature 
is assumed to be known as a function of time. Determination of these values 
is readily done experimentally. A Hermite interpolation polynomial is used 
to generate additional values between postulated experimental data points. 
To improve the accuracy of the numerical solution in the vicinity of the 
surface, a special calculation for the temperature at the station just in-
side the shell surface is used. This technique ensures that the heat flux 
predicted by the finite difference solution at this interior station is con-
sistent with the implied heat flux resulting from an experimental surface 
temperature. The development of this equation is given in Appendix VI. 
72 This procedure has been used in other work. 
Assuming symmetry, the heat flux at the center of the silicon core 
must be zero. The value for the temperature at this location is assumed to 
be equal to the temperature at the station nearest the center. As with 
the surface of the shell and the furnace, only energy related boundary 
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conditions apply at this interface. 
At the interface between the porous medium and the core material, 
or between the porous medium and the shell, unusual boundary conditions 
are required. In this numerical solution, an interface is treated as an 
increment rather than a surface of zero thickness. As a result, volume 
element terms must be included in the derivation of the equations which 
describe the boundary conditions. For the mass boundary condition between 
the porous medium and the core, a storage term and a generation term are 
required. The equation representing these considerations is presented 
below. A similar equation is needed for the other interface. 
§,(ZrrQ.(Lcto)U C*rp-*rfi)^u)l +d?7£&«*>)L° Arp£f)£Ai + 
277£(Lctopt) Lonf(ccuj/?/) =• £?r &&ao) £0 *rp r>i 
(3-17) 
where mCoccdpf) is the mass flux of species i as evaluated at the 
station in the porous medium nearest the interface 
Co is the cylinder length 
^rp is "the incremental distance between the core 
' material interface and the first node point in 
the porous material 
£>rf>0 is the initial value of crp. 
Because chemical reactions at the interfaces may either deplete or deposit 
solid silicon, the incremental distance between the core interface and the 
first node point in the porous medium will vary with time. An equation 
has been developed to calculate the change in thickness and equation of 
continuity for this increment. Details of these derivations are given 
in Appendix VII. Results are given below for the thickness of the incre-
ment between the porous medium and the core. A similar equation is used 
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for the increment between the porous medium and the shell. 
ArpCkmi) •= Arf(t) - P (^rpU)rsi + PATfcM) (3-18a) 
Apr(tt&0 •= *pr(t) - P-(e-e l\) (3-i8b) 
where ATP is the initial value for Arp 
^prc is the initial value for <&t>r 
Because the boundary condition is most conveniently used in terms of con-
centration rather than as a derivative, equation 3-17 is used in the 
definition of a finite difference time derivative to calculate the value. 
This resulting relation is presented below in equation 3-19. As mentioned 
above, large differences in the derivatives between any two successive 
times are not expected to occur. However, at early times when reaction 
does occur, substantial inaccuracies in derivative calculations can be 
created because of the nature of the numerical solution. To minimize the 
effect, time derivatives of the species calculations are averaged. 
\<Ucooi t+*i)
 = CUM Ucu),t) * j ̂ 'j * 2 (Zipri\ * ^3"19^ 
ZtetoPO- fa t,6i)$L (LCUJP/, {t*t)//Hu>(LCu>P', t)C x, 




p ^.LLLUM { /At/ AL4*ri LLC UJM .ItAlJ //Kilo {_ CI U>f", £J ( 
Rjt££tl}*\ 
(\CLC<-^^OP2) I fat)- ViCucopt, ^
¥A0) *• ~fp fcCuuirt/,/'<&))/ 
(*r i^rp) + fd (uiop/1{' /a/jA^cccuP/, 6*A/) /Mi /*rp )/(/?&&, 
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UJunfatvPi, t**t)/Mu>Cccu)P/, IX^?p/(^rUrp) Alu>(uai,t) c^'d' 
ArpJ / (eUcco.t) * 2rpo-/)cd/ + f>(tCLO,?)('ML 
As before, a similar equation is used for the other interface and is 
presented in Appendix VIII. 
In addition to equation 3-17, two other constraints must be satis-
fied simultaneously at the boundaries between the solid layers. Equilibrium 
is assumed to exist at all times and the sum of the mass fractions must 
equal unity. 
When reaction does not occur, the velocity at the wall is equal to 
zero. When reaction does occur, the velocity is calculated as follows: 
v* t=i (3-20) 
e 
The calculation for the energy related boundary conditions at the 
two solid interfaces are performed in a manner similar to the method des-
cribed above for mass considerations. This equation is presented below: 
T(Lcu>,{t*t) = ( rUcio.O + &t ( eUEL) C~ ^ ( 3"2 1 ) 
^ =/ 
, i 
CtCuoP/, i**£) fi/l(uu>pj, 1^0) + L(OCU>PJ, u&t) T(ccajp/t 6&i)/ 
ArP J f fT&to) ^(tcaj/yii, l<*i) 7~(Lcaj/yVi l*ot)/t\cr ' A£6erP) 
311 JP, &+rp/ &?.) , , 
<&/ " ARC1R.H6^£- /OQODep cPt / *• /Q&6P <&// /e£c) 
k £ V ^ 
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(3-21) 
Cont'd 
The equations for the other interface and the arguments are shown in 
Appendix IX. 
Because the depletion of solid silicon at the interface between the 
core and the porous medium will create a gap, the thermal conductivity and 
the diffusivity for the increment between the interface and the first node 
point in the porous medium must be modified to include the contribution 
due to the gap. The approach used in this thesis is to calculate an over-
all diffusivity and an overall thermal conductivity in a similar manner as 
an overall heat transfer coefficient is calculated for heat conduction 
through composite materials. The development of these equations is given 
in Appendix X. Results are given below in equations 3-22 and 3-23. 
fl* _ *rf> /**(&,Arr-ATPJ]j M £ A-/ 
W<m - R: L f\e/ s 7Z / 
4L CUCOP/J 4}^ fatf) 
(3-22) 
where LMM i >yf s the overall d i f fus iv i t y for the composite. 
£ci &rp 
k = Vc (3-23) 
where jk, is the overall thermal conductivity for the composite, 
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Computer Program 
The computer program for the numerical solution of the equations 
describing the pack cementation problem is divided into several elements. 
Element 1 reads input data and establishes initial conditions such as 
temperature and concentration profiles. The remaining elements of the 
program constitute a primary loop with time as the incremental stepping 
variable. Element 2 calculates the temperature profile in the core material. 
Element 3 calculates the temperature, concentration, and velocity profiles 
for the porous media. Element 4 calculates the boundary conditions for the 
interface between the core material and the porous media. Element 5 cal-
culates the temperature profile in the shell material., and Element 6 cal-
culates the boundary conditions for the interface between the porous media 
and the shell material. The remaining portion of the program calculates 
the pressure in the porous medium, the amount of core depleted, and the 
amount of coating deposited. Also calculated are normalized values of con-
centration and distance for comparison with the Arnold Solution as discussed 
later. Finally, old values of certain variables are established and output 
data generated. 
With knowledge of all variables at the initial time, the program 
calculates values for all variables at the next time by starting at the 
center of the core and progressing outward to the surface. At the surface, 
the program requires the temperature to be input from experimental data or 
from a proposed profile. In actual practice, the pack cementation device 
would be placed in a furnace and the surface temperature measured as dis-
crete points in time. The program receives these discrete points as input 
data and interpolates additional values as may be required, After values 
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for all variables have been calculated, the computer returns to Element 2 
and begins computation again for a new time. A copy of the software is 
included as Appendix XI. For convenience, values for the diffusivity are 
calculated in a sub-routine to the main program. Software for this pro-
cedure is also included in Appendix XI. 
In order to increase the usefulness of the results of the present 
study, the computer program has been written in a general way to accommo-
date practical dimensions and other actual physical dctta for a system com-
posed of three gas phase species and a single coating species. For example, 
thermodynamic properties of chemical components may be easily changed as 
long as these data fit the polynomial equations used in the computer program. 
In addition, the program will process problems with radii greater than exact 
multiples of the selected stepping increment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION AND RESULTS 
In Chapter III, the specific transport equations describing the 
deposition of solid silicon on an alumina substrate during pack cementation 
were presented. Also proposed was a digital computer program to obtain 
the numerical solution to the transport equations. In this chapter, the 
results of the numerical solution are presented. This discussion is pre-
ceded by a description of the relations for the various component and 
mixture physical and transport properties. Even though considerable time 
was spent reviewing recent developments in this area, relationships for 
the gas mixture properties and the individual species properties were selec-
ted to some extent on a basis of convenience in the numerical solution as 
increased accuracy in this area will not significantly improve the results 
of the primary goal of analysis of the pack cementation problem. Also 
presented is a discussion of the transport and thermodynamic properties of 
the solid materials. Other input data are shown later. 
Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of the Gas Species 
The equations used to calculate the heat capacity and enthalpy of 
the gas mixture are given below: 
Co = I (tC ?pt ) (4-1) 
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The generalized equation for the heat capacity of the individual 
gas phase species is given below in units of Kcal/molei °K. This equation 
represents a regression analysis of experimental data as a function of 
temperature in degrees Kelvin over the range 273 to 1500° K. 
£ 
cpi = A + &r < cr* f or3 / yi (4-3) 
Values for the constants in equation 4-3 are reported in Appendix XII for 
each of the species. Also included are values for the standard heat of 
formation at 298.16° K, in units of Kcal/mole, and the reference to the 
values for the heat capacity constants. The standard heats of formation 
used are those reported in reference 73. 
The thermodynamic value for the equilibrium constant for the reaction 
proposed above is obtained from data presented in reference 73. These data 
have been fitted to an equation as a function of temperature as shown below. 
Lac ^~ 
^s/o r /C - A / 6 r 
(4-4) 
Values for the constants in equation 4-4 are presented in Appendix XII. 
The equation used to calculate the viscosity of the gas mixture is 
based on an extension of the Chapman-Enskog theory by Curtis and Hirschfelder 
75 








ŵ e fy = tf ( » *P(< * ffl^fy ' (4-5b, 
and /£. is the species viscosity. 
The equation used to calculate the viscosity of the individual gas 
species is given below in equation 4-6. This relation has been previously 
29 reported in Bird et al. for both monatomic and polyatomic gases. 
/JMi / 
jUi - Z. £933 (/*S)(^Jx~ (4-6) 
where (TV is the collision diameter 
.X^fjl is tne collision integral for viscosity. 
The collision integral has been tabulated as a function of reduced temp-
7fi erature by Hirschfelder et al. Values for this integral in the reduced 
temperature range 1.4 to 30 have been fit to the following equation: 
-Cifju. ^ (O.C97 (<<o / 6-323 Cn Tr )) (4-7a) 
where Tr -\&V (4-7b) 
and I -r). is a constant unique for each species. 
Several techniques have been proposed to calculated and(g) and are 
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reviewed in reference 29 and 78. The method used in this work is given 
below: 
(I); = 0.77-7^ <4-8a> 
a"d <T. - 0.64/Vci* (4"8b) 
where 7c« is the critical temperature for species i 
t~> 
vci is the critical molar volume for species i. 
— . "S 
Values for /cc. and {/^ are given in Appendix XII. 
The equation for the gas mixture thermal conductivity is based on 
29 
a modification by Bird et al., of an equation first proposed by Mason and 
78 Saxena. This equation is given below: 
-Jtty V" Z.(Zfat;;)) ^ I -/ 
where iu is the species thermal conductivity. 
Equations to calculate the thermal conductivity of monatomic gases 
have been proposed which are similar to those used for the viscosity. * 
Extension of these equations for use with polyatomic gases has not been as 
29 successful. A model used in this work was proposed by Mason and Monchick 
79 and is presented below. 
ic = (cj^. </as£)ui (4-io) 
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A considerable number of papers have been published on ways to 
calculate the binary diffusion coefficients of gas species combina-
29 76 80-88 
tions. ' ' Values for this property are needed for calculation of 
the effective diffusion coefficient discussed in the previous chapter. 
The method used in this work is that reported by Hirschfelder, Curtis, 
76 
and Bird and is given below in equation 4-lla. Even though this method 
is one of the earlier works, most of the nev/er methods do not give signifi-
cantly better accuracy for a majority of combinations. In addition, this 
method is consistent with those used to calculate iju and Li. A comparison 
of the several methods is given in reference 88 along with experimental 
data. 
n J&~F3 
**$ " '-as&C'*'')/fyiTj (4-lla) 
where *-s4 * J-rt~ (7*i ' A(7 ) < 4 - l l b > 
and (j~Cj is the collision diameter for the pair ij 
0 
O y is the collision integral for the pair ij. 
The collision integral for diffusion is calculated by a similar 
method to that for viscosity based on specific table values for diffusion 
76 
reported by Hirschfelder et al. The equation for trie diffusion collision 
integral is given below for the reduced temperature in the range 1.4 to 30. 
Xly = (d- 7S49 (/.<><0-347C hK))~' < 4 - 1 2 ) 
For these ca lculations/Ty-and (j;y are calculated as suggested in reference 
i 0 
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29 as follows: 
fay'CChCi))* (4"13> 
Gy' = i<Ti<Jd (4-14) 
The value for the Knudsen diffusivity for the gas phase species is 
43 
calculated from an equation reported by Youngquist. This relation may 
be modified to include the results of Smith and coworkers to calculate a 
45 
value for the pore radius. 
Of - §e(^J Clu) (4-15) 
where Q. is the average pore radius. 
As mentioned in Chapter II, ai is probably equal to unity so the last term 
in equation 4-15 is also equal to unity. 
Thermodynamic and Transport Properties of the Solid 
The equation for the heat capacity of solid silicon is given below 
in equation 4-16. This relation is reported to represent experimental 
89 
values in units of cal/mole °K for the temperature range 273.16° to 1173°K. 
c/> ~ s.74 * o.L/4 6*r*)r- /.6/&>s)/r*- (/M6) 
The equation for the heat capacity of alumina, which comprises both 
the porous media substrate and the outer shell, is given in equation 4-17. 
45 
This relation is reported to represent experimental values in units of 
BTU/lb°-F for temperature in degrees Fahrenheit over the range 325° F to 
90 
2930° F. Similar values were reported in three other independent obser-
vations and compiled in reference 91. 
9?= oa39 / o - <Moa Oe>'*) r (4"17) 
Jakob has shown that the thermal conductivity of non-metallic crysta-
line materials is inversely proportional to the temperature and would fit 
92 an equation of the following form: 
fe «• A * F <4-18> 
Values of the constants for the solid materials used in this work are 
presented in Appendix XIII. 
Further Modification of the Momentum Equation 
Early runs with the computer program resulted in unstable solutions. 
Even though the stability moduli for the heat and mass transfer equations 
were maintained at wery low values, the instability persisted. Finally, 
the problem was identified in the use of the momenturr equation. Even though 
the momentum equation, given as equation 2-1, does net contain a second 
derivative or a time derivative term, values for the pressure are calculated 
from values of the mixture density which is calculated from the continuity 
equation. Thus, a third stability modulus must be considered. The time 
increment to produce a stable solution from the momentum equation based on 
-4 the third stability modulus was estimated to be less than 10 seconds. In 
comparison, the value for the increment which will satisfy the other moduli 
46 
_2 
is only less than 10 seconds. As a result, the pressure can be assumed 
to be independent of position. If this assumption is used, the momentum 
equation is not needed. In addition this assumption implies that a change 
in pressure at any point, as a result of other transport or reaction pheno-
mena, wery quickly changes the pressure throughout the porous media. This 
assumption changes the initial algorithm. The velocity at any point is now 
calculated as follows: 
Znt 
vfe - <JLp— (4"19) 
The density is calculated from the ideal gas law. The pressure is allowed 
to vary with time, but its value is the same at all node points at any 
instant. Values for the instantaneous pressure are calculated from the 
equation below. This equation is based on the assumption that the total 
amount of elemental hydrogen throughout the entire porous media does not 
change. 
?• i £ (C™"(%. < *? < *=* W-) '«•> 2c ' &«cf At* ~M«s,c/* 
Si 
where ^ is a constant. 
Uo The derivation of equation 4-20 is given in Appendix XIV. In order to 
estimate the reliability of the assumption that the gradient of pressure 
is small, the gradient is calculated in the computer solution from the 
47 
momentum equation. Results of the calculation, as well as other results 
of the numerical solution are discussed in a following section. 
Input Data 
Because many iterations are required to reach a solution to the 
problem at hand, considerable computer time is used for each run. In order 
to conserve computer time, the decision was made after observing results 
from early runs to set the initial temperature of the system at 300° F, 
rather than ambient, as would occur in actual practice. In addition, the 
surface temperature of the shell was input at 1000° F for all time. Input 
values which determine the properties of the shell were set so that the 
properties were also held constant. Constants which determine the thermal 
conductivity of the porous substrate were arbitrarily multiplied by ten. 
These constraints allowed the temperature of the porous medium to rise 
faster than would normally occur, thus causing interface reaction at an 
earlier time. Since the performance of the shell heat transfer relations 
72 were shown to be successful in another work, these constraints were not 
thought to compromise the study of important; phenomena of diffusion and 
reaction in the porous medium. 
One other constraint has been placed on the solutions presented herein. 
In actual practice for pack cementation, only hydrogen chloride would prob-
ably be injected into the pack at time zero. This case cannot be studied 
in this work due to limitations of the computer program. Values for all 
species must be greater than zero or indefinite numbers occur. In addition, 
early runs using small values of H« and HSiClg resulted in dramatic changes 
in mixture molecular weight at the core interface producing an instability 
similar to that encountered with the continuity equation as discussed in 
48 
the previous section. To overcome this problem, excess hydrogen is used 
for all runs. Initial composition and other input data are summarized 
in Table 1. 
Table 1. Input Data 
Item Value  
Initial temperature 300° F. 
Base temperature 70° F. 
Surface temperature 1000° F. 
Total pack radius 12.60 in. 
Core radius 4.75 in. 
Porous medium radius 10.70 in. 
Pore radius Variable 
Particle diameter 90.00y 
Space increment 0.50 in. 
Emissivity 0.50 
Initial porosity 0.51 
Time increment Variable 






The primary objective of this work is to show that the relations 
proposed in previous chapters do indeed provide a solution to the problem 
of pack cementation. Since no experiments were performed with an actual 
system, no true conclusion as to the results of the solution can be 
presented. Considerable experimental results have already been presented 
for the heat transfer and binary diffusion aspects of the porous material 
selected. In this light, the important considerations of this thesis thus 
become the performance of the relations regarding multicomponent diffusion 
and Knudsen diffusion. In the following paragraphs, results are presented 
which show that a solution to the multicomponent diffusion problem does 
exist. These results are then compared to the special case of equal binary 
diffusivity. And finally, results are presented which show the effects of 
Knudsen diffusion on pack cementation. 
In the following Tables 2 through 5, results of the solution for 
the multicomponent case are presented after 100 seconds, 1,000 seconds, 
1,900 seconds, and 2,000 seconds in the furnace. The pore radius specified 
o 
is 90,000 A and is not sufficient to produce a significant contribution due 
to Knudsen diffusion. While the program ran for 3,600 seconds, which was 
designated as the end of the run, data after 1,900 seconds are not valid. 
At approximately 1,920 seconds, temperatures and concentrations in the 
porous medium were sufficient to cause deposition of silicon in the pores. 
Apparently this phenomena could not be adequately accounted for in the 
algorithm proposed for the step size used, and the solution became unstable. 
Attempts to promote a more stable solution by reduction of the diffusion 
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In order to show that the multicomponent solution is successful, 
concentration profiles are presented in Figure 2 for the species HCL at 
several times. The results are considered stable because the profiles 
do not oscillate. Profiles for the other species are not plotted because 
they do not exhibit significant change. As was previously mentioned, 
concentrations for these species were set in excess initially. 
In many engineering applications, the use of a. single binary diffu-
sivity in a multicomponent diffusion problem is expedient, provided errors 
are small. For this reason, a solution was obtained for the hypothetical 
case where the binary diffusivities for each specie pair were set equal 
to the value for D-, 2
 and a nY effects due to Knudsen diffusion were not 
allowed through an option in the software. Results of this solution are 
presented in Tables 6 through 9 at 100 seconds, 1,000 seconds, 1,900 
seconds and 2,000 seconds. Concentration profiles of the species HC1 
were nearly identical to those for the multicomponent case and thus are 
not plotted. Comparison of the effective diffusivities for the multi-
component and the equal binary diffusion cases is presented in Figure 3 
at 100 seconds and in Figure 4 at 1,900 seconds. As can be easily seen, 
there is significant difference between the values for the multicomponent 
case and those for the special case. As another comparison, the amount 
of coating deposited is plotted for each case as a function of time in 
Figure 5. There is some difference in the coating deposition rates. 
In order to determine the effect of Knudsen diffusion on the algo-
rithm several runs were made with different pore radii for the multi-
component case and the case where all binary diffusivities are equal to 
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Figure 2. Mole Fraction of HC1 versus Station at Times 
Shown for the Multicomponent Case. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Diffusivity for the Multicomponent Case 
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concentration profiles, diffusivity, and coating deposition. The mole 
fraction of HC1 is plotted in Figure 6 versus station for several times 
and for several pore radii for the multicomponent case. Results after 
100 seconds could not be distinguished for any pore radii studied. After 
o 
300 seconds, runs with pore radii less than 50,000 A produced oscillations 
in the HC1 profiles indicating instability., Diffusion moduli were also 
consistently greater than 0.5 further indicating instability. More will 
be said about this indicator in the next section. After 1,900 seconds 
o o 
results are only available for pore radii equal to 90,000 A and 50,000 A. 
Other runs with smaller pore radii were so unstable that indefinite num-
bers had already been produced in the calculations, thus stopping the run 
through an error exit on the computer. Figure 7 is a plot of similar 
results for the special case for equal binary diffusivities. As with 
results for the multi component case, the HC1 profile is \/ery similar after 
100 seconds for all pore radii studied. After 300 seconds, results for 
o 
a pore radius of 30.7 A are not valid. Much smaller pore radii can be 
studied for the special case of equal binary diffusivity because the 
multicomponent effect does not magnify the problem. 
In order to show the Knudsen diffusion effect on diffusivity, 
effective diffusivities are plotted in Figure 8 for the different pore 
radii at 1,900 seconds for the special case of equal binary diffusivity. 
Because all binary diffusivities are equal to D-, «> the difference in the 
effective diffusivity values is a result of the Knudsen component. 
The effect of pore radius on the amount of coating deposited versus 
time is shown for each case and for each different pore radius in 

























Figure 6. Mole Fraction of HC1 versus Station for Times 
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Figure 7. Mole Fraction of HC1 versus Station for Times 



























Figure 8. Diffusivity versus Station for Pore Radii 
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solutions. 
Accuracy of Results 
The accuracy of results to the solutions discussed above is a func-
tion of time spacing, distance step size, and stability. As was previously 
mentioned, runs with smaller step sizes will provide more accurate solutions 
provided stability is maintained. Due to lack of computer time, results 
with smaller step sizes were not obtained. Stability was checked on each 
run by monitoring stability moduli for both heat and mass transfer as was 
discussed in Chapter III. Should any modulus exceed 0.5, the value of the 
modulus, the iteration, and the station were printed as a warning. 
One good method to test accuracy of the numerical solutions is to 
compare results with those from an analytical solution. Unfortunately, 
such solutions are not available for this pack cementation problem. 
29 
However, for very early times, the Arnold solution reported in Bird et al. 
can be assumed to approximate results expected from the numerical solutions. 
In Figure 11, results of Arnold are compared to the multicomponent case 
and the special case of equal binary diffusivities. If the assumptions 
are made that at 1900 seconds the multicomponent solution has reached 
steady state and that the bulk flow term is negligible, a simple analytical 
solution results. The product of p<W/*was fitted to a curve of the form 
GL-thr* for this solution. Results of the steady state solution and those 
for the multicomponent case at 1900 seconds are shown in Figure 12. 
In the macroscopic sense a test for accuracy is that the product 
of the radius and coating thickness deposited should be little less than 
the product of the core radius and the thickness of core material depleted. 
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Figure 12. Steady State Solution versus the Multicomponent 
Solution at 1900 Seconds. 
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mil-inches and 5.4102(10" ) mil-inches respectively. 
Perhaps the most significant measure of the accuracy of results 
from solutions presented herein concern the values listed in various 
tables under the heading "TEST." This parameter represents the ratio of 
the molar concentration gradient as calculated from the Stephan-Maxwell 
equation to the same gradient as calculated from the numerical solution. 
Since the Stephan-Maxwell equation is exact, the fact that values for 
the "TEST" parameters are very close to unity is indicative that the 
numerical solution is both reasonable and accurate. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The most important conclusion reached from the work discussed 
herein is that the model chosen for multicomponent diffusion will provide 
a successful solution for initial value problems in multicomponent mass 
transfer. The second important conclusion is that the assumption of 
equal binary diffusivities will provide a reasonable solution, thus 
greatly simplifying calculations. And finally, Knudsen diffusion can be 
a significant contribution to mass transfer in porous medium. 
Several areas of further work and development in this area are 
evident from the results of this thesis. A nested iterative scheme to 
better calculate the molar concentrations in the porous media when deposi-
tion occurs should be developed. Laboratory experiments should be con-
ducted to provide actual data for comparison with the model. And finally, 
experimental work to better relate porous media properties to transport 
properties should be conducted. 
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APPENDIX I 
CONTINUITY EQUATION FOR POROUS MATERIAL 
Consider a small volume of porous material, VJi 9 composed of 
substrate particles covered with a thin coating and a gas-filled void. 
Let the mass of the substrate particle be defined as: 
" V o " fl/Po 
(Al-1) 
where Vp is the volume of porous media occupied by the 
substrate particles 
Ppo is the density of the substrate. 
and the mass of the coating be defined as: 
"* = & (Vr - vfe) (Ai-z) 
where f> is the density of the substrate coating 
\/p is the volume of the porous media occupied by the 
solid particles. 
The density of the solid composite may be calculated as follows: 
l P VP 
* .ivfr * fcc#- </*; 
Vp 
- ft + *(fa-rJ 





r - V* 
CAP -
Vt 
and * - * 
where v* is the total 
Then 
VP eP 




(V- rc+ f r » 7 c ) | (A1"9) 
Now the continuity equation for a two-phase mixture of solid composite and 
gas is written as follows: 
$ + 7'H - 0 (Al-10) 
where & is the density of the porous medium 
ri is the mass flux in the porous medium. 
But P is Zpfc* €P » where £ is the gas filled volume and /> is the density 
of the gas. Also ^ =^V + ̂ 7 « e where >7t is the mass flux of the gas species 
i. Assuming that the mass flux of the composite, rip» is zero, the continu-
ity equation becomes 
o 
St (ep) <%($>/>,)< r./nf -o (A 1"1 1» 
l*t 
NOW e,p = e^c t (fcfje/t,
 ( A 1 " 1 2 > 
For a coating with a constant density, the time derivative of^y^will be: 
$fp o> / v or*" 
&(.*rf>r) * ft #i 
And the continuity equation for the porous medium becomes 
<3 
<*(ef)* (I £x < v-n* - o 
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APPENDIX II 
BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR POROUS MEDIA 
Evans, Watson, and Mason have proposed a model for the binary 
diffusion equation in porous media which begins with a modified form of 
37 the Stefan-Maxwell equation for constant temperature and pressure. 
Evans et al. proposed their relation in terms of molecules rather than 
the customary molecular qualities. In addition, these workers have treated 
the solid particles of the porous medium as large molecules with a zero 
mole velocity. The general form of this equation is given below. 
0' fO^n, pr 'jw/ t , 
L n'*Dj [V, 
£=' a d 
- VJL J n* ^>r (A2-1) 
where r\L is the number of molecules of species i for the total 
unit volume of solid and gas 
* 
n is the total number of molecules, solid and gas, for 
the total unit volume 
e ' 
Qjt is the effective diffusion coefficient 
V/d is mass velocity of species i 
i) is the number of gas and solid i species. 
In this equation, effects of the porous media on the diffusion path are 
incorporated in the definition of the diffusion coefficient as follows: 
*f"Hr (A2-2) 
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where £' is the porosity 
f is the tortuosity 
AU- is the binary diffusion coefficient. 
0 
If the molecular flux of species i, A/1 is defined as the product n; V£ then 
equation A2-1 may be rearranged to give: 
For two gaseous species and one solid species p equation A2-3 becomes: 
**<>' + el =n* TZ (A2-4) 
Oft Oc/> <=>>* 
Assuming that the solid speciesp has a zero mass velocity, /Jo would also 
be equal to zero. Equation A2-4 could then be arranged to give: 
If o)'A is defined as follows: 
<& ~ ('* n &) (A2-6) 
Then equation A2-5 may be arranged to give: 
ti—DTsI* &^ <*"> 
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e n e' 
where Di - „ D<i <$«." (A2_8) 
^ V l l S r / ^ ^ " ' (A2"9) 
The quantity n»£fy> is calculated from a modification of equation 
A2-9. For a mixture of a gas and solid, the reduced mass m may be approxi-
mated by the mass of the gas species,w/. The collision diameter reduces 
to the radius of the solid particle and the collision integral becomes 
( / + ^zJ? ). The term ai is the fraction of species i diffusely scat-
tered by the solid and for most gases is approximately equal to unit. 
Therefore, the diffusivity for interaction between the solid and gas is 
given below: 
"t$-(f§(gir)'&»¥$" (A2"10) 




COMPARISON OF VARIOUS FORMS FOR THE BINARY 
DIFFUSION EQUATION IN POROUS MEDIA 
Evans, Watson and Mason have proposed the following equations 
37 for the binary diffusion equation in porous media. 
7 *• c^2c rt< 
(A3-1) 
where n,
e n ^ e ' JL • 
Di - - Dy 6* 
(A3-2) 
and 
nP Da \-' 
< * - < > < % % ' ) n £\ 
r 
(A3-3) 
n* If the mole fraction of species i, tft', is defined as the ratio ^ then 
equation A3-1 may be rearranged to give: 
A/,- = _r^z_ 
/ -OT /c c£< 
(A3-4) 
where ex = / / /CV (A3-5) 






Combining this result with equation A3-4 and rearranging yields: 
/& « <hr£- (A3-7) 
41 42 
Equation A3-7 is the form suggested by Rothfield and Scott . 
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APPENDIX IV 
MULTICOMPONENT DIFFUSION EQUATION FOR POROUS MEDIA 
For non-constant pressure and temperature, the Stephan-Maxwel1 
equation written in the terminology of Evans et al. is given as follows 
where n'_ nf (A4-lb) 
•J 
n = 2n C 
1*1 
(A4-lc) 
Dij= f/Ju/ (A4"ld) 
and v\i is the molecules per unit total volume of the gas 
species i 
np is the molecules per unit total volume of the solid 
species 
_ c 
Vc is the apparent molecular average velocity for the 
gas species i or the solid species p. 
By dividing the number of molecules per unit volume by Avogadro's number 
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equation A3-la may be converted to an equation based on the number of 
moles per unit total volume as follows: 
J' 
z &<<•$•)'<$-«?)-*(*•; 
This equation is further expanded to give: 
" c- c? Vc 
If the molar flux of gas species i is defined as: 
-, e _ e 
AJt = Cc'l/* 




fwcxrsfi')'/' c'VCi-£*vc' (A4-5) 
If only one species exists in the solid phase, the term which accounts 
for the interaction between the solid and the gas species i may be 
separated from the summation in equation A3-5 and the mass fraction of 
the gas species i substituted for the ratio of Cc to c to give: 
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Now ̂ c equals ^ c because the number of solid molecules does not change 
In addition, c may be factored and canceled to give: 
J 




For most situations ;, is nearly unity. Thus, equation A4-7 becomes 
J 




MULTICOMPONENT ENERGY CONSERVATION EQUATION 
FOR POROUS MEDIA 
Neglecting kinetic and potential energy, the equation for energy 
conservation of a homogeneous mixture is: 
(M'v{*&'-?>! * t {A5-]) 
where f-/^ is the enthalpy of the mixture. 
Assuming that the porous medium is a mixture of solid and gases which 
may be represented by the "dusty gas" model used in previous derivations, 
equation A5-1 may be modified to give equation A5-2 below. As with other 
relations based on this model, the velocity of the solid is assumed to 
be zero. In addition, the solid is assumed to be incompressible so 
that changes in pressure only occur in the void volume. 
$(f/D<i(erfr$P)< r-pZft - - vf * S M
 (A5"2) 
where // is the enthalpy for the gas mixture 
A 
ftp is the enthalpy for the solid phase. 
Equation A5-2 can be expanded to give: 
f J? * #$fy) *&(effifip) / P y * // --7-f *£t&p)
 (A5"3) 
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According to the continuity equation: 
3 
Inserting this result in equation A5-3 and combining terms yields: 
e, a f~M < J 4 # $)• '4t (ePer)+fi& W * - v-p +e$£* /*M
 (A5-5) 
If the solid material is composed of a substate particle and a coating 
of a single species and if the density of the coating does not change 
with time, the derivative of the product A A with respect to time can 
be represented as shown in equation A5-6. Details of this derivation 
are shown in Appendix I. 
Sfesfl.)= -/? % (A5-6) 
Inserting these results into equation A5-5 yields: 
A 
€f% <Mf(>P£r)'fJM - -fSk-vX-vy *£%*rH
 (A5"7) 
In order to express the energy equation in terms of temperature, the 
fo l lowing equation is used: 
/_/= £cO;//i (A5-7a) 
c-t 
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where f£ = 
n> 
r 




and /./c is the enthalpy of the gas species i at the base 
temperature 
f% is the base temperature. 
The relation describing the enthalpy of the solid phase can also be expan-
ded to give: 
where 
SpfrHp- £p0fPJJpB ' (Ff-ffJPM 
A 
'c 




Assuming that the density of the solid substrate and of the coating are 
constant in time, application of these definitions for the individual 
enthalpies to equation A5-7 results in a conservation of energy equation 
based on the local temperature of the porous media. This equation is 
given below: 
ĉ r ^ -v 
&r <?r *n>°* ' %*** < fyfi %% < 6r frjftg (A5-9) 
~fck%<fj$ = -ffc-vfi- ^ < eg<p£ 
Now the flux of energy into the system,E ,can be expanded as follows: 
= -ketr* ^7S (A5-10) 
i-/ 
Inserting these results into equation A5-9 and combining terms yields 
the following equation for energy conservation in porous media: 
& «/ 
f fp^A cP? = -(>& cf VT ~ /)fc • ̂ V; ^ 
-? -2 fo ' *L?r*e* tp*" 
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APPENDIX VI 
CALCULATION OF THE SUBSURFACE TEMPERATURE 
T(t,t) is defined as the temperature of the grid point just 
inside the shell surface. In the algorithm arranged for solution of 
this problem, the spacing between this point and the surface can be very 
much smaller than the spacing for the other grids. As a result, space 
derivative calculations can be inaccurate. In addition, the value for 
the surface temperature is specified or experimentally determined. As 
a result, the value calculated for T(L,t) must be consistent with the 
value for the heat flux at this point as implied by specification of the 
surface temperature. In order to provide increased accuracy and to 
satisfy the constraint on the heat flux, an implicit equation is used 
to calculate TCc,t). This method is possible at this point because the 
value of the surface temperature is known at all times. The equation is 
developed below: 
«•<.„*;- TU.<>. ?&(.*!,) (A6-1) 
where *L -put is the time derivative of temperature at time 
^TI , is the time derivative of temperature at time 
The equation for the time derivative of temperature at time^4^is given 
below. This equation uses values for all physical and transport properties 
evaluated at the previous time, t. In this respect, the use of this 
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method is not totally implicit, but the values for these variables will 
not change significantly in the range of the calculation. 
&kt*i I^ATC AS ' ^ 7 ) - — ^ r J ) o ( s U f l ) (A6-2) 
4 & * ~*w)&^((zr&J'Ai) -§rfa M))-&-§)r6L.i»$/g&)cg &*) 
where T(s,£*&t) is the temperature at the surface at time t + 6 £ 
<ysC<-rt) is the thermal of diffusivity 
TC^A^-y is the temperature two points inside the surface at 
time t s t & £ 
&e" is the spacing for a normal grid 
AS is the spacing for the last grid point and surface. 
and 3£ - (%k,6".') -fr^-<,t))kr>#) -i,kO *~l («"2b) 
Application of equation A6-2a and A6-2b to A6-1 yields after rearranging 
terms: 
(A6-3) 




INTERFACE CONTINUITY EQUATION AND 
THICKNESS CALCULATION 
Because chemical reaction may consume or deposit solid silicon at 
an interface, the distance between the solid surface and the first node 
point in the porous medium will vary and a gap will form. As a result, 
a speical calculation for grid thickness and the continuity equation must 
be developed. As was previously stated, storage terms are necessary be-
cause the interface is treated as a volume element in a numerical 
solution. The derivations begin with the continuity equation. Dimensions 
used in these derivations are shown in Figure 13. 
S?/ 
3t\c &(p/r& L0 tprfe *• ̂ rrgc£o fap-arfl ) * / 2?r& U *rpo ep + (A7-1) 
ZnQcU Arfrfef- fy)^ = ~ &rfe+<vj>)£o/>fol 
Dividing by Zrr&Lo y ields: 
_ gfaujpt) _ &/ + / \ , - KG****). , 
**-**(& C"p-+'vp * ̂ fjfl * "?. &r9M ^ ~~zrH (A7~2) 
But, &r?0 is the initial distance from the interface to the node point 
just inside the porous media which is constant; so 
*&r+/ V3? d*rP , .pf £&£*#') /,„ 0x 
TOO 
LCWM2 LCWM1 LCW/t LCW/t=0 LCWP1 LCWP2 
I I 
Solid Silicon 
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Figure 13. Schematic Representation of the Porous Media--Core Gap. 
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Expanding and combining terms yields 
*£% / .™ * c ^ ^ , «£* - (A7-4) fe oX * Urp + £*rpo - ^rpbyt 'ftp* / *r?o £. & 
-BfavOp&lt 
Kc 
But &:r= &r-£>rf> and ^ r is constant so: 
c«- ̂  -^ j f / (f-kJT'Cf%)*ro M - - f^a/
 (A7-5) 
Combining terms and dividing by ̂ ro gives the final form of the conti-
nuity equation used in this work. 
<• - %*»>&' ^ . Kg •"•%&* u >"-< 
Results of a similar derivation for the other interface are: 
'(rfcte-fy-fc-Sr-)*' ' VFW?*!^-" 
The thickness of the partial grid between the core and the first 
node point in the porous medium will change due to depletion of the core 
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The thickness of this partial grid is calculated from a mass balance on 
the species, silicon, in the original grid as follows: 
$t(zrr&L0 *r/>0 Cer ^ ){*c ~?r&£<> 6rf*rf>)S>) - ?rr&UArf>r5c (A -8) 
The last term in equation A7-8 represents the net generation (or deple-
tion) of silicon in the grid of thickness ^0 ?. The other term represents 
depletion in the porous material and the depletion of the core to form 
a gap. Dividing by ̂ / ^ a n d expanding terms gives: 
(A7-9) 
But £p=l-£ so equation A9-8 becomes: 
4><f 
fk &t = urpr* r SC 
cpsurp 
Solving for ^ ' yields: 
(A7-10) 
6*rP ATpTsi i fU*tf> aX 
/S 5* 
(A7-11) 
A similar equation can be derived for the shell interface. The results 





CALCULATION OF INTERFACE MASS FRACTIONS 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
In the solution to a differential equation, derivatives of the 
mass fluxes at the solid boundary must be zero. Also, a boundary has 
zero thickness so there is no storage term in the mass balance. For a 
finite difference approximation, a finite volume is used so a storage 
term and a flux term are needed. For the interface between the core and 
the porous medium, the following mass balance applies: 
<&l?7T%:±rpoUc*jLep ' ?7rPc (^>rp- At'f>0)^aooJc ) 
+ err£&€*>?,) Co n<c/cctop, = e7r£c Co *rprc 
(A8-1) 
cctof/ CTTZc Lo &rf>> 
where 2c i s the radius of the in ter face 
8fc**t)\s the radius at 
Laupi i s one point beyond the inter face 
arp i s the thickness of the in terva l between ItftJand cctopt 
Arf>0 is the i n i t i a l value for £>rj> . 
Equation A8-1 can be expanded to give: 
*r?$t (eptvi) ' epcuc i &
P / C+rp - ̂  )Mfyu>< J < < A 8 " 2 > 
. dArp fcCiCtoP/) - e , ° I 
P0*- el f & n* / * *rPr* 
' ^c lLCCOf>f 
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In the algori thm for the problem at hand, OJ^CLCCO;.) is calculated 
from a Taylor 's series as fo l lows: 
oo iCtC^t^t)* tC-cuiO'iC&lt <igUf) (A8-3) 
As with the ca lcu la t ion of the subsurface temperature (s;ee Appendix V I ) , 
the fac t that Art> can be very smal l , thus producing inaccurate der iva-
t i v e s , warrants the use of an i m p l i c i t solut ion forcu* {ccco,{'£*)> The 
der iva t ive ^ j t t M 1S obtained from equation A8-2 and is shown in the 
expanded form below: 




>\/^rpo ) - nf(cao,t) 
RCcccoft) )/({facto. €U()e(Lccvjw) / *rP - / )) 
Inser t ion of equation A8-4 in to A8-3 and co l lec t ing terns y ie lds the 
fo l lowing equation for tui(uco,6t*t): 
/ 4£ $**}' I .a£ SAT? / / f lQ e\ 
O>ifeaj,ttA0 = Ctoi&CM'tJ * e <& /6 ' t?t<fyo
r</t ^A b ' b J 
' ~*£&c2))^^ccaj^ *'ti)t^CcCU)ftt / / t\t)//Vluj fauM .£¥*£) 
((tiCtaon, if At) - 1U Uctupi, *'*{))*£ + frf> tUtcufrJf**)) 
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/Ur4*rp) /• kY Ucujp/, £t*OA/Uc*jp/, £/*£)/??< /*rfi ) / ( A 8 ' ^ 
/ / , • i/w ^P ))\ //'• **/£fo"#) C ° n t ' d 
(OCUOJ, it*t)t€Ccctot O + Ar/>o -/J/J / (" 2 ( #&£) 
DCLCLO, {tat) dim (tCu>P/, I' *a£j//rfco£'LCoJp/, £'4tj{ £Fh/ 
(&rlArp))Muj(LCaJt6/&£)/Arf> / (^£tccot6 J f ^~
P -/ J 
g/6 t ficcaj, t**Q (Mjt > <**%ArR)/^uH «*t) 
(£CLCUJ, L) / ^ - / ) ) ) 
A similar equation can be developed for the interface between the porous 
medium and the shell. The results are: 
/ A£c?^L't/ A/ / i 
<»<.(cWf £'*£) ~ (CAJIUPU),£J < j c& U ' fC^/i + (
A8"6) 
RLLm/rn) Mi , \ f\* s ,* / / i 
RXtto) & P*JJ>WnrJ/> £^0/Vim^
LPuj/y,/' t>*0/WuiCtPw/»if&6£) 
( }/< (LPluAf/, i'tij^pr -*- & (o?U>/WZt £'&£j - tiUWuM*,£/&*) 
AJrJ/C&rt&pr) * \Ci [tptOMt, £*a/J A? (tpuJMt, £'*£)))/ 
/ • \\ / / A£ / £&/J{v<"'d 
(e((-pw,£j />(tpw,ti4ij)) /(/ y 2 C g&P*u) /OUPiu'ntjt'c/) 
tilmttPto/M, £*A£J//MU>{£PU)Mt, /'*£)(£pr/(&r ttfrJ) 
Mvo(tPoo,£iAtJA/> *- ACLPW, £**£) (<$t/, / £&Pto,i) 
l&l /&pr J * <f (tpuJ, 0 & li V( ?&m O/Odmi t'*i) ) ) 
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APPENDIX IX 
CALCULATION OF INTERFACE TEMPERATURE 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
The calculation of the interface boundary condition is based on an 
energy balance over a portion of the porous section on one side of the 
interface. To improve the accuracy of the numerical solution, an implicit 
calculation of the interface temperature values is used. The method used 
to calculate ffcccd), the temperature of the interface between the core and 
the porous medium, is shown below. Results for a similar derivation are 
also given forr&/to)9 the temperature at the other interface. The deriva-
tion begins with the following energy balance: 
^c(ep^rpO) *^(tp^p^Of) * Jt((fyyJp&p^0Q) >• (A9-]) 
&t LL^rp -*rj> Jo (J) 4d?i Lp *c Uc ) - — - , ̂  frcaJ/P,) 
/ ̂ W iZUaoP,) .- \ ^ tSt 
A/xCtcoup/) / ( ftuu) },n ~ QacaJ) %cu}) 
The first term is the accumulation of internal energy of the gas phase in 
the partial increment next to the interface. The second term is the 
accumulation of internal energy of the porous substrate next to the inter-
face. The third term represents the accumulation of internal energy on the 
core material deposited on the porous substrate. The fourth term is the 
change in internal energy of the gas in the gap between the core and porous 
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medium. The f i f t h term is the accumulation of internal energy of the core 
material near the interface. The remaining two terms represnet the f lux 
of energy due to diffusion and conduction. For the problem at hand, the 
density of the solids does not change in time and the internal energy of 
the solid can be represented in terms of CP SO Equation A9-1 becomes: 
Q>tfy*rP 0) <&(f>(*rf> -*rpB) 0) * eA p* ArpB c ^ % / {A9-2) 
= - Kg*)(£nf£<:*>»)£ Cuaipf)) * B&a*ii)s - B&ce&fa, 
C £ = / C-C *~G 
Substituting the definition for U and expanding and combining terms gives: 
"TSttytl)- +YSt(tf>)**>tf-J3)'Wt ("f>-"fl)&(ty) (A9-3) 
-Urf>-*rp,%t 'ftf-p/cg' ' ^ / f c ^ / S ^ * &f>-eA)4&% % ' 
A 
Application of the def in i t ion o f / / and expansion of terms gives: 
ArpHp d* ' ArpZ-Je&t -AfPeo>6 -ArpPS? + £f{j¥-f)&t ( A 9 ' 4 ) 
+ &rf>-^pj/l$ - Urp-<Lrf>J& + ̂ M'f)^ / (G*Cf ' ("f'^fOfXp 
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^ o s \&r (A9~4) 
f **/>6^r/2> cfy * (fy-fyJ/V ArfiCfc + fc*Crcp )<P£ ~ Cont'd 
%*r. (>i -1& '/>a-§)*& - - ̂ A v , ^ ; 4<w; 
, ecuu«#_ _ Rfawfidi c '"' 
Re ?>» /?<• f™* 
o*icr~ d^/T 
Assuming Q^* is - ̂ g' and combining terms based or derivatives yields 
(<rf>(fif>-P)- *rf>XHi&-6&Tt))&t * //(arf>{/-otf)-Aff>) (A9-5) 
J f " & ^ - / > ; t $p-p -yvep *Twt) SF3*- C^^/*e)-*<p) 
% ' ^ >fUr*rf)cr * fpA"fi c/L > (Cf•*/>.)/>«•£ ?c) 
&r _ QCcccop,)/_, e&cam') e(cccj&) 
<*< ~ -%- C"*• Cicur*) ftCcaofi,) * -%• fa %TJL/ 
For a numerical solution, values for Q are defined as follows: 
ffn * " L&CC<JAT/) (7-fcctj) ~ T(cc*jM/))/<*cr (A9-6) 
f0u/-= ~ k (<LC*JP/)(T(CCCVP/) - Ttlcaj))/^ (A9-7) 
Further, i f T^^j^^is defined as: 
T(cc«>, £'**) » rCcou, 6) / *{<&! (A9"8) 
V /d / 
then an impl ic i t numerical solution forTfecwrffGi) can be found as follows: 
no 
T(tceo, £*«£) = (rCcciv.*) ' 2 (- 1ST £fy&*>?/, (A9"9) 
\ " \ RCt-cojfitt) . 
t'*ij /// (£caw, £/*£) ' —— (r U ceo. £ /st) rCcco)*?', £<&) 
*£ ACr 
eOLcu/Pt) . / &? 
/ec*rp <(£?*>&, 4
f£t) T(ccaiP/,£tA{) - Ag$erA <$£ 
6>P Q*rp <$>P \ / \ / 
-MGe/todi - Ae<?O0p <& r / Ae$/?&t J / &ec J / 
( / ' * ( 7£7^ kfrcajP,,) / ^ — kfa"P'))/&C) 
where AZqerA ^ ^rp (//{6ccd, 6 + At) attcco, /'*/) 
~P&cco,{) - *rf>o (//c (LCUJ, {'At)/
0 &<r^, f«tt) 
- — — ) 6.3C7£ J 
A2G Q/Vo - /Ktcco, /'*£){*rp / <* ^raJ, Ĵ *rp -&y? ) 
Aec-rep= (ftuco, £*dt) s/(tcoo, tt*t) - ffrccu, t)) 
(efrcuj, O * /) - ^acco*/, 6'At)tfc UC*>A", £«*) 
* 6-3L7C 
e e c = Arpe£tca),6) f&cto, {sat) Cffccaj, £/<st) 
(&rp ~*rp&) ' O-f+Jfy Afft Cfy Uco>ttw) + 
(& " £ (LCU), £)) p CLCUJ, £'*£) Arfi cp (ecu?, £/*/) 
A
 /°CLCCOAI/, £/*£) C/? {ecu)/*/, £fat)*cr. 
m 
A similar equation can be derived for the interface between the 
porous medium and the shell. The results of that derivation are: 
(A9-9) TUpto, t**t) - ( TCLPIO.O ' &t (~^jT- Cn* 
~2 ~P C'i 
/ \ " g('/PUI/tf') / . 
(tpcom/, £<6t)fy (cPeoMf ,t'*f) * g^~l[p~ro k. {LPM*', £'<*) 
r(cPu*vt€'oi) * ^f^5>i^^^ t,t£) ret?***, ft) -
36 &P <&±n &P \ / ) , 
MCrf7Z\&t - fleGJpHcxPt ~ AZ6S/Z a* * *&$?&')V&tV/ 
( / y P ADS- k(c/*u>/ut/ £ fat) + -~ ) p /egc J 
where flt2G£T4 - *pr (p/£coot £ >'4i?)p&P4J, £**€) 
0>3t7t ' Ic 
t<4t)~ cT^c) 
MG2M> - € {CPto, 6) //{tpw, /'*/) *pr 
tm/% - eCcr&>, 6)(p6uw. £'4t) tffr&u, 
/ /) P£tm*)\ I / 
f J ~ 0-S676 J " (/*&"». £,4t) //cfa>u, 
y 0*3676 J 
AGCip - e(cPeott)^p^/o-SC7^ 
e#C - €(L#UJ, t) ptepcu, 6'At) cafota), 
£'4{)&pr * (/~£0jp
7 (LPCO) Apr0CpCt/>£Qt 
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i ' & i) * & Kto/O (tP&, ?/dt) Cp {cP6JP/) 
t'at) / fa - 6(CPCO, <) )fi (tfio, &&i) 
&pr0 * Cp (tfto. *'*/) * (&pr - Apr0) 
Cpc (OHO, £'&t)p{ £/>*), f/d/J 
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APPENDIX X 
CALCULATION OF THE OVERALL DIFFUSIVITY 
AND OVERALL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR THE 
CORE INTERFACE 
Because the interface between the core and the porous medium may 
recede as a result of depletion of the core material, a special calcu-
lation must be made for the diffusivity and the thermal conductivity in 
the interval just beyond the interface. These calculations are based on 
a model which treats the intervals as a composite material composed of 
the gap, formed by recession of the core, and the porous material. The 
geometry and nomenclature used for this derivation are shown in Figure 13 
with as the portion of the increment representing the gap and with 
as the portion representing the porous medium. The derivation for the 
diffusivity will be shown first. 
If the assumption can be made that for any instant, the molar flux 
relative to the molar-average velocity in the gap is equal to that in the 
porous medium just beyond the gap and is only slightly dependent on distance 
over that interval, an overall diffusivity can be calculated as follows: 
/P f)e^c'I /P n€^^'j 
~r ( fa, WM <& I = -rC/j^Wm*? (A10-1) 
Upon integration, the following equations result: 
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- ^ ^ £cZZ-r 
& ' / - XI- L = /? fl<? / (A10-2a) 
y**6/ /' Q/Arp \ 
. f - &^c 6n (&/ &rP-&r/?J 
and til - £ / - (A10-2b) 
%<*rp fettro-Arfr ?,(]*{ 
fa**** lector? 
Adding equations A10-2a and A10-2b and rearranging terms y i e l d s : 
_ e / /ft* ATf> X £c'*F*£ 
%,*p~Aba ~'2cJr* C^U^p^FJl^(--^-) (A10-3) 
^ *"" 4 / ^ M^h*,r*rjl 
This equation can be further rearranged to give: 
f^.ef^(^^u^^s^) V*u***b ,A104) 
If equation A10-4 is multiplied and divided by the space increment for the 
interval under consideration, a derivative can be created. If the remaining 




where d£> =( 
.A /Aizz \ 
•*«•(& f*-p-*rpj 
ft IfZrt Rc ATp 
A fp 
He. 1 (A10-5b) 
'itArp-Arfi 
A similar logic can be used to derive an equation for the overall 
thermal conductivity for the composite formed from the gap and the porous 
medium in the interval just beyond the core interface. In this case, the 
heat flux in the gap is assumed to be independent of distance for the inter-
val and the flux in the gap is assumed to equal that in the porous medium. 
This relation is represented as follows: 
M <2T i €7" d?r " ~rCe/ &r K Re 
&c tArp - *rfd #c +A*f f 
(A10-6) 
Upon integration, the following equations result: 
f - / / * JP Q ^ 
'QtArp-tfr. 'ec
 A v LI 
(A10-7a) 
and 
TL ~ 'L ' * Qcq 
t C & '*rr ) 
£* 7 ^SctArp-trfiJ 
RcJ*rP 
Adding equation A10-7a and A10-7b yields: 
(A10-7b) 
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7/ " 7/ = - ^ J*LZ£&\ Z _ ± J ) (A10-8) 
A/400 fe ^ 4 / ~r~7 y 
(#/*/? kc lpc^rrarFo 
Equation A10-8 can be represented as a der iva t ive equation by mul t ip ly ing 
and d iv id ing by z>n>. The overal l thermal conduct iv i ty i s then obtained by 
co l lec t ing terms as fo l lows: 
f = -ke o>r (A10-9a) 
where L = ( t?ct*rp-*rp0' Qc '} ^ ( A 1 0 - 9 b ) 






























Argument used i 
Argument used i 
Argument used i 
Argument used i 
Argument used i 
Argument used i 
vity for the core material 
vity for the shell material 
n time loop limit definition 
n energy equation for either interface 
n space loop limit definition 
n energy equation for either interface 
n energy equation for core interface 
n energy equation for either interface 
Argument used in energy equation for shell interface 
Argument used to calculate y 2 from equilibrium 
expression 
Dimensionless concentration variable used in the 
Arnold Solution 
Argument used in initial value calculation for the 
Arnold Solution 
Argument used in initial value calculation for the 
Arnold Solution 
Interpolation variable used in center line temperature 
profile calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Constant for diffusion collision integral calculation 






COLIND (II, JJ) 
COLINV (II) 
CONTH 
Constant for viscosity collision integral calculation 
Argument used in initial value calculation for the 
Arnold Solution 
Coating thickness at the shell-porous medium interface 
Coating thickness at the shell-porous medium interface 
during iteration J 
Collision integral for diffusivity 
Collision integral for viscosity 


















Thickness of core depleted 
Thickness of core depleted during iteration J 
Mixture Heat capacity 
Heat capacity of the core material 
Constant for core heat capacity calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Heat capacity of gas species II 
Constant for gas species II heat capacity calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Heat capacity of the porous substrate material 
Constant for porous material heat capacity calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Initial value of CPP 
Heat capacity of shell material 
Constant for shell material heat capacity calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Interpolation variable used in surface temperature 
profile calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Interpolation variable for centerline and 
surface temperature profile calculation 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Point out variable for temperature 
Partial space increment between the last node in 
the core and the core radius 
Old value of DELCR 
Initial value of DELCR 
First derivative of K with respect to r 
First derivative of KC with respect to r 
First derivative of KS with respect to r 
First derivative of the product K(I)*DELT(I) 
with respect to r at either interface 
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DELN1E (I) First derivative of the mass flux of species 1 
with respect to r 
DELN2E (I) First derivative of the mass flux of species 2 
with respect to r 
DELN3E (I) First derivative of the mass flux of species 3 
with respect to r 
DELP (I) First derivative of the pressure with respect to r 
DELPR Partial space increment between the porous medium and 
the node just inside the porous medium 
DELPRL Old value of DELPR 
DELPRO Initial value of DELPR 
DELR Space increment 
DELROV (I) First derivative of the produce RH0(I)*V(I) with 
respect to r 
DELRP Partial space increment between the core radius and 
the node just inside the porous medium 
DELRPL Old value of DELRP 
DELRPO Initial value of DELRP 
DELRS Partial space increment between the porous medium 
radius and node just inside the shell 
DELRSO Initial value of DELRS 
DELS Space increment variable for the shell energy equation 
calculation equal to either DELR or DELSR 
DELSR Partial space increment between the last node in the 
shell and the shell radius 
DELSUM (I) First derivative of the sum of the product AG(11) 
V FLUXJII(I) with respect to r 
First derivative of T(t) with respect to r 
Time increment 
Space increment variable for the porous medium 













DG (II , JJ) 








DK (Ii: ) 






Same as above equal to either DELR or DELRP 
First derivative of W(l) with respect to r 
Same as above 
Same as above 
Space increment variable for the shell energy 
equation calculation equal to either DELRS or DELR 
First derivative of XI (I) with respect to r 
First derivative of X2(I) with respect to r 
First derivative of X3(i) with respect to r 
Binary diffusivity for the gas pair II, JJ 
Argument used in the multicomponent diffusivity 
calculation 
Diffusion model option indicator 
Index used to determine whether deposition should 
occur 
Printout variable for radius 
Divergence of NIE (I) with respect to r 
Divergence of N2E (I) with respect to r 
Divergence of N3E (I) with respect to r 
Divergence of the product RH0(I)*V(L) 
Knudsen diffusivity for species II 
Multicomponent effective diffusivity 
Diffusion stability modulus for species 1 
Diffusion stability modulus for species 2 
Diffusion stability modulus for species 3 
Change in time of the partial increment DELPR 

























Smallest value of the partial increment at the 
surface accepted equal to 0.01 DELR 
Change in time of the partial increment DELRP 
Ratio of either DELS/DELX or DELS/DELR 
Variable used in surface and core temperature 
profile calculation 
Variable used in surface and core temperature 
profile calculation 
Variable used in surface and core temperature 
profile calculation 
Argument used in shell energy equation calculation 
Argument used in shell energy equation calculation 
Dummy variable equal to 1.0/3.0 
Sum of mole fractions for normalization 
Multicomponent diffusivity for species 1 
Multicomponent diffusivity for species 2 
Multicomponent diffusivity for species 3 
Lennard-Jones constant for gas species II 
Lennard-Jones constant for the gas species 
pair II, JJ 
Emissivity of porous particles 
Initial equilibrium concentration of gas species II 
at the core interface 
Argument used in energy equation calculation for 
porous medium 
Input value of EPS (I) 
Void fraction or porosity of the porous media 
First derivative of ETA (I) with respect to time 
Old value of ETADOT (I) 



























Initial value of ETA (I) 
Function used to calculate P (I) equal to ETA(I)* 
MW(I)*RAD(I)*WBAR1/T(I) 
Argument used to calculate KE (I) 
Output variable for the heat flux at the shell 
interface 
Mass flux of gas species 1 
Mass flux of gas species 2 
Mass flux of gas species 3 
Rate of production of species 1, HL 
Rate of production of species 2, HCI 
Rate of production of species 3, HSi'CL 
Rate of production of species 4, Si( ) 
Mixture enthalpy 
Enthalpy of core material 
Initial value of HC (I) 
Input variable for heading 
Input variable for heading 
Input variable for heading 
Input variable for heading 
Input variable for heading 
Input variable for heading 
Enthalpy of gas species II 
Heat of vaporization of gas species I at 298° K 
Enthalpy of shell 
Initial value of HS (I) 
Permeability of porous medium 
Thermal conductivity 
Thermal conductivity of core material 
Effective thermal conductivity of porous medium 
Equilibrium constant 
Constants used to calculate KEQ (I) 
Constants used to calculate KEQ (I) 
Thermal conductivity of gas species II 
Old value of K (I) 
Thermal conductivity of the core at station LCW 
Mixture thermal conductivity 
Thermal conductivity of the porous material 
Effective thermal conductivity of the porous 
material due to radiation 
Thermal conductivity due to radiation of the porous 
material used to calculate KR(I) 
Thermal conductivity of the shell 
Thermal conductivity of the shell at station LPW 
Second derivative of T (I) with respect to r 
Natural logarithm of KEQ (I) 
Molecular weight of gas species II 
Function of M (II) used to calculate D (II, JJ) 
Atomic weight of element 1 
Atomic weight of element 2. 
Atomic weight of element 3 
Molar flux of gas species I 
Molecular weight of porous material 



























Mixture molecular weight 
Initial value of MW (I) 
Molecular weight of gas species 1 
Molecular weight of gas species 2 
Molecular weight of gas species 3 
Mass flux of gas species 1 
Mass flux of gas species 2 
Mass flux of gas species 3 
Old value of N1E (I) 
Old value of N2E (I) 
Old value of N3E (I) 
Print out value of RAD (I) 
Print out value of TIME 
Print out value of P (I) 
Print out value of V (I) 
Pressure 
First derivative of P(T) with respect to t 
Porous material particle diameter 
Function of molecular weight and viscosity used 
in mixture property calculation 
Constant equal to 3.14159 
Old value of P (I) 
Porous material pore radius 
Initial value of P (I) 



























Radius of the core 
Radius of the shell 
Radius of the porous material 
Mixture density 
Density of the core 
Constant used to calculate RHOC (I) 
Constant used to calculate RHOC (I) 
Constant used to calculate RHOC (I) 
Change in time of the mixture density 
Old value of RHO (I) 
Density of the porous material 
Initial value of RHOP (I) 
Density of the shell 
Constant used to calculate RHOS (I) 
Constant used to calculate RHOS (I) 
Constant used to calculate RHOS (I) 
Product of RHO (I) and V (I) at the shell interface 
Argument used in pressure calculation 
equal to either 2*DELR or DELR + DEl.RP 
Dimensionless space and time variable used 
in the Arnold Solution 
Lennard-Jones constant for gas species II 
Mixture Lennard-Jones constant for the gas 
species pair II, JJ 
Argument used to calculate TOT MOF (I) 
Argument used to calculate TDOT (I) 






















Old value of SUMGEN (I) 
Sum used to determine if all coatinq has been 
removed 
Old value of SUM3 (I) 
Argument used to calculate mixture physical properties 
Argument used to calculate TDOT (I) 
Argument used to calculate TDOT (I) 
Argument used to calculate TDOT (I) 
Argument used to calculate TDOT(I) in the core 
interface 
Argument used to calculate TDOT(I) in the shell 
interface 
Specific surface of porous material 
Temperature 
Time limit of computer run 
Value of time used in surface and centerline 
profile interpolation routine 
Value of time used in surface and centerline 
profile interpolation routine 
Value of time used in surface and centerline 
profile interpolation routine 
Base temperature for thermodynamic calculations 
equal to 70.0°F 
Centerline temperature 
Value of TB (I) used in centerline temperature 
interpolation routine 
Value of TB (I) used in centerline temperature 
interpolation routine 
Value of TB (I) used in centerline temperature 
interpolation routine 
TCC1 Constant used to calculate KC (I) 
Constant used to calculate KC (I) 
Constant used to calculate KC (I) 
Constant used to calculate KP (I) 
Constant used to calculate KP (I) 
Constant used to calculate KP (I) 
Constant used to calculate KS (I) 
Constant used to calculate KS (I) 
Constant used to calculate KS (I) 
Change in time of T (I) 
Ratio of DELX1 to value predicted by 
Stefan-Maxwell equation 
Ratio of DELX2 to value predicted by 
Stefan-Maxwell equation 
Ratio of DELX3 to value predicted by 
Stefan-Maxwell equation 
Cumulative value of time since calculation 
began 
Value of time used in surface and center!ine 
temperature equation 
Initial value for the temperature profile 
Old value of T (I) 
Temperature stability modulus 
Input data printout option 
Total mole flux 
Reduced temperature used to calculate DG(II,JJ) 
Surface temperature 
Value of TSURF used in surface temperature 
interpolation routine 




























Value of TSURF used in surface temperature 
interpolation routine 
Velocity 
Old value of V (I) 
Product of Y(I)* 
Sum of mass fractions 
Mass fraction of species 1 
Mass fraction of species 2 
Mass fraction of species 3 
Initial value of Wl (I) 
Initial value of W2 (I) 
Initial value of W3 (I) 
Old value of Wl (I) 
Old value of W2 (I) 
Old value of W3 (I) 
First derivative of Wl with respect to t 
First derivative of W2 with respect to t 
First derivative of W3 with respect to t 
Elemental mass fraction of gas species 1 
Old value of W3D0T(I) 
Mole fraction of gas species II 
Argument used to calculate GP 
Argument used to calculate H 
Initial value of X(II,I) 
Argument used to calculate KM (I) 
Argument used to calculate initial values for 
Arnold Solution 
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XLAS (II,I) Old value of X(II,I) 
XMU Argument used to calculate Ml! (I) 
XPHI Argument used to calculate PHI (I) 
Integers: 
I Integer used to indicate position 
ICT1 Integer used to determine if reaction has occurred 
II Integer used to indicate species 
IMINUS 1-1 
IPLUS 1+1 
IPR Integer used to indicate station next to shell 
interface inside the porous medium 
IRP Integer used to indicate station next to core 
interface inside the porous medium 
11 1+1 
12 1+2 
J Integer used to indicate time 
JJ Integer used to indicate species 
JJEND Integer used to indicate end of run 
JJJ Integer used to indicate time 
JPLUS J+l 
JPRINT Integer used in print routine 
KK Integer used to indicate species 
KKK Integer used to indicate species 
LC Integer used to indicate station nexi: to core inside 
the core 
LCPLUS LC + 1 
LCW Integer used to indicate the core interface 
LCUM1 LCW - 1 
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LCWM2 LCW - 2 
LCWP1 LCW + 1 
LCWP2 LCW + 2 
LMINUS LS - 1 
LP Integer used to indicate the station next to the 
shell interface inside the porous medium 
LPW Integer used to indicate the shell interface 
LPWM1 LPW - 1 
LPWM2 LPW - 2 
LPWP1 LPW + 1 
LPWP2 LPW + 2 
LS Integer used to indicate the surface 
N Integer used to indicate time 
NPRINT Integer used to indicate time in the print routine 
NR LPW + 1 
NRE LS - 1 
NT Integer used to indicate the number of input 
temperature profile data points. 
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PROGRAM MAIN 
o P C G ^ a r "A I N ( O A T A,OUT P U T , T/> =»E5- OA T A , Tfi P£c r CUT PUT ) 
COK-ICN I , K < < , J . i L C «^_L f , .31FO £ I 
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JP Q K .*• C K.. M.n A = ( I D . , i . " > ..-PL A S_< 5 0 )., S IG S ° ( 1 % 1 .£.) . M I C I , *W ( 5 ̂  ) 
COMMCN ^ 0 ( 5 ? ) , M ' J c L V ( l u , 5 0 ) . I 0 V E ^ K (1£ * I P ) , T L A S ( 5 Q ) 
J?ntTLC_\_.XLfi_5.(l.i l. i.5 1L,_0
M . ( l.r_t.5j:.lj..n?. M ( 3 L) , r ^ M ( 5 r o • 0 ~ v | ( 5 : ' ) T C T " L / ^ f ? 0 ) 
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JOI«tNSrp»i_JlL*?J.5«* ,W2LAS (;rJ TW3LA?( >C ) ,41(50) tW2(5J) ,'•'?( 5 0) 
DIMENSION COLIKV(ir) t MUG ( i 0 ) , Ml' ( 5 C ) 
DIPF_NSION C=G(1D tC°Sl<i:> ,CPG?(l9) . CFG * (1 T >_, CH^CJ 
DIMENSION CDC(50) ,0P?(5u) .CnS(5D) »MG(1C) ,H(30> 
OICEKSTON K G ( 1 D , K ( 5 0 ) , < P ( 5 n )_, 1Sjf_5J?J , « C ( 5 3 ) , A L O H A C ( 5 0 ) , £ L C H A S ( 5 C ) 
D I M E N S I O N T ( 5 ? ) , v C a S ( 5 Q ~ l t V ^ C ) """ " 
D I ME N S T ON_L A C_L T ( 5 0 ) , T D G T ( 5 G > « C _i L <C ( 5 G ) , 0_= L K ( ^ 0 > 
01M F N 3 1 0 K OF LP (53 ) . P ( 5 0 ) , I T A ( 5 " > , < M ( 5 0 ) , ^.H 0 c"( 5 0 )" 
. 9 I ME N 5 I P.N _ K i 0 0 T ( 5 D » , W 2 0 0 T ( 5 3 ) i W 3 CO T ( F P ) .=?HCOQT(5?> ___. 
D I M E N S I O N V F G P C r ( 3 D ) . H G V A = C ( l G ) , H C ( F G ) , H S ( 5 C ) 
i U A F _ L U 1M_LOG < F QJ 5 J ).3 < i ° ( ~»ii » . p IV?.0„V. < 5 3.) 
DIMENSION - -J I ( 1 0 , 1 3 ) , X ^ H I c : ) 
U . I ^ N S T O K . „ r » " l . W l (5:J) .«.P"LW? ( 53 )_, PEL U T ( 5 r ) ..__ 
0 1 MF.N 3 TON C ^ G W I C I ) , C ? G 5 ( i J ) , " ^ ( ' 0 ) ,<•? (5 ' J ) 
-3 I f .FN :S jONL .< : ; C. (~0 ) , ^ f i C T < ( 5 n ) , < £ ( " ! / ) . B F L K S . ( " . ; » . 
0 1 (-ENS ION C ~ L X i (GO) , 3 r L X ? ( S : > , ~ E L X 3 (ST;) 
j±2¥3NSIO'-J •• ' :F_(3 J_ 1 »;J2 ~ ( 5 c ) , y j _ ~ j E J ) _ • > ' 1 EL A s ( ?G') , M 2 E I . n s c ^ r ; , N 3 E L A S ( E O _ J _ 
D I M E N S I O N 0 £ L N 1 7 ( 5 : > »GELN2= (5 J > , D -LV 3 E (5 3 ) 
j? . I ^ t>_S. IQ^_ . p l - . yx . l l _ (5 i i . ) , FLUX J r : J F C l T 5 L U / . J " . 1 5 Q > ^ 
D I M E N S I O N n f L O C V ( 5 3 ) , I T A O O T ( 5 C ) »~S'JMGEN (F<3 j ,S ' . ! ^GFL ( "3 1) , T C T i (5C ) 
J l I . ^£ l i5 ID^ .GENI . . (5C 'J .«_GEW2 (5 0 ) . V G £ ^ J FJT > ? G . E l ^ l F J l ) 
OIKFNSrOS' S'JNKSO) .St'li (50 ) , ?IG (10 ) , E (1 C ) , KA» = a (!>T) 
OI^tNSIQK ?L'̂ 3( 51b.<t.« S ( 5 3 ),TZST:[5G),7:rST?(50)trF?T^<c'-) 
Olh-ENSIOK 3l.'NL7(50) -KCO. 50*) »PrLSUM(50) 
OTNFNSION ET£OTL(50) , OI'.OEX (5 C ) , F (=: 0) , *HQLflS (5 J) .PHISfvC ) 
DIKFNSION OIVK:E(53)•OIVN2L (5uK0IVN7E(FO) 
-3J.HF.̂ S..I9N__Cr:CCl (5.3Jj pM.COa.(.5rJ) »jTM0C3 <5i.LiTJ1C.D!.<̂ .l 
o i r ' E N s i o w " o u i x ( i C ) , R Z ( I : *53> , x i k ! i T C i u ) - c A R X ( i o . ; ; r ) 
REAL LAPLT.M , < L A 5 , <EQ » <"M", MUG . '1U 
_PEAL_1_-<S_,_<C » <5„rXP5.,_<E; KEj3i_. KE.C2 • LOG<£-r!, Ml »M2, M3  
PEAL M E , N2 E , N ? E * NiEL A S , ?J2EL A S , N3 E L A S , ^ 0 - L X 
PEAL ^gfl'=«M:-UKP,-<G»<ACi3fl,<LCW.,<SLpM 
REAL K=.KEltKE2»ME5«MWd 
D A T A « / i . q ^ 7 / , v { i ) / u . 0 / , v F G ? n T T I ) T O T O " / , ' P T / 2 T 1 ^ T S M T T T T A s J : / 7 J . c / 
c INPUT FORMATS 
c __._.__ 
2 FOFNAT(12At) 
11 FQPNftT (2r;o.l) 
c 
^ 0LU1PU T FCFM AIS 
c 
5 1 F O ^ ^ A T__(l l !-J , 
52 FOF^AT ( 1 2 A * 1 ) 
5 3 . F 0 R W f l T ( / t l 7 X < l Q H I N = UT C A T A , / / t  
1 P X , 2 2 H I M T I A L TEM=£RATUR£ = , F 6 , I , 6 H HFG F , / , 
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2 9 X , 2 2 H T0 T aL ' = ADT US 
3 9 x . 2 2 H C ? » e L _ ? , a r i
, J S 
«• 9 X . 2 2 H O , r ' - . T I A =!ADIU. 
I X , 2 ? ' l ^ C c F CACTUS '..S.^r_ 
6 q y " , 2 2 n r » / i ? T i C L E O I A M . 
.z_q.y.» Liy.= * i s s_i v TJ.Y 
"o 9 X f 2 2 M D 1 L T A - R S°ACING 
q ^>'t22'«TIH- LI»IT 
1 9 X , 2 2 H T I ^ INCREMENT 
_2. _9_ X j 2 2 HINT E ? P OL a JTJ 0 N 
3 9> . 22'!P::>INT .FACTOR 
U 9 X , 2 ? H I N I T I A L °Q9OSITY 
5 9 X , 2 2 H S P E C i r S 
~ = " , > 6 . 3 , 3 M 
= , F p . 3 , ? W 
"= t r 6 . 3 » 3 H 
. _ S _ T 5 . 6 • 1 •..v.L 
= , F 6 . 3 , M I 
_ = _ , F 6 . " 7 » /._ 
= , P 6 . 3 « 3 H 
I f , / , 
I N , / ; 
I K 1 . / . 
a N";, / . 
N I C , / , 
I N , . / , 
S E C , / . 
= , F & , 3 » i * H 
5_0I.NTS.-__ , I 3 , / T . . . . . . 
= , 1 5 • / , 
S F C , / , 
7 6 X , c H S I L < C L . 3 , E 1 D . 3 , 1 X , E 1 C - , * 
; F C P M A J M / , _ q _ x . , A 2 j i ~ << E : ^ ; - ! f t L _ . Q O . N n j c j I v _ i _ r Y . 
I i l X , > H T C C i = , T D E 1 0 . 3 f 2 X , 7 H T C C 2 = , T l ^ 
_ 2 . . 1 1 . X , 7 H T ^ 1 . . . =_» I . lO . . , 3 , 2X ,7HTC- "»2 = ,E1!3 . 7 
3 ' l l X , 7 H T C S l = , E 1 0 . 3 , 2 X , 7 H T 3 3 2 = *T.1Z.? 
g) FORMAT f / . Q X , ? 7 H K T N " T I C THEORY C O E F F T C I r 
1 1 K y . ' i-i - / if . 1 q V . q M <̂  T T, -1 a - / -
• P T C i r M T S " , / . 
r \ . ' 7 H C " 3 C 3 = " 
. 7 H C ° C ' = .=: 
7 ? H C ° s . f " = " , r 
rHnP5_,_^_. 
. G . ~ 3 , 1 X . , F 1 3 . 3 
0 . 3 , 1X , ~ 11 . ? 
TI 
NTS 
C 3 f l X . . r l : ] . ? 
CN C O E F F I C I E 
? X , 7 H T C C 3 = 
,7MTC=>3_= , ~ 
. • ' M T C S : ; = , F 
, / . 
,E1 
I f - . 
- Q • 
t 7 , 





0 . 3 
? , / 
3 , / 
, / 
Q . 3-
1 T _ / J 
3) 
/ , 
1 1 5 X , 3 ' l - : / K . i ^ X , 5 H S I G - i a , / , 
2__e x , e t H 2 _ _ _»F_t o. .... «•... 6_H n E G _ K_, I X_._F 6 . ? , i+ w 
3 oX . f cHHCL . F 1 0 . i + , 6 H n f G K , I X , ^ o . 2 ,UM 
U__>_X , ~ H S J ' iC i- 11£ J_0_. .*•. _.P_±. • E G _ _ K J L 1 X J E6_._2i^H 
59 F O P - f a f f / , i i H END OF ^ U N , / , H i ) 
(.5 F n » - f « ! I T f 1 H l . ? S H T T H P 
fl\"S , / • 
A N G , / , 
AM';) 
62 F O ^ S T <__ 1.2 5 J_IM £ 
- - - • • - o r S s . ; - -
• 0 . 3 . ^ 3 r r ; , / , 
1 2 OH 
_______ ?K__ 
3 2 C H C E P C S i r i O N ° A T E 
OM H.E.A T._ FLUX 
= , i D I l 
= ..*.? I P . . . 
= , E 1 3 . 
. 3 . ^ A T M , / . 
• l i h R T ! J / f 7 ? / ' 4 R . / , 
3 - 1 J H L n / H ? / P T 2 , / , 
2 & X , 6 H H C L , F 7 . 5 , / , 
3 S X , 6 H S r H C L 3 , F 7 . 5 > 
66 F O F f AT ( / , 9 X , 3 U H I M T I A L S P E C I E S MCLE CC NCENTPAT IOM , / , 
L_5 X , f ; H H 2 i.F_7 . j j j / j _ _ _ _ ^ , 
2 6 X , 6 H H C L , F 7 . 5 , / » 
3 F X , 6 H S I M C L 3 , c 7 . 5 ) 
73 FOFr 'AT ( / , 9 X , 2 l H O E N S I T Y C O E F F I C I E N T S , , / 
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i 9 X , 2 u H 9 A S E ENTHAL°Y S O L I D , , / , 
2 a y . l S K l M T I & l ^ O P O S I T Y , / . 
3 6 X , * t - * H C C l = , l P £ i 0 . 3 , 3 H L ^ / C ' . I F r f / , 
>_J6.> • <? L!m.1 Q ?...f_v t".i-_lrl?AH... k.n/CMF T_» /_» 
5 6 X , 3 H ? H ? i C 7 = , E l G . 3 , 3H L T / C H F T , / , 
_6_ £> » ? ± L ^ J ? . S 1 . _ L _ X E . 1 1 J S A J . ^ J L 3 . / C V I F 1 . I . / 1 S 
7 6X»3H°HOS2 = , E 1 0 . 3 , 3 H L H / C ' J F T , / , 
fl S X ^ H - H O S ? = t E i o . T . q H L n / r ' t F r t / , 
g 6X,flHPMOOO = ,?10.3»*H LD/C'tFT,/, 
.1 ..f>.X.f..?M..HCP r_.dL^LlJL».'Lj7H...GT»l/L3»./j 
2 6X.UHWSS = , F l 0 . U , 7 H 1 T I J / L ? , / . 
3 6 X , g H T B A S E = , 1 C E 1 C . 3_, ?>H._ D£r> _ F> 
. FORMAT ( / / , 3 X , 7 H S T A T I O N • 5 X , 5 H C f l = X l , 9 X . 3 H R Z 1 , 1 I X , 5 ^ A P X ; N 9 * , 
1 7 H P Z ? . 1 1 X , ^ H C f l 3 V 3 t 9 X , 3 H ? Z 3 . / ) 
7 2 C O P H A T ( 3 X » I 3 . 6 X » 1
Q T 1 0 . 3 , U X , £ 1 0 . 3 , i + X , E l t . 3 , 
i _i». Xj .£ 1 0 . ?.,if X . £ 1 0 . . 3 , > X , E10....3) 
flO FOFPAT ( / . 3 X . 7 H S T A T r O N , 3 X . 5 H ' A n m S , 5 X , l l H T i : v r » E - R A T ! J ^ E » 7 X . : H « < , 
1 . . _ ! Q X ,_3 H=>.H 0 , 1 0 X. a. 2; 4 C"», L.C X , 1 H Vy 1 1X., 3 H E j a t s x , t » F D E L P , ' . 
2 1 * . X , J « H { I N ) , T X , 7 H ( C E f , F ) , 3 X , 11H ( 1 T U / F T / M " ? ) , 
3 2 X T g K ( L ° / C "
c T ) t U X , 1 0 H f n T U / L ^ / F ) , ?X , q H f F T / S F C ) , 1 ' b X ,
 q M f flT^/FT) ) 
S I F O P f A T ( 3 X , l 3 , 6 X , F 7 . t » , 5 X , F l l . ^ , T ; x , l D I I C . 3 , Q F F i 3 . ' + , 5 X , F 7 . z + , t f X . 
i _ . i r . \ 9 . . ? » ' « X . t . E . c . . 7 . ? ? » X r 0 ? F 7 . i . ) 
fi2 ^ C c , f A T ( 3 X , I 3 , 6 X , F 7 . i t » 5 X , F i i . 5 , 3 X , l - " i C . 3 , 0 F F l O . £ * r 2 x ,
r i n . i + ) 
S 5 „ F 0 ? 1 * AT (3X , T3 » 6X T i o : 1 >j . 1 , £. X , 1 1 C . 3 . UX , ' i 0 . 3 , CX ,£_1 0 ._3 , ^ x , = 1J3_._1» <• X 
1 E 1 0 . 3 ^ X . E i C . 3 , u X . E i C . c ) 
g? F o ^ a r f / , q . x v Q H r r L C ^ = . F I p . 5 , / , 
1 * > • ^ H D E L P F " = . F i 0 " . 5 , / , 
2_gy.t.?HX.r-L??_£_».?.i.Q..t5./i , 
3 9X,£HCEIPS = , F l " d . 5 , / ) 
JLl_£.O.Fr.*T r i M i , TX.^H STATION ,&X_, ^01M.,l i_X.., ; .MC?M . JL lX j ^L n 3 . : i * 7 X J 
1 6HMCFLX1-^X,6HMQ-LX2,^X,5HMOFLX3,HX.eMTOTfOF. f tX, H - H ^ - K U , / , 
2 1 2 X . 9 H i J . ? . f . T / H f . ) ^ 5 X , 9H. ( S3FT/HP_)_, 5 X , ? H ( s n c r / M P ) -.  
3 l X , l 3 H ( , y O L " / F T 2 / H P ) , i x , l 3 H ( M O L € / F T 2 / H ^ )' , 1 X . 
J t _ l . < H . ( « . g . t , ^ / F T 2 / H ? J . j I X , 1 3H ( * C L r / F T ? / » ? ) , 1 X , 1 1 M ( L P / H P / F T ? ) ) 
flc F O F M d T ( / / , 3 X , 7 H S T A T I O N ' » B X , 2 MX i , l l X . ' H X ? . i l X . 2 H X 3 , < ' X , 
i _ 5 t l i STl..t.6.X f 5 H T E S T 2 . t &X ».5H TE ST 3., 7X , 3.H^EH_ t6 X ^ H C L N p - x , Z L 
92 F O S ^ A T ( / , ? X , 3 G M W a « ' N I M G T t M P E P A T U ^ f MOCVU.JS - , i ° E i n . 3 , 
1 13H AT I T - " " A U 0 •!., 0 P.L5JL.1 ZH_J >l 0 S JR T IQM. , I " ) 
93 F O F f A T f / . 9 X , 3 5 u ^ A > T I A L G P I D SPACES AND KODF F O I N T S , / . 
J . 6X . 5HLC....=_.»I-"! . . 2 X , 5 H L P _ = _ . » I 3 , 2 * . = " L S _. = „ . • I 3_»2Xj 
2 6HLCW = , I 3 , 2 X , 6 H L D W = , 1 3 , / ) 
^ _ F _ Q E N A I _ ( Z * 2 X . t . 2 J i E K l . ^ 
1 6 X , e H C I H l , F 7 . i + , / , o X . 6 H C I r , 2 , F 7 . ' - * , / , 
2_^Xj .£y .C_LVi s . i r T - . ' i . r / f o X j . ' j H C I V Z ... »F7_.k» . 
95 FORMAT f / . Q X , 71HEQU I L I H P Tl>M CONSTANT => A P. AME T f RS , / . 
i ^.>Li.e.Hj<jEji AfJLJLs. 5_,z, bXiSHx-Ej}? , fj;. .5i5.,i»_H_rEji_K)_. 
9^ FOFf-AT ( / , 3 y , ? « t - M f P M M G OIFF'.JSICN MOOULMS = . 1 P E 1 0 . 3 , 
1 1 7 H_ AT. J T F o A T I O.M ,.1 P.I 5 , 12 H .AND S T A 7 10»;. 13J 
97 F C F . > A T { 3 X , I 3 , 6 x , F l 2 . l 0 » l X , F l ? . i b , IX , F ; 2 . 1 0 , IX , l ' * " 1 Q . 3 
1 • I X , E l C . 5 . 1 X , e l Q . 3 « l X « £ 1 0 . 3 . i y , t ' i Q . 3 ) 
q<» FOPMAT f / , o X , t * 0 H B I N A o y Q I F F U S I V I TIES APE ALLOW^E TO VA^V) 
__ai_?.Q ^ ' ' A T J / • ?.X ru.ftH A LL BIN A R Y 01 F F\ ? S I V I T I_£ S_ A^E EQUAL TO 0 ( 1 , 2 ) ) 
1 C 1 ~ F O F M A " T ( / , O X , " ^ ' « * H A L L B I N A ' P Y ' " " b l F F U s i v i T i t l S A'RE FOUAL TO 0 ( 1 , 2 " ) " , / , 
1 9X. 29HTHEPE IS NO KNUOSEN J IFF I JjS 10 N_) , 
C 
_C_ EJECT FAGE AT START OF PPCP^AM 
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£ » » * * « * * * * * £ L E M r N T 1 * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * 
_C . 
ICO W R I T F ( 6 , 5 1 1 
C 
C PEAO NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS,PRINT FACTOR, NU^P-ER OF SPECIES 
_C PRINT OPTION AND JIFFUSIVITV OPTION 
C 
110 REAO(5.»)NT.NPRINT,K<K»TO°T.OIFQPT  
C 
jC CHECK FOR £NO C^ RUM ; •_ 
C 
120 I F f N T . L E , 0 ) G O TQ ?Qg_0 __ 
C 
_C P£AC AND WRITE OTH£R INpUT_, OA_TA 
C 
RE AD (5_, 2 > HE_A _r_G _ME_A032 , HE ACG3 , H£_A CG«•, H.c AOG5 ,_<£__?_"?JPA. _ _* ___ 
W R I f £ (6,52 )HEACMG , HE AQG2,HEAOG3 , HE A_G<» ,HEA0G5 , H£ AOGo , H£A1G7~ 
^IP|C.IFpoj^iLi2.5_3Ll_26,_i27l :  
125 WRITE(6,<38) 
GO TC 12 3 , , 
1 2 6 W R I T £ ( 6 , l C l > 
Gg_T.__;i2_ : 
127 W R I T E ( 6 , q g > 
12.i_CON.TI.NUE _..___ _.. 
R £ A r M 5 t * > o 0 R f r R ? o A R T D , E S R 
R " A n ( 5 , » ) P A r ) I U S , T E u R , T I M I T . T A ' J . f H L T A ' J , P ADC ,P .A HP  
0 0 1 : 0 << = : , <-<K 
P £ A 0 j_5_»_ l.C c r> 1 C „ . „ _ , ? PG 2 ( K K)..._ Cj> G.7.(•< < > , C F G f r ( * K ) , C P G f ; ( K < ) 
R £ A 0 ( 5 t * ) H G V A F O ( K K ) T £ ( K . < ) , S I G ( K < ) 
J .3J1_CQNTIN.U£_. 
R r A C C 5 , » > T C C l , T C C 2 , f c C 3 , C 0 C l , C c C 2 , C 3 C 3 
P € A n ( 5 « » ) T C c l t T C P 2 » T C P 3 , C P F L»JLC__1 , C 3 J 3 
REAO ( 5 i » ) T C S l t TC32~, T C S 3 , C P 5 1 , C P S ? , C P S 3 
R£ A 0 ( 5 i_.)_ E.T A 0 , U 1 1 M I T , W2 I N I T . W3 T N I T 
WRIT£<<~ ,53> T I N I T t K A 0 I U . 3 , P a 0 C =?fl DP , " O R E * , Pa STQ» E S
: ' , 
1 _ C E LR * J A.U i Of. L T A U • MT , N'P1? I N T , E.T A 0 , K KK , _ 
W I T £ ( ? i , 6 5 ) W l I M T , W 2 l N l T f H 3 I N I T 
P£ A 0 ( 5 . »,) H 1 , M? , ."J 1 vv;£_i , 1£_2_v_
r 3 , * _ 
RE AC <5,*>R^OCi ,R '<o ; :2 ,PHOC3, RHOSi , RHOS2~, RHCS7 , RHO-'O ,HCG ,H 30 
5_ AQ_(5 _MKEQl.,<E.n2 _ 
R E A 0 ( 5 , * > C I 0 1 , C I 0 2 , C I V 1 , C I V 2 
JC EQ8_Cgn._f .Jc IN-p_.L-P;UNXQU.ri TQ0J-_lU_T. £_'y f*L .3 
I F (TC=T-0) U C f U O t l U l 
1 M CONTINUE __J _. 
W R I T E ( < S , 9 M C I 0 1 , C I Q 2 , C I V i , C I V 2 
H.„.IJ..;_6_a5J..!$_rlJ,.iJ_i.'12 
WRITE ( 6 , 7C) RHCC1, PHOC2,RHCC3,RHOSl,RHO!;2,RHOS3.RHO°C!,HCC,HS0t TBASE 
WRITE (J j , &3_> Ml , ^ 2 f ; i3,MP_... _ _ ; 
W P I T E < 6 , b M H E l . M £ 2 , M E 3 
I ISXI £ 16.55) TCC1.TCC _ _ I C_C__. _££ i_J_C p 2 , TCC.3 , TCS1 , T CS?, TCS 7 ___ 
Wi?IT=(6»56)E(l),siGCi)»E(2).SIG{2),£(3i,SIG(3) 
WP I T£ (6, ZU ) CC_CJ , CPC2 , CfC3 , CP°_1, CPP2 *CFF ", CPS11 C°S2 ,C°^ 3, 
1 CFG1(1) ,CPG2(1) ,CPG3 (1) , CPGu(l) ,CPr.f>(ll » 
2__C_F.GlJ?.>_.Cp.G2_( _)j_QPG3.( 2 )_,.C PGu (2J tC_P.G5 (.? )j 
3 CFG1 U) ,CCG2(3) ,C°G3 (3),CPG<t(T) .CFG5C- ) 
11*0 CONTINUE  
C 
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RE/SO TIME: ANC SU°FACE TEMPERATURES FOS FIRST INTERVAL 
R E A 3 ( 5 . i i > T A U Q . T S Q 
P.EJV 0 1 5 J .11.). I a U 1 , J_S.i_ 
R £ A 0 ( 5 , l i ) T A i J Z . T S Z 
CONVERT T I M E U M T S FROM SECONDS TO HOURS 
T A 1 = T A M / 3 6 n 0 . 0 
0 1 L T a U = 0 E L J A (J / 3 6 0 P_.0_ 
T A L U - T A U G / 7 6 0 3 . 0 
T A U 1 E T A J J 1 / 3 S 0 0 .G 
f~A l2 = T A U 2 / 3 6 0 0 . 0 
CONVERT D I S T A N C E U N I T S FROM INCHES TO FEET 
P A D I U S = R A D I U S / l 2 . 0 
J?JLQ CEB£ 0C /% 2 . Q 
RAOP=RADP/12.0 
OELPECEL'/IZ.O 
-CONVERT TEMPER A TLLPE UNITS PROM FAHRENHEIT TO RAMKINE 
.. T.B A S£ = 1 0 A S.E + ̂ 5 P . 6_. 
T I M T = T I N I T + i i 5 ? . 6 
_Ii.Q = J 3 0 - n » 5 - l . 6 
TSl = r s i + ^ 5 c 3 . 6 
..I5.2 =_TS2±A5P . .^ 
--COJ-.FUJfL L I C..I T_C£._5AXLIUS A NO TOTAL NUMBER OF OISTAMCE _ S T A T I O N S 
Op 
LS 
_ _ _ I ? C 





= I F I 
'^S^r. 
< O : L 
i s = = 
= L£ + 
TC 
JO.. C_l_* p_E LP. 
X f D A C I U S / O E L P ) 
H A SJ i ) S - F LOAT ( L S ) » HE. L R_ 
S R - 0 ^ L I K > 2 1 0 , 210 - , 22 0" 
C E L_SR±0 EL R 
2 3 0 
2 2 0 LS 











- L S * 
= L S * 
I M J S 
= I f J 




= I F J 
If 5 = 






















W = LP 
W = LC 
A = * G L D / C E L R ) + L C 
DP - F LC A_T f LPJJLDEL R • D E.L R_ 
5 L = R 
L5JLQ=_LC5 
H 3 3 
L P . - P E L p p 
E L * S 
WRITE ( 6 t < 3 3 ) L C , L P , L S , L C W , L P W 
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2 3 1 
R A O ( I ) = 0 . 0 
00 231 1=2.LC 
~ I * I N U S = I - i 
R A O m ^ A O ( IMINUS) tO^LR 
C O N T I N U E : 
Jf-ACJ L Q4 ).£-p AQC 
NR~=LCW+I 
00 ?'2 I = N P , L ° 
RAn( I )= -?AD(LC)+FLOAT( I -LCW)*TELR 
.J2.QAXI LU£ 
Rf ld(LPW)= PAOP 
JJ=> = L.c W * i 
NRF=LS-L 
00 233 I = NP« NRF_ 
332 
233 
RAO( I I=RAG(LP)+PLOAT( I -LPW)*OELR 
_CONriNUi_ 
RAo<L3>=RAni l !s 
_00_3GU_I =l_a LS ' 
f I A S ( I ) = T I M T 




I F ( I - I C ) £ 5 0 , 2 5 0 , 2 6 0 
KLAS(I) = TCCl»TCC2/rLAS(I) +TCC3»TLAS (J) 
GO TO "3Cn 
:.iFCT-L!:.>?7Ji.»t7J!.,.2 50_._ _ 
KLASCI)=TCP1+TCP2/TLAS(I)•TC°3*TLAS(I> 
GO TC 7 0 n 
2*3 
3C0 
KLAS(I) = TCSl + TCS2/rL ASCI) +TCS3*TLAS<I> 
c p.r r I NJ •'.£". 
KSLFk=KLAS(LFW) 
JIT ( 2 ) , XINIT"(3") 
I N I T I A L I Z E : VARIABLES 
OELPRL = OFLC!R0 
nFLFFL = O r L o r 3 0 
O£LCfiL = DE-LC30 
_Q?_F. C 0 T_= 0j. JJ 
ri»FCCT=0.0 
PQOT = Q . J 
00 305 I=LCW,LCW 
_t T A I A . S J I J ==:.T A_O 
V L A S f I ) = 0 . H 
W1LASCD=W1IMT 
W2LA5CI) =W2'INIT 




XL A S ( ! 
1 .0 


















E i ^ l 






) = X I M T ( 2 ) 
) = X I N I T J 3 J _ 
= o'". 6~ 
) = P L A S ( I ) * f W ( I ) / ( : ? * T L A S ( I ) ) 
) = 0 . 0 
0 . 0 
PJL5. 
Q.O 
= 0 . 
= 0 . 







N U I 










: . o 
LtJL 
0 . 0 KG..L 
l i t i . 
NT/M 
P0 __£_=_? I +CJ? P_2iJ.IN.IJ r C o o3 /T J N I J • * 2 . 0 . 
CALCULATE TMr f'JL, T I C O ^ P Q M : NT CONSTANTS 
? 5 ? 
.tL. ?• L=!_I 
M ( 2 ) = ^ 2 
_ili J .L=«_. 
11 = 0 
no ago r t = i - K K K 




~_£3_J_ J__L* .. < < < .. 
S Q a i - J J » = ( T . 5 » C S I G ( . I I ) +SIG ( J J ) ) ) * * 2 . ? 




( I I , J J ) = ( M ( I I ) *M<JJ) ) / < M ( I I > * M ( J J ) ) 
IN'JE 
i* 00 CONTINUE 













4 U / C E L T A U 
( f l ? 5 ) 
G = T 
I N J 
(N c 
N/.N 
f J - M 3 1 0 - ^ 0 . ^ 2 0 
R l N T . £ O . 0 ) G O TO 330 
P ?_I NJ 
I N T » J 


















0 . 0 
= 0 . 0 
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J 1 0 f C 2 
C l i = C ? 






0 > ( 
!)_/_( 
0 / ( 
0 * ( 
















a u d " 
5 1 1 
ia*C3TA?J20) 
lC»OTf l ' J ? l ) 
2 n * O T A l J 2 i ) 
• X A U ? ) 
+ TA»J2) 
4 T A ' . I 1 ) 
TAU2 
TAU2 
C 0 2 = C 2 
CS0=CC 
C S i = C l 
_CS_?.=_C.2 
TSU?F= 
2 * T 




A L i ' T A ' J O 
S 0 + C 0 ?*_TjS2-C01* T S I 
S 3 * c " i 2 * T S ? - C U » f s i 
STL + C 2 2_M S 2 - R2JL* T S 1_ 
CALCULATE THE PRESSURE CONSTANT 
P = 0 . 7 2 - 0 2 
P0 = 1 . 3 . .. „ 
W?ARi = M E i / M 2 * W 2 I N l f + 2 . 0 * M c i / f U * W i I M T + > ' F l / r ' r * W 7 I M I T 
CCMH=£TAr* c , C*r 'W 3 / ( 9 * TI NIT ) * W 8 A 31 » r I » (-̂  Ar?P » » 2 . ? - ^ A CC * * 2 . G > 








. 1 * 
CT 
?X.-A/2 ..7. 
3Jo J = i . i 
? = J + i 
2 = T I M F 2 + n E L T A U 
*JLLr_J_I??. E 2 >_*»_S 0.t 5. p_0 ,J> 0 p. 
JJ-JJE'n)W30,^?0,5uO 





1 0 = a T A U ? l 
G_J*_9.2 LJ 
J J J + 2 
£J_A]J2_ 
0 = TS2 
££_< 5 JJ..llI .a LLUISl 
l = T S l + ^ 5 9 . 6 
UJL = LAUl /J?AQ P.. 0. 
AUiO = T A i ' l - T A U O 
U C C A T £ I N F U T S L R F A C t TEMPEPATLi c E P R O F I L E 
1*90 • ? E f . u ( 5 . i l ) T A t J 2 , T S 2 
J S 2^1 S 2+iv- c,-«f 
f A L 2 = f A ' M 2 " / 7 5 0 0 . 0 
O T f l U 2 G = T A t ; ? - T A t J 0 
0 T A U 2 1 = T A U 2 - T A U 1 
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C2C = l .~G/" ' rTA' : in»OTAfj26)~ 
C 21 = 1 , 0 / IPJ M )JL f. * I I a IJ 21_) . 
C2£ = t . 9 / f c f A * ; ? G * 5 r i u i i ) 
.._'. ClO = C20*( .TaUl •!A..,!2> , 
C l i = C 2 i * ( T a l j : * T a t ! 2 ) 
c i r=c<2.2* f i • l U ^ t i A U i * 
COG=C20»TAUi»TAU2 
C_0 i = c 21 *.LM-' - I l I A i l ' 
C02 = C22*TAUi*TA!JC 
C_S G = C 0.0 M S 9 + CO.? I I ? _ ? : L C 1 1 * TS.1 : ; 
CSl = C l J * T S G * - C i 2 * T S 2 - C l i » T S i 
CS2 = C2 0 M S C + C 2 J L l T i 2 - C 2 I * T S i _ 
500 T L A S ( L S ) = T S ! ] K F 
TSLPF = CS0 + T i y £ 2 M C S 2 M I M ' : : 2 - C S1) 
r<LS> = T3l!PF 
TJ l iZ l t i |S . {_2> . 
c 
£ * « * * * » * * * * _ _ £ U - ^ £ ^ T 2_ ******************** 
C 
_£ SOLVE EN£°GV ^HUft T ION F 0 R__COR £ MATES T A I , _____ 
C 
Op„£C.0_-I. = 2iJ-C 
JPLU3=I*i 
_..IMINI:.S = I-I„. . .. .. 
C3C ( I ) =C cCi+CeC2»TLAS ( I ) + C=>C3/rLAS ( I ) * * 2 . 0 
» 4 o c j . i j_ i f i^ J c ^ i£!̂ _Q..Q 2* T.L A S <_i L L°:.H CS?A1J\-"-. c . l L L H L t ^ 
<C ( I ) "= T CC1 + " CC 2 / TI AS . I > + T CC ?* TL A S ( J ) 
< ( ; > = < C ( i ) . 
ALPHAC(I ) = < C ( I ) / ( R W O C ( I ) * " C F C ( i ) ) 
IMOCLLI JL^A.L3.^ AC(r).* r)e ' . .LrAM/j;rLo* :»2.._i ; _ 
I F ( I - L C ) o 1 5 , ? ° Z * 5 9 5 
50Q n f . t v a s . r g L ^ g : _ 
KLCU = TCCl* ' rCC2/TLAS(LCW) + TCC3*TLAS(LCW) 
C£.IJ<.CI_U.=J[ f K L C U.-J1.LAS.( IA.) * T?;L:? /CE..U V -_+ , 
i < KLAS C I ) - K L A S ( I .W INL)S) ) . * O I L V A / D £ L S ) / ( D f L V Q + n ^ L ^ ) 
GO TQ 596 
595 D=LVA=-uL p 
Q.LKCf I> = ( ( <L AS (.1 _J__S LrJ<L.?-§J I > > *5Ur?/C:J:.ya_* :  
1 (KLAS ( I ) - '<LAs"{ IMINI j i> ) *0~L VA/PEL R> / ( Cf LV A + ri£LR > 
_.g3__C|E:L T ( I ) = f.(TLA.S.(IDLI)S) -TLf i S ( I > > * 0 i L R / 3 : L V A + 
1 ( T L A S ( I ) - r L A S ( I M I N U 3 ) ) * 0 " L ^ A / n = : L * ) / ( n F L y A + "IELR> 
LA - L 7 1 D = 2 . 0 /.C.C£L5.t_35LVA.V * ( J I L « S ( I J L U 3 ) - T L A-" ( I ) ) 
1 / 3 r . L V A - ( T L n S { T ) - T L A S t I M I N ' . » S ) WO^LS) 
T P C T ( I » = A L : : > U A C ( I ) » ( D = : L T ( I ) A ? A o m _ ± L A P L T n n + i . ? / f R M J c ( T ) » c p c ( i ) ) » 
1 O E L K C ( I ) * n " L T ( I > 
_J_Jl_TJ__ ) = T L f t S ( I ) + Q:TLTAU»TQOT(I) 
r < i ) = T ( 2 > 
*MQ£Il.)_=i?»'.C!.C.£2.l : 
C r C ( l ) = C F C ( 2 ) 
'LLLUKlll 
C 
P» * * » * * » * * * ^ r ^ r ^ T 3 * » * * * * # » » » * * * * * * * * * * 
C 
£ SOLVE TRAN3PQRT EQUATIONS FOR PQQQt!S SECTION , 
C 
I R p s L C H + 1  
I C 9 = LPW-1 
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~LCPLUS=LC*2" 
DO 703 I = LC°LL"> .L° 
rcUJS = H- l 
IMIMJ3 = I - i _ 
I F ( If. I MJS -LC W) 610 , 610 , 6 1 1 
610 JFLVA. l l i l tJLP£. . 
GO TC b i n 








C CALCULATE- SF&CE HZRI VAT IV"S__ 
i l c L P 
L 0£ 
PC,V CI> =J LD.HGLAS(I?LU5') *VLf l S M i ; L U 5 ) - = HOLflS.( IJJM/LJLSJ.J_)_) *.. . 
LVAfVOELVAMPHOLASm^VLAS ( I ) - "HOL^S ( I .M INUS] i 'VL f lSC in i ' r JS) I * 
L V a / n - L V \ n ) / ( D £ L V f l + O F L V * n ) 
R = 0.7"3C2~ 
)) ? H C ( I ) = P L A S ( I ) » M W ( I ) / ( R * T L A S H ) 
V ( I ) = ( M 1 E L A S ( I ) * N 2 E L A S ( I ) + N"*ELA S C I ) } / R H O ( l ) 
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SCLV :_ S P r C I £ S I . C O H S C R V A T T Q N E O L A T I O N 
_«?Hccc T.( i > =:._o /<= Tr. LAs.( i> * < (•=«o = •:•_-^HC ( i >) *_" r r n i L (_i_L-.GJ.y-I£y JJJL.1 
W1CC T ( I ) =1 . 0 / ( E T A L A S t 11 *RHO ( I ) ) » { - W I L I S f I ) * CETALi l S ( I ) *PHOno"t"(~I > 
.l.j*KHCJ_Ji».LIA_niL<f J..Ir.9J.yNi.?.(.Tl^pv; ( I ) ) 
W 2 C O T ( n = 1 . 0 / ( E T a L A S C I ) » R H O ( I > > » ( - W 2 L A ? ( I > * ( E TAL/1 S ( I ) * FHOOOT { I ) 
_ i . _• L^.cj.I L*XLa.cj. L (i . »j_-p_iy N? EJ i > +r_.'l N 2 j I).) 
W 3 D O T " ( I ) ' = 1 . 0 / ( E T A L a S ( I ) * ^ H C ( I ) ) * r - W 7 L A ? ( I ) * ( £ T i L A S ( I ) * ^ H O G O T ( r ) 









T O T K C F 
-VILLI) 
N2E ( I ) 
N 3 E J . I ) . 
F L U X J 1 
X U L X J_2 
F L U X J i 
I) = 
LL= 
I ) = 
Ls.l 
2 , 1 









C2M (J> . 
C 3 * ( I > 
) _=_-FJiC. 
) = - c H C 
. = - P H O 
rMOFLX 
F L X U , 
F L X ( 2 . 
F.U X ( 7 . . 
= ' U : ( I 
£ N 2 . t _ L l 









i > » 
i.> * 
) -W 














O t L R * » 2 . Q / E T A L A ? ( D 
D E L ° * * ? . 0 / E T A L £ S ( I ) 
D £ L P * * 2 . 0 / E T A L A S ( I > 
I l_/.HW.( I ) * O E L X l ( : ' ) * X L a S { l » I > » T n T ^ O F ( I J_ 
I ) / M W ( I J * G E L X 2 ( 1 > + X L A S ( ? , I ) * T C T ^ C F ( I ) 
I > / f W ( I ) »Q£L X 3 ( 7. ) » X L a S ( ? , I ) » T Q T | " p g ( I ) 
FLX C - . I ) + M O F L X ( 3 . D 
CH = C'< ACCIJPACY OF THE D I F F U S I O N EQUATION 
I F ( 
630 ,T£.S. 













i.3 .a J. = 
TC 6 T 6 
.TJLN'JE _ 
6 3 5 I I 
O J F J U . 
J J 
TMOFf I ) ) - 0 , 0 ) 6 " 3 0 , 6 7 0 , 6 3 i 
i .3 
l / o 
JL. 9 
iI>=JL».P-
= 1 , K K K 
.6 .3 3 . 6?2 ..5 3 3.. 
I) =3 .0 
633 DIF 








I I - J J > 
f I I , J J ! 
i rL-iJk. 
( i i , j j i 
c.GJ.tL 
c i F ( i i . 
oir_o_?.L 
n i F r r i , i ) = s i J M O i F ( i i , i ) - M O F L X ( i i , i ) / ( O K ( i r « i ) » R M d ( i ) / n w ( i ) i 
LI N" J£ _. ! 
T I c r > = i 
T 2 ( l ) =( 
l ) = ( X L A S ( I I , I ) » M C F L X ( J J , I ) - X L A S ( J J T I ) * M C F I . X ( I I , I ) ) 
, J.J> » R u O ( I ) / M W ( I ) ) _ ' 
D = 6 T F ( I I , j j > fs"u. ib iF( i i , f> 
. i L U G O TO 6 3 5 
: 0 F L X 1 ( I ) / S U M O I F d . , 1 ) 
: D £ L X 2 ( I ) / S U M O I F ( ? . I ) 
TES 
.6 36 CON 
T 3 ( I ) = D F L X 3 C I > / S U M O I F ( 3 * I > 
TINIJE 
_CAL.C!LIJJJ:;_JF_HY___IC .AL__j_j_O.P£..?T IES_ 
0 0 6 * 0 KK = l < . K K f 
T L A S ( I ) = T L A S ( I ) / i . * 
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T H A S = = T 1 A S £ / 1 . P % 
!l?_GJj<j<J_ = C^Gl (<</+^^_2Jj<K)_*_XlAS(I>_+CrG2 ( K O » T L A ? ( I )•»»?.0 
1 • C P J H ( K K ) » T L A S n ' ) * » 3 . j ' + C ? r , 5 ( K k r / f L 4 s 7 T ) , , m ? . G 
H r, (K < ) = ̂  F r, l ( K <) *{ T L AS ( I ) --J * \ S £ ) + C ° 5 3 (K «)/ 2 ̂  * {Jk^.lSJDJi!!lL» IrlMl £ !Z±. 
1 " Y . I i V ' f p G 5 (< < ) /'? . 0 * ( T L A S ( I ) * * 3". 0 - T'n A 3 H *.• S Vo )' + H G V A c 0 (KK ) 
Z +CPSh (K< » / ' • . 0 * ( J L ^ S I I )_»»J» .Q-TPA5£»»<t.C ) -CFG5(KK)» . 
3 ( i . i i / T L A S ( i ) - i . o > r e a s t : ) 
T g f l S E f T q a S f M . » 
T R = T L A 3 ( I > / r C K K ) 
C C L IN V ( K < ) = 1 . J / ( C I V l M l . C +CIV2* AL0 G_(T RJ^JJ ; 
T 'L f iS~(T)=TL4S ' ( I )» l .S 
_HU G ( < K ) = ? . g 6 c ; c - S M M ( K K ) » ( T L A S ( r ) / l . 3 ) ) » » q . 5 / f 3 I G ( K K ) » » 2 . 3 
1 * C C L I N V ( K K ) ) 
? = ! . ? « 7  
KG(K ,< ) -CCPr ,<K<>+1 .25*R) /M(K<) * M UG{KK) 
MUG ( K.KJr.f UG_(_KK) *2_s_^l? 1FJ) 2 , 
KG(K<) =KG(Kl<)*2.<*175£02 
sun CONTINUE: ' , 
f l = 0 
M ! K I ) = n . O , 
CP(I» = 0".C 
S.M ( IH0_sJ , , 
H C I ) = J . O 
cia &.g.c_ii£i.-iu<< .' 
J J = 0 
SU>'XCH = Q.C I 
00 650 J j s i , * * * 
^ H i ( 1 1 , j j > = ( c . i ?j>) * * o . 5 * (15_o+ ( M.( i i i_/_M ( J J ) >»» c - g . 5 ) L * 
1 ( i . 3 + ( M U G ( I I ) / M U G ( J J ) ) * » J . 5 * ( > ( J J ) > M ( l i > ) » » 3 . 2 5 ) * * 2 . G 
X. °H I , U ,'.L5.X L 4 Sl.JLJ_s_ll^pH.I ( I I «_J JJ . 
SU^X = 4 - X C H I (J~J)+SUMXPH 
651 CONTINUE 
X K = " x L f i i ( I I . I ) * *G ( I D / S U N X P H 
^!;=<I."S,^II»I).*_MI;GJ:II)_/.SUMX^M 
XCFG = X L A S ( I I , I ) * C P G ( I I ) . 
XH..Q.= <Las..<.IIt . I».*H£X.UJ , ! 
XMCI>=XK+KM(T) 
MJJ ( i i = xMU+_Mi.j_r j j ; 
CP(T>sXCFG + C = ' ( I ) 
J±(.I1L=XHG+HXT> ; 
H G ( I I ) = H G ( I i ; / K { I I ) 
.660 CD.hLLN.!i£_ -J 
cp( i )=c.<»(i>/fwm 
SLLIi^HJLLlZMMXLl . ' . ._ . 
* RHOC(I)=<HOCi + : ?HJC2*TLA3( I )+" : > HOC7 , t TL^3( I ' i • * 2 . C 
CCC< I) =CPC1+CPC?»TLAS<I) + C?C7/TLAS (I) »»?,.? 
H C m = C 3 C i M 7 L A S ( I > - T 3 A S £ > / c ~ C 2 M T L A 3 ( I ) * * 2 . 0 - T 9 A S t » * 2 . 0 > + 
i....C.IC3 IXX* 0_/UL.fl.3jr J .L -1 . . O/T0A S~L+HCG„_ , 
F A C T K ( r ) = 1 . 0 - £ T f l L A S < I ) * E X P ( - 1 . f / £ T A L A S ( I ) > - ( l . f t - t T A L A S ( I > > 
1 » £ X e ( - 1 . 0 / ( 1 . 0 - F T f t L A S ( I ) ) »  
K P ( I > = T C C 1 * T C F ? / T L A S ( I ) 
E P S ( D = ; S P _ _ 
K a G«f> = Q.6 3 3 * E P S ( I > * P A R T O * f L A S m * * 7 . 0 / 3 C . C < ' £ i 2 
KP L U - E - L U I r E _ X A I & S J I ) ) . / I i . . 1 /<«?.(I) +1 ̂ 3 / K f r (J )JL+ r/TA_L_AS (J) *<•?C (I) 
K £ ( T > = ( l . C - £ T A L A S ( I ) ) » K P ( I ) * s : X P ( - l . 0 / (1 ."0 -£T ALA S ( I ) ) ) + c f ALASC I ) 
j » (K.v f I ) -l-KP (T) > » ( £ X P f - l . C / ^ T_A L A S f i n + F A C T * ( ! ) « » ? . Q / ^ T f l L f S ( I )  
2 * » 2 . 0 / ( l , 0 - E X D ( - 1 . 0 / e f A L A S ( f ) ) > > 
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K(I>=KE(I) 
SCLVC FNF3GY EQUATION 
S l ' M 
„_SV^2 
S U M 
_ J F CI 
IF ( I 
_EPC=. 
1 + (E 
_ T N C C 
TCOT 
1 ETA 
( I ) = H G 
fIJ.=.M.C 
< I ) = H P 
• £ la lT 
. E T . I C 
- T a L A S 
TAQ-ET 
( I ) _ = K ( 




( 1 > * 
?J s u. 
" ) S U 






_3 _ < ( I 
T C I ) 
( I ) » V L 
>..*LAf L 
= T L A S ( 
A3 ( I 
Xll>. 
i i +o 









) * S 
• OF, 
ELT 
O T f l 
.1111 
X J K 








L T ( I 
fl'J*T 
) + M G ( ? ) » W ? O 0 T ( I ) • H r . ( ? ) » W . T n O T ( I ) 
J. •HG (.£.) * O r LW.2.M L+.MG ( T ) » Q " L W T ( I ) 
I > + H G ( 2 ) » F L » J X J 2 ( I H - H G ( * ) * F L U X J 3 ( I > 
1 .l_*N 1F (T > 1 1 f' i - ' * * «-"' f ( I ) » H G ( 3 ) » N 3 ~ ( I ) 
1) *"n 1E ( I ) • MP (2 ) * N ? E ( l "> • HG~( 3 > * N : E ( I ) 
CP_( I >_+J 1 • Oj^rJAJ) ) » P H O ° 0 * C P P 0 
c V l ) * R M O C ( l i 
A U / f ) E L ? * » 2 . 9 
( I ) - H ( I i ) +PL AS C I ) /O . 3 6 7 6 ) *=• T A CTL ( I ) 
1 ( 1 ) - P M 1 ( I ) * C C ( I ) * V L 4 S f I ) » n = L T { I ) -
I ) - O E L S U * ( I ) + K ( I > / P A O ( T ) * 0 £ L T ( I ) + 
) * 0 t L K f I ) _ + ETAL .ASJJLL?PCOTt /FPC 
n O T ( I ) 
CALCULATE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT 
L0GKEC(I)=KEQ1*KET2/(T(I)/1.3) 
HLG_( IJ_=_EX.E.f L0G<E01I).*2. 30 ?) , 
; l 0 E T E ? . M . I N £ . KHF_THe.:?„ I M P O S I T I O N HAS OCCUPFC 
O T r . G " > f I ) = l . Q / ( X L A S f l , I > » X L A S ( ? , I ) / X L / l S ( ? . r ) » » 3 . 9 » = L A S f m 
I F C I C T 1 ( I ) - 1 ) 6 6 9 , 5 7 0 , 6 7 0 
J>hS—l F (.0 IN Qt X_( I WLEfl l . I l l&T.O » P_7.Q_»6..iD 
6 7 0 CONTINUE 
S_G_l \LF__S L f j I lL J_a N_F_OjJ S_F 0'• IA T 10 NS FOR HOLE F 3 A 0 T I O N S  
WJLJ.I L= WJLGfi! ( H * n . f . L j A ' J + ^ l L A S.f T ) 
X ( i , I ) = W l ( I ) / M 1 » M W ( I ) 
W 3111.= W 3 10. r j . I > * 0 EL_r_AU • W 3 L.A S.( I_) 
X < 3 , I ) = W 3 ( I ) / M 7 » K H f i ) 
fl* GJLJLTJUJL? I } * * ( ? ' I ) » < £ Q ( I ) / = L A S ( I >  
IF(A*GX2.LT.0.C)GO T0~675 
XJ2 i_IJ ?.A..C.G_X2 **.njl"M ..__ ; 
GO TO 676 
J35-*lliJ..) _-. -lAf; s.i« P G.X. 2J_L* imi^! . 
676 DX = X C , I ) +X (2,1) +X(?,I) 
x(i,;)=x(i.i) / n x ' 
X(2,I)=X f2,I)/CX 
X (3 , I ) =_X (3.,.T )./CX 
MW(I>=*(i,T1*Ki*X (2,I)*M2+X(3,I)*M3 
Wi (.11-y.JfJL.j.Z > *ili/^W fj.i • _ 
W2 (I)=X(2,I)*M2/MW(I) 
w?(n=x(3«n»^3/nw(D 
rJ = Wl (I)*W2 (I) +K3 (T) 
wi_LILE^A_ai./y 
W2 (I)=W2 (I)/W 
w z i I )_= wj_U.)_/ w : . 
CALCULATF THE CE°05ITIQN' RATE  
6NG THE NEW POROSITY 
c 
M 3 C T = ( W i ( I ) -W3LAS ( I ) » / C = LTAIJ 
G f . K 3 ( I ) = , V ^ n T * £ T a L a 5 ( I ) » P H O ( I ) + W 3 ( I ) » ( £ T A L a S { I ) 
l *PHc i :Hrm*cwc( i ) * ! r r£crL( in+n ivN3^f i> 
G E N U ( i > = - V - : 7 / I * 3 * C ; E N 3 ( i ) 
SIP 'S ZN ( I ) =S 'J ' - !5 tL ( I > *-GEN<+{ I ) 
I F f S U r G E N ( I > - 0 . { J > & 7 7 , S 7 7 , 6 7 3 
6 7 7 r » r r * » ( i ) = - s u ' i G ? : L ( i ) 
5 £ N 3 ( I ) = - M ' 5 / M Z 3 » G r N ' » C I ) 
I C T 1 ( I ) = 0 • 
6 7 « 5 E M 2 ( D = M 2 / M E 2 * ( - 3 . 0 » M E 2 / M 3 » G E K 3 ( I ) ) 
G E ^ l ( I > - - G £ M 2 ( I > - G E N 3 ( I > - G £ ^ ( I ) 
£ T ^ O C T ( I ) = - G £ N « i ( I ) / P H O C ( I ) 
ETA ( I ) = Q E L T A U * = T A O O T ( I ) + F T A L A S ( I > 
GO TO 6 35 
6 f l * C O M I M i E 
c 
c NO REACTION M S OCCU=»£"n, CONTINUE 
c 
W 1 ( I > = V U L A 3 ( I > • W l D O T ( I ) * O E L T A U 
W 2 ( I > = W 2 L A S ( I ) + W ? O O T { I ) * D £ L T A U 
W T ( I ) = W 3 L A S ( I ) • W ^ D O T C D ' O E L T A U 
' • J - W K t ) + H 2 ( I ) +W3< I ) 
' w i ( i ) = ' i i ( i ) / w 
W Z ( I ) = W 2 ( T ) / W 
W? f I ) = W3 ( I ) / W 
MW ( I ) = i . C / ( W K I > / M 1 + W 2 ( I ) / M 2 + W3 ( I ) / " l 3 > 
X ( i . I ) - - W l ( I ) » f K C I I / M 1 
X ( Z , I ) = U 2 ( I > * M W ( I ) / M 2 
X ( 3 . I > = W 7 f I ) * M M I ) /M3 
OX = X ( i , . I » + X f 2 , T ) + X ( 3 » I > 
X C i l ) = X ( i . I ) / C X 
x ( Z , i ) - x (2»i) /nx 
X ( 7 , I ) = X ( 2 . T ) / O X 
G E M ( I ) = 0 . Q 
GEN2 ( I ) = 0 . T 
G E N 3 f I ) = 0 . f t 
G~N<4 ( I ) = 0 . 0 
ETCQGT ( I ) = 0 . 0 
£ T A ( I ) = £ T A L A S ( T ) 
c 
6 85 CONTINUE 
c 
c 
CALCULATE THE FUMCTICNS F 0 3 PRESSURE I N T E G R A T I O N 
W a A i r l = 2 . 0 * W l { I ) / ^ t + W 2 ( I > / M 2 + - » 3 ( I ) / * ' 
F ( I ) = Z T f l ( I ) » f ' W ( I ) * R A O ( I ) * W P A R l / T f I ) 
c 
7C0 CONTINUE 




SOLVE EQUATIONS FOS THE CORE I N T E R F A C E 
I = L C H 
LCWP?=LCW*2 






c CALCULATE" SPACE HERIVATIVES 
c ___ _. 
OF L W i I I > = ( Wl L a S ( L CWP1) -Wl L A 3 ( I ) > / t ~ L? = 
DEL k2 (,I)_=J W2Lfl.5.(LC.WPi ) r'^2 LAj? (.1) L/OTL^? 
D rLWJ f I ) = (W?LAS(LCWP1>-W3LA.5CI) ) / D E L ? 0 
TFJLX.1 i . L) -( XLAS f l > L C_W P 1.)_-X L a? ( 1 .».T I ) / 0 EL ?£. 
OELX2 ( I ) = ( XL A S (2 . LCWP1 ) -XL AS (2 • 11i") /III? P 
OE L X J _(_I )_=iX L A_S. (3 j . LCWP .LLr X L AS_( 3 tI_ UJC? L ?_P •_ 
O t L K C V ( l " ) = P W n L A S ( L G W P l ) * V L A S ( L C W P l ) / n E L ^ 
D E L T. ( I) _-_U I L A S ( L C W ° 1 . 1 - T L A S_( L C W ) )_*.C •I.LC.S / 0 ;JL_P?J: 
1 ( T L A S ( L C W ) - T L A S ( L C W M l ) > * C f c L P F / O c L C P ) / ( CELS=*OELOP> 
£ 
C CALCULATE D E N S I T Y AND V E L O C I T Y 
V=rJ773oT " " "• 
R HC (.1)_= ?J. A SIT )_*HH.(I)_/JP>TLAS (I.)_1 , 
V ( I » = ( M E L AS ( I ) * N 2 E L A S ( I ) • N f r L A S ( I ) > /RHO(D 
JC . 
C CALCULATE FLUXES.FROM OLD VALUES 
C~A~LT~CFFF ~ ~ ~ 
; .O^OCl ( I ) = 0 1 ^ ( 1 ) * n E L T A l l / O E L n P * ¥ ' ' . 0 / E T i L ' S m . _ 
0N0C2CII =P2N( I> * r )ELTA !J /GEL ' ' : : , * *? .G /KTAL f .? { I ) 
D.!LQ.DA<ll£r2J'J> U . L 1 9 i k T . A U / n i L P ~ * *_7. -./.-.J..?LA?AU! 
MGFL* < i , I )s -FMCK I ) * D 1 M ( I > / M * l f I ) * 3 £ L X 1 ( I ) + X L A S C * I)*TOTvOF(I) 
K C F L.XJ 1 , . I ) = -SMC ( T }_* " 2 M ( I ) / _̂ W t I >_* 0 I L X 2 m + X L * S ( 2 , I > » TOT f T f J I l _ 
M O F L X ( 7 t I > = - S H C < I ) * 0 3 K ( I ) / K W ( I ) * r ) E L X ? ( i ) + X L A S ( 3 » I ) * T b T v 6 r ( I ) 
.LOT M3.F lI)_=K0FLX..(.L.».U_+H0FLXJ.2jLj.l_+*<0.FLX.L:..!J.i 
M 1 E ( I > = M C F L X ( 1 . 1 ) » M i 
H2iLn_)£MO£.LX.(2j..I)..,!v?^ 
N?F (D=MOP :LX ( 3 , 1 ) * * 3 
F L1LX J l.LIJLr N.i EJ I l _ - Wi.L.A .$_(. I ) T ? H 9 ( I ) » V ( I ) s  
FLl iXJ? ( I ) =M?~{T) -W?LASCD *-?HO(I> »Vf I> 
ELJL.XJ3_(!!= v.3£ ( I )^w.5LA S.UJL*C,H0 (JJ_?y JLU 
C 
£ CH'CK AfCUPACY OF THE OIFFJSION EQUATION 
C 
I F (A F S.( T 0 T.f C F_< .1) ) - a AQ.1.7_3JLJL?JS Q_. 7 3 1 :  
730 T E S T l ( I ) = 1 . 0 
JIZS12.( JX=JL»JD. u! 
T E S T M I ) = i . C 
C-O...TC,. 73c; [ , 
731 COMINUE 
00 775 11 = 1.*KK ^ 
3UMCIF ( I I , I ) =0 .0 
: DC_734 _JJ = i .T<KK_ „ _ . •  
I F ( H - j j ) 7 3 3 . 7 3 2 . 7 3 3 
7Z? O I F d l t J J ) =0 .0  
GO TC 73** 
Z2!_5}_ I F_(_I I ._ JJ ) =f X L A S C I I . I I V M C C L X f J J . n - X L A S f J J . I 1 » M 0 F L X ( I I . T I >  
" " l / ( CG (111 J J ) *RHO ( I ) /M W~( Y M 
7j.u s u r ' O i F ( i r l _ i ) = o i F ' . ( j [ t . , j j ) + s ' J M n i F _ i i i , i ) 
I F ( C I F O P T . E Q , l > G O TO 735 
S U M n i F ( I T , T ) = S ( I M O I F ( H < H - M O F L X ( I I . I ) / ( C K n i , I > * q H O ( I ) / H V > m ) 
148 
TEST! f I ) s T E L X i ' m / S l i - I D I F C i . I ) 
TFS T > (_I >_=_0? L X 2 ( 1 ) /S'J.iQ I f_(JN IJ . 
Tr 'ST3<i ) =~C^LXT ( I ) / S ' J 7 - n i F ( 3 , I ) 
7?6 GOr-TINtJL _ __ , 
c 
C L_SOL>i_r>F/CIES I CONStRVAT I0N_E
nlJATT_GN5 
c 
«HCCCXLliJ= L" ~ * £ J LCWP_i ! / ° A C < T) • XH.° - ( ! = C W F ' - ) *yJLCWP1) /Q~L°P 
1 - (RHC ( I ) -RHOC ( I > r *OSPDOT/6"PLPP-(RWO(T) - c 4CCr i ) ) *£ TflOTL f I > > 
J!_/Jl*ij+07LapG/£tl?c* r e T A L f l S ( I ) - l . C ) ) ; 
HiCOT (T) = (GE '^ iT l» »nrL?P/0EL^3G-W-:L f t '3 " ( I ) * " (£Tf iLaS( f ) •CFLPP 
1 /CF .LP C C- : . H >_*f_HO0OT ( I ) - S H O r i ) * W i L f l S ( I ) M E T A Q T L ( I ) •QQ p roT 
2 / B E l ^ c ) -K1E : (LCWF1 ) *PAO f L C W i j /PAH ( I ) / Q r L ^ F d ) 
3 / ( F ^ G m M r T a L f l s m - l . C + O i L R P / T - L P S Q n 
W2CO U I ) = (GF.N2"( lT*DEL " V / I H L ^ C -W2LASt I f * 7 f f t n L A S ( " ) ^CEL^e 
. 1_ /DEL3CQ-1 .C) »?"Qq3 T ( I ) - F H Q < I ) » H 2 L A S ( I ) M E TAQTL( IE) •CPP.POT 
2 /CFL^F ) -N2E ( " L C W ^ I )""»••* AO (LCWPl) /PAD ( T) /WFLRPQ > 
3_ / (,5.4 G < I_>. M E JALA S ( I ) - 1 . C> PE:Lo P./D" L ? a3 )J) 
W3DO 7 ( I ) =((",=; r;3 r i ) *OELPP/OEL ; ? J C-WLA^ t i l M E T A L A S M ) +O r L D P 
i /crL=< = o - i . r > » p n c n r r x _ n - K H q jr r . i j M i a a . 5 < i ) M ; T « . o T L ( i ) + D p p n o T  
2 / C E L F C ) - N 3 r (LCWn'i ) *?.AO (LCWP1)/?f tb ( I ) / h F L ^ F " » 
3 / ( P * C ( D M E T f l . A S ( I > - 1 . . 0 + C= L.Pj?/_'3f.LP C0J ) ; 
C 
C CA.LCU.LA!£-. CHY_SI.CAL PnODEPTTE"S _ 
• c 
£ H C D f I )=PHp P£ 
FHCC ( H = ; Mnc i4 rMo"c2*TLAS< i> + > H O C ' 7 * T L A S m * * " . Q 
^CFC{I I = CCC1+C3^2J I 'TLAS ( I ) + CFCJ/TL A S ( !"_> »* -_• 0 
HC ( X > = C PC i » f T L A S ( I ) - T SA SE ) • C FC2 * ( T LA3 ( I ) » » ? . C - T BA St * * 2 . C ) -
I _CFC. J.M1 .5 / T L A f J T L - L . ^ /T.G ASfT). + H.C0 
C c F ( I > = C c P i + C F t : 2 * f L A S ( I ) + C o c 1 3 / T L A 3 ( I ) * * 2 . 1 
00 7gt, Q *K - 1 . !<_1< 
T L A S a ) = T L A S ( D / l . c J 
T_J'AS/~ =_T__?AS - ' 1 • a - . 
C F G U O = C e G l (<•<) + CPG2 K K ) *TL AS ( I ) • CCG7 ( K O *TLAS ( I \ **? . G 
1 _• c?G i«.(KK.). * T L A <j ( I ).*_*.3 • 0 * C c05 ( K<J / T L « S (J. L*̂ L2__. 0 . 
HC, (KK) =CCG1 ( < < > * (TLAS t l ) -Tn .ASE) +CFG2 ( K > < ) / ? . " * f T L . " S ( I ) * * ? . P - T n ; , s r * * 
1 2 . 0 ) • Cp~«~ t K O / 3 . 0 * ( r L A S ( I ) » » 3 . 0_-J_8 A S £ * » T . r ) +HGVA»Q <K'<) 
2 + CPG^ ( < K ) ' / u . 9 M T L A S m * * ^ . 0 -TRASE*** . : * -CFG5<~KK> A l 
5 ( l . O / T L A S m - l . n / T H A S B l 
Tp.ASE = T<3ASF*i . * 
IfJLLLA SJ.S1./L1KK1. ; 
C O L I N Y < K K I = i . 0 / ( C I V i M l . G + C T . V 2 » A L O G ( T 9 ) ) ) 
ILA S_.(JL2=.ILA$ U ) *X^3 .__ 
MUG ( K K ) = 2 . 6 6 q 3 z - 5 » ( M ( K K J » C T L A S ( I ) / l . < J > ) * » 3 , 5 / { 3 I G ( K K > » » 2 . 0 
t_J?. C.CJL IAVCKKU 
P = i . ' 3 e 7 . 
î G (KX L=J.C5.C f.KiiLLt.J_A.25J_R) /M (JSK.).»l*J.IGJ K*L> 
M U G ( K K ) = ^ U G ( < < ) * 2 ^ i 9 i i : 0 2 
KG(<v:) =KGe<X)»?. t f 175FQ2 . 
76U0 C O M I M J E 
11 = 0 , , 
MU(i)=o,o 
Cic CI-LriL.,3 , 
K^ ( I ) = 0 . 0 
H ( I > = 0 . 0 ;  
DO 7 6 6 0 1 1 = 1 , K < < 
J J = C 
SUM/ =HrO .p ;  
no 7^50 j j = i . << i < 
D M r ( 1 1 . J J ) - c . 3 . 1 2 5 ) * * • ? . i * ( i . * + ( v r i r ) . / ; t r j j_» )**(-?.5) ) *  
i f 1.3 • MUG ( i n / M U G C J J ) > * * 0 . F * ( r ' ( j j ) / M C I I ) ) * » 3 . c 5 ) * » 2 . 0 
x P H i ( j j ) = * L a s . < J J » . I )_*_ 3 HIC. IJ ; , J J J 
s u r x ° H = x F H i t j j ) •SVJMX^H 
7650 CO t-„T IM.;£ 
XK=XLAS(II.I>*KG(ir)/SU?iX pH 
. _X N U 5 X L A 3 (IItI)»MUG(II>/SUHXCH . 
XCFG=XIAS<II»I>*CPG(II> 
_X w G = X L.» S (.11 j 11? H.T.J.IJJ 
KM(I)=XK*kK(I) 
MU(I)=X^U+MM(I) 
CF(I>=XC CG+CF< I) 
HJ i) = x HG *M (i) ; 
HG (II > = HG (II )/M( II) 
7660 CONTINUE ' . 
C c ( I ) = C 3 ( i ) / r " W ( l ) 
H ( I ) = M C I ) / M W ( I » , 
F A C T < { I ) = 1 . 0 - E T A L A 3 ( I ) * E X a ( - i . 0 / i " T A L A S ( I ) ) - ( i . a - = : T A L A S ( I ) ) 
i_?rxcf-i..o./f i.e.—;TAUAS(I) )> ._. _ 
.- - K ? ( I ) = T C r l + T C c ? / T L A S ( I ) 
£ P S ( D ? £ S P „ . . . . . . ... ._ _ 
K R 0 ( I > = Q . 6 ^ * E F S ( I > * 3 A R T O * T L A S ( I ) , l * 7 . C / 3 > : ) . ? ^ E 1 2 
K R J J » j L l L t L r . ^ . T A i - M i . I ) ) / ( I • 0./.11.MJ. • !..• c / < =•:DjLLLLtSI£_L.A s.< I.) *J1?..1LTA 
< c < i f = ( i . C - E T A L A S ( i ) ) *< = ( i j * " f x ^ ( - i . c 7 ( i . ; - ^ T A L A i ; ( i > n • f r l t . - ' ^ i ) 
i__» (K^ (JJ +K J < r ) ) » ( - : X P f - l . u / £ T A L A S ( I ) ) + F A C T < ( I ) » » ; , ' 3 / F . T A t f 3 ( I ) 
I * » Z . 0 / ( l . l i - E X F ( - 1 . 0 / £ T A L A S ( I ) > > ) 
K J I ^ J L L E F / ^ A Q l L C i n ^ 
1 R A C ( L C W ) ) / K M ( I ) + ALOG((<?AU<LCW)+C!£LR : : ' ) / U A C ( L C W ) + 
2 O i L w P - O i L F ! ° 0 ) > / < £ ( IJ_) 
c 
_C ^UVi^_ti ,Ci?GY._£QyATJ.3NL , . 
c 
S U M l i IL= .L M r?J 1 > *W1_Q0_T_( I ) » H G ( 2 ) » W 2 0 O T f I ) » H i ; C 3 ) * W ? 0 O T ( I ) ) . » F r A L A ? ( I > 
1 • F H C ( I ) 
5Uf2 ( I ) = (HT,( 1 ) » 3 £ L W 1 ( I ) t H G C ) » n £ L * ' 2 ( I ) +HG ( ? ) » H £ m 3 ( I > ) » F H O ( D * 
1 V L A S m 
5 U f 3 ( 1 1 = H G ( i ) * F L U X J 1 < I ) + WG(2 )»FLU .X J ? ( I ) + 
i H G ( i ) * F L U X J T ( T ) 
A R £ £ £ = J U i J I ) * E^3J.I±'°LA S ( T ) / Q . 3 6 7 6 1 * . (_1_. £ + E T £ L A S ( I ) ) 
1 - H C ( I ) » S H O C ( I ) • l . u / 0 , 3 6 7 6 
A P G F H q = H ( T i » r EJ A L_A ^ ( I ) * DT L F c + p r L => F_-n~ L p n.0. > 
A = J G E T A = ( H ( l ) * = > M O ( I ) - ° L A S ( T ) / 0 . ' ; 6 7 6 ) * D r L = 3 
A__- ( H C . ( I ) * f n O C I I ) . . r j . . . 0 / 0...?b 761.»0*L"_?_G ; 
A^GF = C E L c , r * C C 4 - E T A L A S ( I ) ) - I ' L ' ' ^ 
CPC.= r T.ALA_S.( I ) •'-"HO ( I ) *CF ( I ) *n-L.?P._.__ . 
1 f F H C v ( I ) » C P ( I ) M f > £ L P
0 - C E L R 0 1 ) • ( I . C - E T A : ) " l?HOF.T*G 3 P C I ) * r , F L " = C 
2 * ( E T A g - : T f l L A S ( I ) I »,RHPC ( I ) » r : r L - ? ? »C SC ( I ) 
3 + FHCC (LCWN-1MCPC ( ICWM1) * CE LCR 
L M C " X L l E < n ) _ / E c . C * n E L T A U / n E L P D * . * . ? . G 
T(I)=<T|_.SS(I>+r3dLTaUM-SAr(LCW?l) /R A ft ( I ) * [ S' 'M^C-*: < LC WP 1) 
i._!LT..{ L C W »1 > / O E L 5. P) _t<? A O < L C W * i_V/ p A O f I). * < (.L CW V1) »T (Lf:WMl> /QFLC ̂  
2 -APGETA*iTflGTL(II -ARGRHO*<RHOOnT ( I) -A FG^^*CPcDOT-» i =>Gc*FPOT ) 
3 /FPC> /<l <C»C;LTflU»(




C CALCULATE TH- ETU IL In:> I!JK C O N S E N T AND TM~  
C CEPCSITIOM INO~X 
•» 
LOGKIC m~= <Fo I*KFnT>7 77 iTTn AT ; 
IE C_( I) = E X F_( 2 . 7.0 3*LOG<ET (I ) J 
C 
£ CALCULATE T^~ N'EH CONCENTRATIONS 
C 
DIKTHX ( n = i . o / (x L as <_i • i_>_* xta s_( 3 ,_i»_/ xt tsj2 • i)»»3.o»PLfl' :;(i)) • 
IF (J .GT.DGO TC 77*Q 
CUP=-3.0»XLAS(?,I) 
c i c = i q . 6 * ( X L a s ( i . i ) + x L A S ( i . D - x L a s ( i . i ) * x L f l S ( 3 , i ) ) 
l • q i . o » x L f l S ( ? ^ r ) ¥ » 2 . o » P L J S ( r i / K n o ( i n / 
2 <2~7.a»PLAS(i) ' /kc~i(r">-i.>"f ~ 
ClJOl27.0M_XLfl,3.U ,_I>*XLAS ( 3 ,1 > -_F_Lfi S (I>_ / 1L1_IIU! 
i ~xL"*si2Vr)**J.V)/ (27.a* aLAS(i) / i<£'?( i ) - i .n 
C U P = ( 3 . Q » C U C - C " T * « 2 . U ) / 3 . C . 
CL'n=(2 7 . G * C ' i n - 9 . " 0 * C U , 3 * C U C + 2 . C ^ C , j g * * 3 . 0 ) / ? 7 . G 
J U S = tC1.,'"/3 .J)_>J1?3_t..O +.(.CJJn/2 . C ) » » 2 .3. 
cur i = - c UQ /2 ."o+cu 3 » * b~l 5 
CL'E2 = - C M / 2 . S - n R » » Q . 5 , 
r F ( C U 8 1 . L T . 0 . G ) G O T 0 " 7 > £ i 
_cc j6 -c iF . i * ^n j j v^ 
GO TC 77UZ 
, 7 7 ^ 1 c c a - - ( A H J J cj) q D ) » » Q U M * 
77^?. i r { C ' J S 2 . L T . C . C ) G O TO* >7^3 
CCP = CLL12 *_* GUM^ _ 
GO TC 77U.U 
7?u-> CCP = - ( f l R S ( C.l»(12JJ^*r].U.MM 
77i+U CLAK3=CCA+CC" 
XLAMPsCLA^ f -CU, 0 / ? . *! 
X ( T , I ) =X LA S"t i t" l )'+"xLAMg/3~'o 
X ( 2 j IXE.XLAS<2vr>_rXLAMR_ 
X ( " t I ) = X L A S ( 3 , T ) + X L f l M R / 3 . 0 
GO. .TC ..7_7 5_C . 
77*+0 Wi T l l = (WILASrr)+aELfA'J/2.0*ViCOT(I) OELTaU/2. . 0* (GEN1 ( I > 
1 »OEL-<c/HeL~F? + : : ' f la(LCWFl) / ~ a n m * < F W O I L C ^ P J O * _ 
2 C1MLCWP1 >/Vw"(LCW^i) * ( ' 0 E " L ^ 3 / 0 r L ' : ? * ( X ( l , L C - f - r > ) -
3..X (1 .LCW»i > ) +n r LP/C£L : ? = *X ( i ,LCW31 ) ) / ( nr L s » r - L ? , o ) 
*• +X ( I , L C W n l ) *TOT?>CF(LC'w=>in»M:/OLL?' :>:) / ( ^ C m M E ' A L A S C I ) 
S_*-C5..L3£/nr.L,;,°iI--l.»Jlin / . ( I . . Q j ^ L i a u / 2 . :•• f/v?5JL£W£iJ 
6 /PAC H ) * r HO (LCW^l) * D i f (LCW^l) /MX (LCWCi) »D=:L0/n?:L vP 
7 / ( C E L S + H F L P ? ) »Mwm/C)FLF-=Q + ( E J A L A S ( i > * r 71.^2 ; 
3 / n r L i < P 0 - i . 0 ) * = - M o o b T ( i ) • R H c ( n * < r . T A i r L f i ) • C ^ D O T 
9 /HE L P c 0 ) ) /(PMC ( J ) * ( : J A LA SJ I». .tJLF L? P / 3 f_L P = "<- l«p> ) > 
X ( 1 , T ) = W 1 ( I W M : * M W ( I ) 
y.3.(.i.v=.tw.3LA.S(l>t.njLiA_U/?. o•vi;*DCT r i ) *iiLi&us_z±ltl5?KLLll 
i * C C L ^ c / C r L R c C * R A O ( L C W P i ) / P i O ( l ) * ( F H O f L C N = i ) * 
2 r ;M (LCW D i ) /ww fLCw n i j JLCXLCL.pfZP£i - . 3_! : iX(7 .LCWC?) -
3 X (3.LCWS1) ) + C " L P / H r L ^ F , t X (3,LCWP1) ) / ( O i . L - + C r L ' P ) 
* _ +X f . 1 , L C HE 1 ?...* 1C T v C F (L C W e 1J > * V 7 _//"> EL F. 3_C ) / (_=» H C_f I> M E T A L A S m  
5 + c c L ^ = / n r L P F : o - i . u ) )> / ( i . 5 + • ? - : L T A U / 2 . J * ( : M ^ ( L C W O I I 
6_/PA.C.lTJ_?'jit ' l( LC_WPJ.l* Q 3«JL C>'?iJ_/.MX (LCW^l'.! » l = L P / n r L = 1 0 
7 / ( C c L P + C F L P n *HW( I ) /OELK 3 C + <ETfi"LASC) + ' , r L ^ ^ 
B / n E L C P Q - 1 . 1)< "FHQaOT(I ) • R H Q ( I ) » ( E T f l n T L f 1^ •C3PTOT t 
O / C E L R P 0 ) ) / ( f i H C ( T ) * C £ T A L A S ( I T i + C E L » ? / D c L R ° 0 - 1 . 0 > ) > 
151 
X C 3 • I ) = W7 T T > / v ; * ^ W ( I ) 
APGX2 = X ( I , I ) * X ( ? , T > » < E Q ( I > / D L A S m 
I P ( f i < ? G X ? . L T . 0 . C ) G O TO 7 7 ^ 5 
x (_?_• r )_=A_» G y 2... * H M M : 
GO FC 775C 
7_7£»5 _.X ? Z • I > £ - f A HG < f l ° G X ? ) ) »»D , )MH 
7 7 5 1 ] O X = X ( l , l J * X ( 2 , I 1 + X ( 3 , I > 
x c i . i i = x ( i . r ) / n x 
X ( 2 , I ) = X ( 2 , T ) / n x 
.X ( 3 , 1 ) =X ( 5 , IJL/_ C X 
I F ( J . G T . i ) G O TC 7<t0 
E 0 U I X__U.r__.Ti s . I i 
EOUIXC2> = X ( 2 . I > 
E n u i x c « ) = x { 3 , r ) 
7U? CONTINUE 
MW ( I ) = X . ( . . l i l ) *M1 +X ( 2 » I ) » » i 2 + X ( 3 . I I » H 3 
W l < I ) = X ( i , I » * M i / M W ( I ) 
& 2 X I 1 = X 1 2 , 1 ) ».fc.2_\„w ( I ) 
W . 3 ( I ) = X ( 3 , I > * I " 7 / M ' . / < I ) 
W = W1 ( I ) + W _ ( I ) + H 3 ( J . ) 
W i ( I ) = W l f I ) / W 
_w2 CJ.I_F.W_2 m / w 
W 3 ( I ) - = W 3 ( I ) / W 
C CALCULATE THC nEcOSITION 3AT r 
c TMC ĉ-a oo^o^rry. ANO TEPL^TION QP THE CO°E 
_ W I C T _ J _ I 3 (I> -W.3L.AS (I).) / __LTA'J 
G£N. 7"(I)=W3-T*ETaLC3(I)* ; :'H0LAS(IWX3(I)*(rTALAS(I) 
JL_r.FKC.CQJ.tI» + = HClAS..( J ) *i TA O.TAJLI____.C£,____.U.> 
Gcf" «• (I ) --M_3/M3»GEN3< T) 
GFN'2 <I)=M2/ME2»(-3. 0 * M _ 2 / M 3J_GJL_3J.I U 
G _ M (I) = - G C'12 (I) - G _ N 3 ( H - G _ N J» ( T > 
__.U_a.C I JLI___: T A C Q.JLLU.C w ? l J ETA(I)= E T A ( L C M c t ) 
.0R£G.OT_L= Cf L?.cL¥GIN . (I)./PROC.(!_)_-£.TAn0T;iIJ.l_£L5-EJL 
nELR°=C£L^ nL+C^ aOOT*TELTAU 
0_LC*=CFL^- D. C_]_? °_ 
RAD<I>-*AC<LCWPi> «-QELCR 
c 
C CALCULATE THE FUNCTIONS FOR °=?ESSURt I N T E G R A T I O N 
C 
W 9 A S l = 2 . 0 * W - L ( H / M l + W 2 ( I ) / M 2 + W 3 ( r ) / V 3 
F ( I ) =ETA ( I ) * r ' H ( I ) * ' ? A a ( I ) * W : > ' \ R l / T < I ) 
C 
Q * * * » * » ¥ t » * r L r i k ' r N T 5 * * * * * * * * » * * * * » * » * » » » __ 
C_ S0_LV5_ ZHJPGY J O U A L * P . _ L _ n , ; L SHE L L „ M A T E R I A L 
C 
L C WC1 = L ° W + 1 
7 5 0 DO «00 I - L ° W f L S 
CPS (.I.)_=CPS1 
i < H O S ( I )=«?M0G1 
_S. ( I»_ : .TCS1 
K ( I > = K S ( I ) 
A L P H A S ( I ) = < S ( T ) / ( P M C S ( I ) * C P S f I ) ) 
80 0 T C C O ( I ) = A L F H A S ( I ) * O E L T A U / O E L 7 * * 2 . 0 
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0 0 Pbi I = L ° W F i « N i ? E 
IMIM'S = I - 1 , . I 
I P U . ' S = I - H 
JF±I f . I M __• L p H ) * 0 5 t 3 G 5 » a 0_6 
9G<5 0 t L S = C r L ° 
0EL X = C " L * S 
O J CS = C^LX/TE:LS 
DSCP = J F L S / r " r L X 
K L f l s ' ( L P W > = K S L P K 
G 0_ J C " 3 0 
506 CONTINUE 
i F ( i - \ c r > aio ,e20«fl2Q  
a n OE'LSSCEU? 
OELX=C rL p  
OPDS=i.O 
DSD P = 1__0 
GG rc 'no 
g2P n~LS =.cE_Ls? ' j : _ 
ORDS = D £ L K , / n £ L S 
0SCg = C £ L 5 / Q g L ; ? , 
P?0 C C M I N U E 
_CE L K S L U - r - U K L A 5 ( 1 0 L U 3 > - K L AS ( I > ) »DPOS» {K L A S f l ) - 
1 K L A S . ( I M I N U S ) ) *nsa->) / ( D E L S + I E L X ) 
JDJL1 = TLAS.(I) - T L A S I I M I ^ U S ) . . . . _ __ . 
0 T L 2 = T L A S ( I > L U s i - T L f l S ( I ) 
n '_ , j j . I JL_J.HI L 2_j r __n s+n r L I * P 5_}_? L/J_riA.V x t-P r t s> 
LAP L~T ( I ) = ?"." C * (f* T L 2 / 0 - L 5 - D T L I / 0~r L X ) / ( 0 T L S'+0 E L X ) 
Tf,CT (J ) = AL ~H A S / I ) _ M 0 1 LT ( I ) / o AQ ( I ) +L a ° i T ( I ) ) + 1 . 0 / ( 9MQS ( I > 
i * C F S < I ) ) * G E L K S ( I ) * O E L T m 
IF J t rNf?£Lf . •+0 . JJ50 . . I_3 : 50 , 
flfcQ T ( T ) = T L A S ( I ) + D £ L T A U * T n O T ( I ) 
GC TO ° 6 0 
A5 0 7 ( I ) = ( T L A S ( I ) • CELT.Al.!*TGOT ( I ) / 2 . 0 • T i L T A P / 2 . C 
, i__ / . ( .PHCS(.1L*C = S.( JJ ) / ( DEL5 + 0?_LX ) * ( ( < { T ) /= £_H_I_ 
2 + C E L < 5 C I ) ) * (£z>LiS+T a^lVS) -ZSDR + r (I"IHUS)~) +2 ,0*~<(1) 
3 _ * US. I f LUS ) / nE L S + T U ,1J NU3 ) /If. LXJ ) ) / (.1 ..,,_£ 
U +u = L T J > J / 2 . 0 / ( r 5 ' L S + - D E L X ) / ( S H O S ( I ) * C P 3 { I l ) M « ( I ) / ° A ^ n 
5 » C £ L * S ( H ) M C R D S - I S H R ) + 2 . C » K ( I ) M l . ? / n E L ~ - H . 0 / n ~ L X ) > )  
*6C CONTINUE 
_C ' 
Q * * » » » * * # * ^ £ L E M c N T 5 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
C SOLVE THE EQUATIONS FOR THE SHELL I N 7 = P F * C E 
1 = LFW 
LFWF2 = L,pW»2 :  
LFWCl=L°W+i 
L PUf 2_= L.°W-2. _ 
LFWM1=L°W-1 
E T A L A S m ^ T A Q 
C 
C JPAL.CUL. A T___S£__C__J_EJ_I V AT IV. _S 
C 
Or L_h.l_<_n =-.< W1 LA S.f Lp.WMi >_-W1L A 3 < TJ ) /?, EL °_5 
0ELW2 ( I ) = - ( W 2 L A S ( L ° W M l ) - W ? L A S { I ) ) / O E L ' P P 
H E L ^ ? ( ! ) = - ( U ? L A S ( L F W , - H . ) - W 3 L A S ( i n / P E L F f 
D E L X i ( I ) = - ( X L A S ( i , L P W M i f - ~ X L A ~ S ( l , " l ) ) / 3 E L P R 
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0 ? L X 2 ( I ) = - ( X L A S ( 2 , L P W M 1 ) - X L A S H . m / O F L P * 
0 ^ X 3 ( 1 ) = - ( X L A S ( 3 , L P W M l ) - X LA S_ (_!»_ I L l / H f k f? iL 
0 £ L T ( I » = ( ( T L A S ' L P W = > l ) - T L A S < L ' = , W > > . • C E L ^ / H I L - S 
1 MTL .AS. (LPW) -TL..VS.(L°WN|i) ) * C E L ^ / p E L P ^ I / £ Q~L?S+ £ £ ' , " ? ) 
_CAL£ U L A I £ _ £ E 2 SJ. f r_A N3_ ViLL.CCJ I X 
P = G . 7 3 0 2 
* H C ( I ) = P L A S ( I ) » M W ( I ) / ( i < » T L A S ( I > > 
v ( i ) = C N I E L A S ( I ) + M 2 E L A S ( I I • M 7 " L A S ( D i / ° H o m 
. C ALCUL AJE_JLLtJXE S_ FROM _OLP__VAUJES_ 
CALL C I F C 
ONCD1 ( I ) = D l M ( I ) * D E L T f l t J / D E L P c , * * ? . n / F T A L A S ( I ) 
_OMCC3.( I I = «??'l < I ) ^ Q F L T A I J / O E L f ^ * * . ? . 0_/ETAL « S (I_> 
"OMUC 3 ( l 7 = P 3 M ( I ) * 0 " L T A U / 0E L > P * " * 2 V 0 / £ T A LA S ( I ) . 
_ J * C F L X X L L I \ =-- p HC ( I >. * 01M ( I . ) / K W .(.I.) .* Q T L X1 ( I ) » X L / > S C l i I ) » T C T V Q g ( I ) 
K O F L * ( 2 , I ) = - P H O { T I * 0 2 M ( i ) / . ^ W ( I > * 3 E L X 2 { T I • X L A S ( 2 , I ) * T 3 T f O S , ( I ) 
VCFLX ( » t I J =^5_HC (.1 > *Q1|1_( 11 SVM ( I )_*nj ; LX 3 ( T ) * X L * S < 3 , I ) » T Q T * 0 ~ ( I ) 
T O T M O F . ( I ) = M O F L X ( l t l ) +MOFLX ( 2 , 1 ) +MOFLX (7,1) 
J i l £ .H .L s J1 .0FL ,X . fX . t . I> .?Ml 
N?E ( I ) = M C F L X ( 2 . 1 1 » 1 2 
*J?E U.>=.MO.PLX ( 3 i I 3 . * . M ? -
F L L ' X J l d ) = M E ( D - W I L A S C I I * - < H O < T ) + V ( r ) 
F L U X J 2 ( I ) = N 2 5 ( T > - W 2 L Q S ( I ) » P H O ( T I » V f T) 
F L L X J 2 ( I ) = N 3 E < I ) - W 3 L A S ( l f » ? n b < I ) * V f I ) 
CHECK ACCURACY OF THE O I F F U S I O N EQUATION 
IFCftos (TCTMOF(I) I - 0 . 0 1 5 6 1 , 8 6 1 , •? 62 
9 6 1 T F 5 T 1 I I ) =1 ._Q 
T E 5 T 2 C I ) = 1 , 0 
LESJ3J Ii.rJJ,,..0 , 
GO TC * 6 7 
_3.62_CQN T_T MJE 
DO «65 I I M . K K * 
S < ; ^ D I F ( I I t I ) =0 . 0 
0 0 " 6 3 J J = 1 , K X K 
I F (II-..JJ>_".6'?« • ^ 3 v ^ • _._ 
S6? O I F ( i l , J J ) = 0 . G 
GC_ J 3 _ i a 5 
\U O I F < I I , J J ) = < X L A S < I I , I > » M O F L X C J J » I ) - X L A ; 
1 / ( O G ( r i , J J ) » 3 H P ( I I / M W ( I ) I . ' 
(JJ , I )*MOCLX ( I I . I ) ) 
8 6 * SUI-OIF ( I l r l ) = D I F ( H , J J ) • S M K O I F ( I I . I ) 
I F c r, i F_OJ?_TJL_CJ?. • i j . 5 . g _ i o _ * & <=• 
s l ' P D I F ( I I , I > = S l J M O I F C i l , I > - M O F L X ( I I . T ) / ( D < ( I I t I ) * P M C ( I ) / ^ W ( I } ) 
J 9 6 S _ C P M _ ! \ U I -. . 
T t S T K I ) = D E L X 1 C l ) / S U M O I F ( l , I ) 
T E S T g ( T ) - D r L X 2 < I ) / S ' H O I r ( 2 t T > 
T F . S T ? ( I ) = O E L X 3 ( I ) / S U " I Q I F ( 3 * I ) 
i F J ^ Q Q A I L N U E 
.S0L VE_SP£_CJE_S._I._CO SISE.9V A T10 N_E 0U AT„I ON S 
QHCnOT (I)=1.0/^TALAS(I)*(9AO(L°Wr1)/PCC(I)»^HOfL"WMl 
1 *V(LFWMl>/OELFR-(*HO(I)-PHaC(IlI •ETAOTL (I) •»• (E7 ALAS (I > 
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2 *PHO~( I ) -PHO'CCT) * ( l . ' j - ^ T A ? + " I T a L A 3 " { I > )• ) / D r L~F-"*Qa ;?nb T) 
W I O O T ( T ) = 1 . 0 / ^ T A L 3 S m * rWQ ( J ) ) . « ( G C V . . m - T T A L A S ( I ) 
i * W i L A S ( I ) * ? H 0 C 0 T 7 l ) + N1£LA~3 ( 1 > W M : ) « 4 C ( L ' H M ) / > A9 < I >"/D~L =»« 
3_ -W_ lL^S ( J ) »PHO_(I_) * £ F A O J L ( I ) - P H O ( H * - r £ i A S ( I ) » H _ L a 5 f T ) 
7 * r P - C C T / C r L = ^ > 
W.2 D_O.TlU = . i . , 0 / ( . H A LA5 t . I >.** .* 3 ( I ) J * (G£N? m - £ T A L A S ( I > . 
1 • W 2 L " A § ( I > » R H C C 6 f ( I ) • N ^ T L A S C L O W M I ) * P J r ( L ° W M ) / R A3 ( I ) / 0 r L D ? 
2 - W Z L A S ( I ) »PHQ ( I ) * £ T A O T L ( I ) - ? H Q ( I ) * £ T A _ A S ( I ) * W ? _ a c ( I )  
3 • C F S C O T / n i L " ) 
W3COT(I) = 1JLO/JL&J_A LASJJ L* RH 0 (__>_> M G c. N 3 (TJ jr5_T__ L-J-LJJ I \ 
1 » W 3 L A S ( I ) » ! ? H 0 0 O T ( I ) f N ' ? £ L f l S ( L P W M l ) * 3 f l b ( L o W M ) / R r i 0 ( I I / 0 ? L 3 R 
^ _ ^ > _ 3 L 4 S J L I ^ * 5 d 3 J . I . t * & 1 . 4 P I L i I > _? _QJ I ) * F T A L A 3 t l > » H 3 I . A S ( I ) 
3 * C e * C C T / O r L P P ) 
C 
C CALCULATE - H Y S I C A L °iiOP = RTIF_S 
C _ _ 
C P F ( i ) = C F F i + C F F 2 » f L f l S ( I » + C F c 7 / T L f l S ( i ) * * 2 . 0 
C g C ( I > = C P C l f C P C 2 , > T L A 5 ( I ) < - C P C 3 / T L A S H ) , ^ ? . 3 
H C ( I ) = C P C i * ( T L f l S ( i ) - T 3 a S E ) + C D C ' , M T L A 3 < I ) * * 2 . 3 - T f 3 A S E * * 2 . C > + 
1 C F C 3 * t l . P / T L A S f I ) - 1 .j3 / T R AS_ >jHj_C?, 
H S ( L F X f " i ) = C PS1 * 7 T T C f t l P 1 ) - TR AS£) • C c S 2 * 
1 ( r ( L P M ^ D * * 2 . f l - T r u s £ * » ? . 0 ) -
2 ^CPS3* ( i / r / T ( L c " w r , i ' r - i " . 0 / T n A 3 c " ) + H S 0 
"_ =HGC »IX_="?H0C.1+1W_0C3»TLAS.( I ) • • ^ . i ? C ? * T L A*.J I J *_*?_. Q 
9 H 0 C ( I ) = .= H 0 C I 
DO P 6 ^ ' KK = 1 .K.jO_ 
TLAS c f ) = T L f l 3 ( I > / l . S 
I.eASc_=_TD AS £ / ! . . „ ? _ . . .. 
C F G ( K K ) = C C G 1 ( K K ) + C F G 2 ( K K > * T L A S f I ) + C C G ? ( < < ) * T L A S ( I ) * * ? . C 
^ _ * . C . c ^ . ( K ^ ) ^ T . C A . S ^ J J . l ? i . G + C P G 3 / _ ! ! C K J . / T L . A S J I L * ^ t . ( L _ _ „ 
HG ( K O = C C G 1 { < < ) * ( TLAS ( I ) - T n A S £ ) +C FG? ( « ) /Z . ? * ( T L ' I S ( I > **c . 0 - T O A S F * * 
1 „ ? •-9J..* C?(LL* I ? J - ^ J S . 3 * i l . L * S ( I > * * o » Q - T H 3 3 E * » 7 » ; " > + HGV <'."'] f K K ) 
2 + n = G<t U K ) / ( » . 0 * ' < 7 L A ^ ( I > * * ^ 0 ~ - T _ f A S E » » < * . r ) - C F ^ 5 ( K < f * 
3....C 1 . J V . I L A S I I ) - l . . _ v / j n A S £ ) 
T!?AS = = T n A S F * i . ° 
JJ> r_T.LAS_II..)../£ i.KK). ; 
C C L I N V ( K « ) = 1 . S / ( C I V l * ( i . 0 * c i v 2 » A L C G C T F ) ) ) 
T L ^ S f I ) = T L A 5 f T ) * l . q \ 
M l : G < " i r i < ) = 2 . ^ g 3 £ - V * ( M { K K > * ( T L A ' S T I ) / I . p ) > * * . . 5 / ( S I G ( K< ) * * 2 .C 
1 _ * C C L J \ V (.KKJ J . . 
° -1 . c, S 7 
KLG..<_:<*L.rJCFG(KK1+1.25*R) / M ( K < ) ••"'JG ( K < ) 
MUGf < K ) = V U G ( K K ) * 2 . £ * 1 9 i E 0 2 
K G ( K O = K G ( K t O * 2 . M f 5 _ Q 2 ' 
86^0 C O N T I N U E : 
r T = c ; ; 
K t I ( I ) = 0 . 0 
C P. ( n = o . rj 1 
KM ( I ) = 0 . 0 
HJJJ * 0 ». Q 
DO cee»i I I = I , K K < 
J_L=.O , 
S U M X c H = 0 . 0 
DO. _A5 5_0_ J J-.Lf-KKK 
P H I ( I I , j j ) r ( 0 . 1 2 5 ) » * J . 5 » ( l . , ] + ( W ( i r ) / % « ( j j > i » » ( - C . 5 ) ) * 
1 ( 1 . 3 * (MUG(T I ) /ML 'G(JJ ) ) * * 0 . 5 * (M ( J J ) / > t ( I I ) ) * * 0 « 2 3 ) »*2 .Q  
X P H I ( j j > = x L A S ( j j . r ) * = > H i ( i r , j j ) 
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SUrXPH = X = Hl"( JJ j+S'JMX^H 
865? CONTINUE" . 
X<=XLaS(TI,I)*KG(II)/SUMX°H 
Xw U= X L A.5 (.11 ? I.) *__JG_ I I)/SUMX
CH 
" XCFG=XLAS(II.I)*CPG(II) 
:XHG -X U A.S.C.I I _ I >.?_H?_UX) 
K f ( I ) = X K + K M ( T l 
MM (l ).=.XMIJL+JS'J.IIJ 
C P ( l ) - x c P n * C P ( I ) 
H ( I ) =XHGJJU JJ. ; 
H G ( i i ) = H r . ( I I > / l * t I I ) 
9660 C0MT IK U.£ _ 
C ? ( I ) - C 3 ( I > / P W ( I ) 
H ( I ) = H ( I ) / M W ( I ) 
F A C T * ( I > = l ' . a - € T A L 4 S ( I > * £ X F ( - i . S / E T A L A S ( I ) ) - ( l . , ; - £ T A L f l S f I . > 
1_ _* _•. X _ - L T 1.,.£_/ ..(.1... 0 _-_=_ T A L A S ( I ) )J . 
K C < I ) = T C F 1 + T C P 2 / T L A S ( I ) 
E___S..LL_ =E.SP 1 _. 
K ? G m = 3 . 6 9 : * » * D S m » 3 A i ? T f } » T L A S ( I > » » 3 . 0 / 3 3 . / » < » _ : _ . 2 
K ° ( T ) = ( i . . - F T A _ A S ( I ) ) / ( 1 . . 0 /K?J LL±JL_.. / X - C ( I ) ) + FT,M_a 3 ( I ) *v " P ( I ) 
K i l ( I ) = ( 1 . 0 - ^ T A L A S ( I ) ) » K P ( I ) » E X C ( - l . C / ( i . ? - E T A L f l ! 5 f I ) ) ) + ^ T ' \ L A ^ ( I ) 
1 M K M ( I ) + K g ( I > ) » f £ X P ( - I . C ' / . - . T A L A S ( I ) ) »F ACTK ( I ) » » g . 0 / € T A L A S ( I ) 
2 • • 2 . 0 / ( i . S - £ X P ( - l . C / £ T A L A S ( i ) n " ) 
K _ < J L - < F 1 X _ _ . . . 
C 
_C SCLV£ r > i ; ^ Y ' i n j A T I O N 
c . 
SMK1 ( I ) = .(HG (1 )_* Wl 00_T.( I ) >HG_( ? ) » W 2 j O T < I ) » H G ( 3 ) » H ? i 3 0 T ( r n « F T A L A 5 ( I ) 
1 * F H C ( I ) 
Sl»f 2U1=1HGXlL '_QFJJ tL l I ) + KG ( 7) * Q£LW __( Iljt_GX?_i__iL_L.__i_U1.>_>?p,-<0(T)» _ 
1 V L A S ( I ) 
S M ^ 3 ( I ) = H ^ { 1 1 * f . k t IXJ l , ( _ I ) +H G ( ? ) * F L L ' X J 2 ( I ) + H G f ^ ) » F L ' . l X - J 3 < : i ) 
A3Gc ; t = * r T A L A S f I ) * ( : ? H O ( I ) * H ( I ) - P l , A S f I ) / 0 . ~ 6 7 6 1 
! -PHCC f l > »^C ( J >J_X.J?.__0 o 6 7 o . 
A P n . ^ o = £ T , i L £ s m * - H i ) * O i : i - : : ! P 
A iGE l f l ^ D . v L i ^ * (H . ( I ) *?.MQ (X) - n . ( I ) / 0 . ?£7<__ . 
i - C t ' _ c - 0 * ( H C ( I » * R H 3 C ( I ) - l . C / C . 7 676) 
APGF=r TALA^ f I )_* 0£ L_=_P ; , 
£=»C = £ T A " L A S ( " I ) * C H C ( I ) » C C < I ) * D £ L = " C ? + ( 1 , 0 - . = T 4 0 ) " » 
1_ Zt L = Rfi.*C r P (.1) * RHQ~ ( I ) + Q_LPSu *FHOS ( L^Wc 1.) *C ?S ( L ° U P 1 ) +  
2 ( _T -0 -ZTCLAS(T ) ) *~H. )C( I ) * C c C ( I > * _ l E L ^ P r -
3. _( CiXiLi___l£X P-P-CJ _^C°_CLLTJ.̂ ?HOC (J > 
T ^ C 0 ( I > = : K ( I ) / c : P C * 0 T L T f l l l / n £ L ~ ^ * * 2 . C 
T ( I ) = ( T L ^ S ( LL l^XL- ' J* !? .*^ . ( L C W M ; ) / ' A n (1 > M ^ U ^ U S * . 
1 < ( L 3 W M ) * T ( L P ^ M i ) / D £ L ° F G ) + ? i n ( L r : W P l ) / r ; m ( T 1 4 M < ( . P W ~ i l 
2_±T (_L.5ihP.l_L/ Q__ki_ §3 -1?GE.T A* £T*?_TL ( I ) - a 3 G - H C ^ M Q O g T ( I ) 
3 - ; , s G P P * CP P0 OT + Ao G P * =>0C f ) / Z RC ) / ( 1 . C + DF.L T 1 U * (R A C (L PWM1 > / F A 0 ( I ) 
t» * K ( L F W M l ) / l F L P R J * P A n ( L P H ° l ) / R A O ( I ) » l < ( L p W P l > / 0 £ L ? S . > / £ ? C ) 
C 
_C CALCULATF THE £ < U I L I g R I U ^ CONSTANT £KC,TH="  
C C E F C S I T I C N IN r )£X 
C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
L O G K E _ ( I ) = < E r ) l + K E 0 2 / ( T ( i ) / l . P ) 
K E 0 ( I ) = £ X P ( Lj3G______L _X L *_? • 3_0 3J .__ 
C 
JC OE.TEPMINF I F O F p O S I T I O N HAS CCCUPEH  
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P=C.71C2 
D I N C S X f i ) s i . c / ^ X L a s ( i t i ) » X L f l S ( ? . i ) / X L ^ s ( ? ; i > » » ? . a » C L f l ^ f i » ) 
I c ( I C T l ( I ) - l » e ^ t B 7 0 , 8 7 0 
J! 6_i__If < 3 IN OEXII L̂ ><f-CL1JJ 1 jlZJb. * 7 1 • 1Z1_ 
3 7(1 CONTINUE 
I C T l ( I ) = i 
c 
C SOLVE S l f ' J L T O M r T J S EQUATIONS FOR MOLE" FRACTIONS 
C ANC CALCULATE THE NEW D Q ^ O S I T Y 
C 
Wl ( I ) = ( W l L A S ( I > + O t L T A U / 2 . 0 * : - J i D C T ( I ) O E I L T A U / 2 . 0 J» ( G E N i ( I ) 
_i__*c,A_r: ( L P W K i ) / - * A D ( I ) * M i / n H : L p . ; ' M P H O ( L c . ^ l ) » ^ l M f L " W M l ) 
z'/KwTLPw"MiY*Tx ( i , l c w ( i i ) * O £ L : ? / O : L - = , + (x ( iVL=WM2> -
3 x ( I . L C H M J n»OELo : : , /nELp) /(OELc?+n rLc : : ' )+yr i . .Lc ,w*': :) 
i» *TC 'TVCF(L C Wf iV> > / ( t f AL'A'S(i> **?MO ( I ) >Y/<i", J•OEL'TAH 
_5_ / 2 . U» <9A C_f L C__W P 1 )_/.p a "> f I J * ? * ^ f L = U M l ) * ? 1 ^ (L_aw H JL'! 
6 ' M W ' ( L P W M 1 ) *nz£?'/ni~LP<~/{Qz L R * P E U 3 J Y * t f Y / ( i T / O E L P S ^ 
JLJ? H C_( 1 1 * .(E T A n T L. ( I ) . • r T A LA S _f I.) * UCS'" P TY 7E LP? L i 
8 E T A T A S ( I ) * - ? H O C O T t I > ) / ( E T A L A S f I ) * 3 H 3 m ) ) 
x ( i , i )=wi ( r»_*£" .Ul /^L . •-
W J < I I = f W ? L A S f I ) » - T f L T A ! J / 2 . 0 * W ' » D O T m O F L T A U / ? . G * ( G E : N 3 ( I > 
»PAC ( L ^ W M l ) /P_A_n( I ) » - j 3 / r i E L P ? M D H O ( L 0 ' ^ ! ) »Q3M (LE 'WMl) 
2 / ^ W I L C W K 1 ) * ( * ( ? . L ' ' W M l ) » C - : i . ^ / O H L - * + ( X ( 3 , L C W ^ 2 > -
_ i _ X ( 7_*.L E.M.^U ) * Q£ JLP.=V.P 1 L 9 ) / ( C ~ L R + T J L F r ) + X ( T . . L.D W M j )_ 
it * T C 7 M O F ( L ~ W M i ) ) ) / ( £ 7 A L " - S (•! »*RMO J I > > > / ( i . 0 + T E L T A U 
3 / 2 . J * (PCD ( L P K ? r . l » / • > A 3 ( I ) . * ° H 3 ( L C r t
, - ' l ) * ; i J ^ f L = U M i ) / 
6 f M L f w d l ) * C c L ^ / r ! ? L ' : , ' " ; , / ( C E L « ? + ' j E L ; : > J ) * V W ( I ) /C?L- 3 9-» 
7 P h C ( I ) * ( i i T A R T L ( I ) * r r A L A S ( I ) * DC=>~CT/::>EL c l L + _ 
J E T A L A S ( I ) * K H C C O T ( I ) ) / ( E T A L A S ( I ) * = > H O t l D ) 
_X_ ( 3 , 1 > =W-L( I> /J&ltVdlJJ 
A=GX2=X{l,I)*X(?,I)*KEO(I)/cLA3(:) 
IF(A£GX2.LT.Q.P)f;0 TO 372 ^ 
X (2 , I>=A*GX?**CIJMM 
GO TG q 7 T 
8 72 X (2.I)=-{AnS(A^GX2))**0UMM 
373 CX = X(l,l)tX (2 t.TV.+ XJAj.IJ 
x c , i ) = x (i , i ) / n x 
x r ? , n = x ( ? . T ) / r x 
X ( 3 , I ) = X ( T . r ) / r x 
_M w ( : ) -x ( i ,_ j ) * £.t • x_j 2 1 n ?_M2_±x__( 3 ,_i) *_ v 3 
W K I ) = X ( 1 , I ) » W l / M ^ f T) 
. w 2.1 IJ. =_S1&» I ) Jt£f ZJ'1 W I X I 
W? ( I ) = X ( 3 . I ) * * 3 / M W ( I ) 
W=W1 f I ) » M 2 ( I ) 4 W 3 f ! . ) „ ' 
Wl ( I ) =W1 ( D / W 
w_? ( D = v\Z ( I ) /w 
H3 ( I ) = K 3 ( I ) / W 
_. W T C T =.(W.3 _(I JLr.W 3.L A3 (I)..)> / QrlL T f t ' l 
G E N 3 ( I ) = W 3 T T * E T A L A S ( I ) * R H 0 ( 1 ) + W 3 ( I ) * ( E T A L A S ( I ) 
1 »KHCOQT fl)-»RMQ( I)*£TA OTL (I) ) +n£LN?r ( T ) 
GE>.U(I)=-rE3/N3*GEN3(I) 
SU^GEN (I)=c;,Î Gr.Lf I)+GEN^(I) 
I F ( S l ' f G E M ( I > - 0 . 0 ) 3d7 i» t 3 8 7 M T8«» 7 ^ 
flflTt* GEK«* ( I ) = - S M M G E l , . i r j 
G E N 3 ( I ) = - f ' V H E 3 * G £ N t * ( I ) 
I C T 1 ( I ) = 0 
3 " 7 5 G E N 2 ( I ) = M 2 / M E 2 * ( - 3 . 0 * M E 2 / M 3 * G £ N 3 ( I ) ) 
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G E M ( I ) = - G E N 2 ( I > - G E N 3 ( I ) - G E N U ( I > 
E T A < I ) =ETf l ( L C U * 1 ) . 
" 7 5 
t T A O ^ T C I ) =•? - 0 
_C» o„ T c_ f 3 r 
CONTINUE 
NC R E A C T I O N HAS QCCURECU CONTINUE 
W l { I ) = W i l f . S ( I M W 1 0 Q T < I > * O E L T 1 U 
w2 ( I )_ = *?L A s j r j i j . w 2 g o . L L D ^ 3 E L ray_ 
W 3 < l i = W 3 l A S ( I ) + W 3 b 6 T m * O E L T & U 
w = w i m + w?<i L+wALX > 
wi m = *i T I ) /w 
W2 f I ) = W 2 ( T ) / W 
W3 ( I ) = W 3 ( I ) / M 
M W i I ± £ l ?.0 ' f w 1 ( J A / £ . 1 t w .2 < I ) / M ? + W 3 ( I ) / M : 
X ( 1 , I > =W1 ( I ) »MVl"("f) / M l 
x ( z . i ) =w?( I . ) .»MWJJ>/*2 
X ( ? , I ) = W 3 ( I ) » C H ( H / M 3 
nx = X ( l , 1 ) + X ( 2 , T) + X ( 3 , I ) 
x ( i , i > = x ( i , i ) / n x 
j L « ^ j ! - i J . = x _ ( 2 . j . r ) /JQX_ 
. . X ( 3 , I > = X ( 3 , I > / C X 
_G.ELl.iLJ_=.O...Q 
G E N 2 ( I ) = C . O 
G P N ' Z ( I ) = 0 . 0 
G T ^ ( I ) = 0 . P 
EXP.D 0 L ( D _ " 0 
E T A ( I ) = E T A L A S ( T ) 
JWQ C f l M i A H E 
CALCULATE CWflKGE IN HALL...THICK. CUE TO 0 C CCSIT. 
QPFQC_T = r _ ( 0 r Lr=< J3*G_E_N *» < L I + pH0C ( I ) » n £ L P R L » £ T A C O T ( I ,i ) / _ 
1 (FHOC f I ) * (~TA ( I ) + i . O - E : T a O ) ) 
_ 0 1 LJE5 = ?,£ L_~5.L + G c R n Q L * D E L T_A '• \ • 
R A C ( I ) = R A O f L P W M ) +QELP? 
CALCULATE THE FUNCTIONS FCR PRESSURE I N T E G R A T I O N 
W P A R i = 2 . 0 * W K I > / M i + W 2 ( I ) / M 2 * W 3 ( I ) / M " 5 
r < i i = g T f t m » F ' w M ) » 3 f t O ( i ) » w e a o i / T m  
CALCULATE TH C 0 U A S I j ^ J JLE_&.DX„Di> E. SS VJ ?J[ 
. _S P.=&. .0./J? 5.CJLQZ3J01. ,.3.JtE.O U_ 
oo ae i I = L C W , L F W 
HA £ £ f l L U ^ O A LI.) *_* .3 .. 0/_( 2_..5 • (1 . . . 0 /E .TAJ I ) ) » » 2 . C » S 0 » « 2 . 0 
i • ( l . a - E T / J ( I ) ) * * 2 . Q ) 
D Z L P ( I ) = - ^ - ' J ( I ) / < A P a A ( I ) » V < I ) / ( l l » * » . ( ) » 
1 7 2 . i 7 » 3 6 C 0 * * ? . 0 ) / H + . 7 
_J3JM_C.O L L I A U £ 
SUi* = 0 . 0 
__Q0_ £ £ i 7 _ I = j . . . C W j L k £ H j . 2 _ _ 
I l = I + i 
I 2 = I » 2 , ;  
I F ( I - L C W ) 6 3 < * u , 6 8 * 1 * , 6 8 8 5 
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6 8flfc R I N C 
GO T " e a q 6 
&_>?«? 
6 8 « £ 
6 5 8 7 
ba.P" 






= _ . 0 * O _ . L F 
IN ' IE 
*j L f V R I N C / <=>. 0 * ( P ( I ) + F ( 1 2 ) + H . J * F ( 1 1 > ) 
2 - IP )_6 8 8 7 , J 8 8 8 , S 8 8 '9 
IMJE 
3 U ! w » ( F ( L r ) * F ( L D W ) ) / ? , C * n g - L C i ? 
INUE 
?JJ)2 
8 . 9 I = L C W , L P W 
= C C M T H » t y , ? . 0 » a I "LSJJM.) 
INUE 
6 P 3 ° C O M 
R = 0 . 
0 0 6 
PTL)_ 
6 8 9 0 CONT 
P D C T = ( P ( L P W ) - F L A S ( L P W ) ) / ( CELT A* ' * £ . 3 5 T »L > 
CALCULATE C E F O . I T I O N R A T E t COATING rj_;FCSIT:_D , 
C 0 C £ C E P L E T E C . AND HEAT FLUX ALL AT TW£ WALL 
F L U X = - K ( L P W ) * C E L T ( L P W ) 
SMOVW = GENt> ( L C W ) 
C C * E 1 = ( O E L C ^ L - C c : L C ^ ) * 1 2 . C + l O C O . a * i . C E C ; c 
JL2i_E ______< ? LkC = 0_; DfJL'CR> » 1 2 . _» i _ _ C . _ 
CO A f 1 = ( 6 T L = RL - T E L °R > •12 ."6 *i 00 G.0 » 1 . 0 EC'e-
COATrH-.nELF^-PEL'^J'^.O^lOCG.O 




DO 6 82 I I = i T K K K 
_GA.FJLi.Uj I)=(X .II,T)-XIN IIXLI > I/CE^'JIX (IT) - X I N I T ( I I ) ) 
'7 f II . I) =<?AO(I> - ? A O ( L C W ) ) / ( A B S ( ^ . _*D.v (II. I) * T I M F 2 ) )*»G.'5 
CONTINUE ^ 























65 I = L 
___y *_.__ 












( I ) = V ( 
r ik iPfL 
SL=DEL 
FJ__=3iLL. 
T L ( I ) = 
E L ( I ) = 
o f ) 
C W , L C « 
" l E ( T j _ 
?J2E ( Y ) 
tO F U L 
I ) 
CJ._L.__1_. 
P ' ) C ( I ) 
i f I ) 
2 f I > 
X U J 
! J M 3 ( I ) 
y.< ~*2i. 
X ~( 2 , 1 ) 





E T A C O T < I ) 
SUKLEN ( I ) 
PflS CONTINUE 
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DC £ 9 0 1 = 1 . L S 
K L A S ( I ) = < ( I > 
T L A S ( I > = T f I > 




DO 9 JO I = 1 . L S 
.0 a T. 4_P.r? J NICUJ T. _F .QUI IN-
I F C I . E C . L C W I G O TO 
_I F. i J •. E ^ . L p H ) n o TO 
9QG 
_1Q0. 
i F d f o r d ) . r , T . _ . 5 > w * i 
.1F < C. fO rjl.C I ) . G T , u . 5 ) w? 
I F ( C M 3 C 2 ( I j , G T . 0 . 5 ) W = . 
iF<n*orn m . ^ T . Q . ^ W J 
T£ ( 6 , 9 2 ) T f O O ( I ) , J , I 
I T ' (6_, 9 ^ ) 0 ^ 0 0 1 ( 1 ) ? J v L 
I T E ( 6 , ? 6 ) C M 0 0 2 ( I ) , J . f 
I T E ( 6 , 9 6 ) 0 M 3 0 3 ( I ) , J . T 
9HQ 
9 1 2 
C O N T I 
I..F.(.J-. 
o i j T i f 
_3.ITJF_= 
W - I T T 





T C O J ( 
O I S T = 
_ . .&RITE_ 
00 95 
0EGf_= 




« I F ( I -






n W = IT- : 
N'JE 
_l.p^IfJT >__! ?. Q.Q___!12 1.10 Q.O 
E = o < . _ 0 - C * T I M _ _ 
£ (LCW) J . 
( 5 , _ > 2 ) O U T J M I , 0 ! . T P , F L U X , R H O V W f C O A T T H , C O S T l , 
C = . C O R L l ^ 
1 ) = ( T ( 1 ) - T L A S ( 1 > ) / 0 _ L T a U 
L S) = ( T S IJP P_- ILASJ L S ) ) / n iL.T__JJ 
0 . 0 
. (6 i?C. ) 
0 1 = 1 - L S 




__ .„_. ̂ .1 T u 
0 0 9 » 
.1. __?_!!£ 
1 MOFL 
W R I T , 
LS ) <?!*;• _16. 
1 ? . l ^ - a C J L T ' 
9 1 8 
i a D LUG? 12... 
L C W ) 9 v 3 . 9 ? 
L C W ) 9 . 0 , 9 3 
= V ( I ) /"5500 
f _ . q i ) i r C U 
9 6 . 
( < i i t l _ J . l t 01 ' 
950 
JL6_I_1_J_ I .if_U 
N'JE 
(= ) , <^> 
0 I = L C W , L F 
(.e._..?f.? i_» c_i 
X ( 3 , 1 ) - T O T 
( b , 3 9 ) 
n 
0 . 9 Z 0 
aj__L_JL 
C , K ( I ) , J H C ( I ) , C ° ( I ) - 0 U T 7 R , : : T f l ( D 
F.t.KJ-1). ».9.H0_31.1) t C 3 S f I ) . 
l_n_o.e_G 
T3._..Q£:5 
T 0 , 9E G F , < ( I ) , ?H 0 C ( I ) . C '= C < I ) 
»CFL = ( I > 
w 
ilCJL ___[>. 
M O F ( I ) 
2 M ( U , 0 ? M ( I ) , N 3 F L X ( 1 . I > .MQC'LX ( 2 . 
,&_>!<• (T> 





1 , <E _ 
_ w ? i l 5 
0 0 9 9 
T .i*R T T _. 
3 I = L C W , L C 
<3i_?7.) I__L_ 
( I ) ,OTN_EX 
ISJZU 
5 I = L C W t L P 
( ^ , 7 ? ) i . c a 
w 
1_!_I) » X ( 2 , I ) , X ( 3 , I ) , T _ S T 1 ( I ) . T E S T E D . T ' ^ T 3 ( I ) 
( I ) 
W 
PX ( 1 , 1 > , 9 Z ( 1 , I ) , C A P X ( 2 , T > . ^Z__2_T> 
_ .9°' 
Tc c •: 
2 C 0 0 
1 ,Cfi? 
_ J.cf_JA 













C , . 
C ALGORITHM FO=> 1INfl=Y DIFFUSIVITY CALCULATION 
C _ _ _ 
COKMCN l , K K ' < , J , L C W , L P , 3 I c O o r 
COHrCN_TOTM_F(5_Q) ,/.U0P(5C )__ 
"cor'fiCN M^ap ( i o , i n > , P L AS («?o >',3 jr-snu'i 1 1r . ) . r * ( i o > ,MM c so>" ' 
CO^CN PHP(50) ,MQFLX( 1 Q_,F_C.)_..fJDVE°K(1-,1Q) ,TLAS(5Q)  
CCKMCN XLAS(10 ,50 » , D M ( i 0 , 5 C ) , DIM :(?0 > , He M(5 . ) . O^'-K 5 C ) , "TALAS (5 C ) 
COrrCN OK (10 t 5 H ) » Dq C1 D_. 10 )_,_CG L IJN n j 1 Q_, 1") t OIF ( 1 0 , 1 0 ) , . ( j y i l l F d C , 5 ^ ) ' 
COMMCN H B , ° 0 9 t c » C l C l , c f n 2 , b c L T ( 5 C ) ,*AC<50> 
COMf_C__._ HTLf f.__C.rL?_PQ ».P.iLPP.,.P_PL PPQ. 
RCAL «CFLX,MeaK.M,MP,Mw" 
DATA F I / 3 . j £ » 1 5 c / 
00 620 11=1,KKK 
P.= «.31>_fJJ7 
~TLf lS ( l " ) = T L a s ( l ) / i . q 
OK ( I I _ , IJ = C_, 6 . 7 g - Q 8 * P O ° E 3 M 8 . 0 » P » T L A S ( I ) / M ( I I ) / P _ ) » » 0 . 5 
D< ( I I , I ) =R< ( I l f I» •3 .«75" 
T L A S ( I ) = T L A S ( I 1 » 1 . 3 ._ 
JJ=O " " " ' 
eOF QO _6_l l_ J J_f_lj. KKK : i  
I F ~ ( i l - J J > 6 i C , 6 0 9 , 6 0 9 
6Q-* DG LII jLvJJl^nG.f JJ_..I_IJ ___ 
GO TO o i l 
. 60 c nn ( I I , J J ) =G . r 
GC TC f i l l 
iLl_0_CP..M_IN.UC 
T L A 3 ( I ) = T L A S ( I ) / 1 . 8 
IP__T L A_5J.TJ. /5Q_/1PK ( 1 1 , J J J 
C C L I N C ( I I , J . i ) = l . C / ( C I 3 i * ( l , 0 + CIO2*ALOG(T^) ) ) 
OG ( IT , JJ±ZJL ... °_LP_X_>__3JL( T L - > ( ! > * » . . 0»Kr.A ^ ( 1 1 , JJ> > * » . 5 / t°L.A 3 ( 1 ) »  
1 SIGSG ( I I . j j ) * C O L I N D ( I I , J . J ) ) 
T L_A_S <.il_! T_. A ^ (J L M •.3. - , 
O G f J : , j J > = D G f I I . J J ) * 3 . 3 7 5 * - T A L A S f I > * * 2 . 0 
!£.(DJ._)__!_.F.'l. 1) . OS.CJLI t j j I I = DG (l___2.) 
TF(OIFCPT.ET.2»DG ( I I , J J ) = O G ( 1 , 2 ) 
611 CONTINUE ; 
6 2 0 C O N 7 I M ? . 
I F (A°S ( T 3 T M Q F ( I ) ) - Q . . ) 6 3 6 , 6 * 6 , 6 2 1 
6 2 1 OO 6 22 I I = i.KiO<? 
£.2j_._.iLI_. 0.1 F_ai_tJ.)._LC__._._ 
OO 635 I I = _ - K K K 
DO 6!^* JJ = 1,KK* 1 
I F ( H - j j ) 6 n , _ - 3 , 6 3 1 
63.__J_LIJLLI I a_JJl__C.___ , 
GO TO 63U 
6 3_1_ .OJLf_(. I 1 _J J) .= (.XL A ?.(J.b.1 )_* MCF L.X ( I I »I.) - XL fl'S (11 -. T ) »f-OcLX ( J J , I ) ) / 
1 D G ( I I , J J ) 
t?t* si^nlf_L_LL_IJ-=__J_MC_L_J_Ii,T) • n i F ( i r , j j > 
I F ( C I F O P T - l ) 66 3<*,6635,663«• 
6E?U Q ^ ( I I . T ) = ( M O F L X ( I I , I ) -XL A S ( 11« I ) * TOT.IGF ( I ) ) / ( S'JMP TF ( 11 , 1 ) + 
1 MCFLX(II,I)/DK(il,I>) 
0_Q _J___M_» . 
66 75 Of(II,I)=(^OFLX(II,I)-XLA3(II,I)*TOTM0F<I))/SIM^IF(II,T> 
635 CONTINUE  
IF(I-LCW)6636,6636,6^1 
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66?e no 6617 11=1.KKK 
Dr,^=(i^QCLX(II<T)")(LA3(IItI>»TQTMC-(I))/g
,lMCr?r(II,I)' 
OK (I I. I) =D^L = P/?AD(LCW)/(ftLOG'( (RAO (LCW) +01L°? -OEL^P.'J) 
i__/_P i rj L r W )J /CGN»ALGG( (° f ln(LCW) + 0?Jl.Rp> / r P a p ( L C * l ) + 
2 CFL<P-n r L°? , 0 ) J / n M ( H t D ) 
. 6 . 6 1 L C QN.TJ.K.L; Z 
GO TC 6u«_ 
63fi 00 700.JLLr_l.t.<J<J< 
7C0 SU^DIF(IT,T>=O.G 
np 6>0_IT. = !,.<<< 
00 6 39 JJ=i.KKK 
IF.( 11 -_JJ) & n t_57Zf 6 38 
63 7 OIF< II.JJ)= C.O 
GO T3 £39 _. „ 
63° OIF(II.JJ) =XLfl5(JJ.I) /HG (H.JJ) 
63° 5UKCIF(II ,.I.).= CI£i LI, J J ) •S.U.MOI.FiLL-X) 
f^O n > l ( I I . T ) = ( i . 0 - X L A S ( I X , r ) ) / S ! J M O I F ( I I . I ) 
_^JL_C.OJ.J.IMJ=: . ' . : 
DO 6<i2 I T - l . K K K 
&fc? I ^ ( f l a S ( n ^ ( I I , I ) ) . L T . l . Q E . r J . e ^ T J U U - i J . ' . ?Xi5£=I& 
0 1 M I ) = 0 K ( 1 . I > 
_____: ZLZ£l]J-=J)t'.f.2j-l\ 










1—1 «=c 1—1 zc 
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cu CO CO CVJ LO 0 
fe















































0 ^o <y> O 0 








2 : . M CVJ CO 1— a LO 
0 ^^ z to 1— 1—1 CU «=c cu 1 1— c/> X * 1— O 
«=c I— c/> O ZD « < — s , •ZL 2 : C\J 
O " (T> (X> «=C 0 







>- •*—•* CVJ O 0 •ZL 2 : 1— X . . O ZD 1—1 0 0 r— O 1—1 
0 1 1 a ; 
«=c _ l CO Q_ «=C 1—1 




1— 1—1 czr < • — x 
<c ^—s, CO cu «"—s. UJ <d-UJ 0 ^o O 0 ;*£ ^o ^o 1 xO 
zc 1 — LO r*. 0 CVJ LO CD UJ 0 <r> 
V ' <y> 1 — 0 UJ « • — * • • • nr r
- <d-
UJ X 0 CO ZC •r- CO <d" LO l— •*—x en 
:n 0 • • 1— O CO CVJ en CO en H- 0 0 
CU 








<: . s N D h— CVJ l^~ 0 L O 
oo 0 LO CVJ CVJ 
2 : r - <d- CO CO 
0 x—-> 0 n - CVJ 









CVJ <d" <d" 
LO «d" 1— 
en CVJ LO 
xO r*. 1— 
o 
0 LO en CD 
E . . • <d" xO *;T 



















cu CO cu 
•r- r— •r-





PROPERTIES FOR SOLID SPECIES 
VALUES FOR THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY AND DENSITY 
9 o / In 
Species A(BTU/ft hr°K B(BTU/ft h r ° r ) (#m/f t°) Mn°C 
Si 84.6125 0 145.314 2.33 
A1203 -1.35239 1.1498E4 248.432 2.61 
A1203 (80%) -1.23226 6.1728E3 198.746 
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APPENDIX XIV 
CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE PRESSURE 
For the problem chosen for this thesis, the pressure of the system 
is assumed to be independent of position within the porous medium. How-
ever, the pressure will change with time because solid silicon is either 
deposited or depleted within a closed container. For the reaction system 
chosen, the quantity of the element hydrogen will remain constant for all 
time. With this fact, the value for the pressure at any time can be cal-
culated as follows. 
In an incremental volume of porous medium, £cr/|/, the amount of 
elemental hydrogen, c#\ is calculated from the following equation. 
Pu>,i£c/\/= c/X (A13-1) 
where <//. enUrdr (A13-2) 
and Lo is the length of the cylinder. 
The term «t̂  can be calculated from the following equation: 
OJHC/ (**HSiCt9 
&# * MHCI * ">% * MHStC,s 
(A13-3) 
Inserting the ideal gas law and the last two equations into equation AT3-1 
gives: 
- & & / * » ? , coma, \ , / /yr (A13-4) 
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If the pressure is assumed to be independent of position, the total amount 
of elemental hydrogen can be obtained by integrating equation A13-4 over 
the limits of the radii bounding the porous medium as follows: 
X P ^ 4 7" ^ ' *«* fihZci, J rdr (A-13-5) 
where P is the average pressure at time t. 
In the problem at hand, all quantities within the integral are constant 
r( 
with respect to position so r can be obtained as follows: 
Lo~ 127T ^o77(i2F^c) (A-13-6) 
Equation A13-5 can be rearranged to calculate the average pressure at any 
time. 
P - £ g 
u ?x 
fr 
J T C*m ' **fc ' 7H^)rc/r (A-13-7) 
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